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Abstract
In this report the structure of the neutron nuclear data library KEDAK
and the computer prograrn system KEr~ for updating the KEDAK library e.g.
for deletion. insertion and change of data records is presented. Besides
this the progrmn REFORtI for preparation of an input for KEMA is described
here. Both programs are written in FORTRAN IV and are presupposing the direct
access form of the KEDAK library as used in Ka.rlsruhe.
Das KEDAK Programm Compendium
Teil II
Verwaltung der Kerndatenbibliothek
In diesem Bericht wird der Aufbau der Neutronenkerndatenbibliothek KEDAK sow~e
das Programmsystem KE}~\. das zur Aufdatierung der KEDAK Daten z.B. zum Löschen.
Einfü~en. l~ndern von Datensätzen dient. beschrieben. Ferner wird das Programm
REFORH. das die Erstellung einer Eingabe für r~~~ erleichtert. dargestellt.
Beide I'ro;:;ramme sind in FORTRAN IV geschrieben und setzen die in Karlsruhe
benutzte Direct Access Form der KEDAK Bibliothek voraus.
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Introduction
The data file KEDAK contains the evaluated neutron nuclear data
for a number of materials important for reactor physics, specific
physical experiments, burn up calculations, shielding and others.
It is maintained and updated in Karlsruhe. It is used there in the
direct access form whereas the sequential card image format is in
use for the external exchange of the KEDAK library.
In this part the structure of the KEDAK library in direct access
form is described. Also the program system KEMA for the management
of the KEDAK library in particular for deletion, insertion, exchange
of data records and the program REFORM which facilitates the input
for KEMA are presented here. Both are presupposing the direct access
form of the KEDAK library and are written in FORTRAN IV. The nomen-
clature used in this description follows that described in KFK 880
11/. For the direct understanding of the following the most impor-
tant terms will be shortly explained.
Each data type and each material is characterized by a numerical
and an alphamerical name. Numeric names are used for storage
purposes and in external transmission. The user of the direct
access library alternatively may employ alphamerical names which
might be kept in mind more easily since they are abbreviations
containing the chemical symbols. For some data types additional
so-called "further names" are necessary for their complete and unique
description e. g. for the inelastic excitation cross section it is
not sufficient to know its numerical da ta type name, but in addition
the level excitation energy must be specified. The level energy is
called a further name of this data type.
"Arguments" of the da ta type are called those quantities on which
the data type considered is dependent and in dependence on which it
is stored on the file, e. g. all cross section types have only one
argument, the incident neutron energy. The numerical values of the
nuclear data types corresponding to specific values of the arguments
are termed "functional values". The number and kind of arguments and
functional values for a single data item and also the number and kind
of further names for a single data item are contained in 2.9
for each of the data types at present available on KEDAK. This
table supersedes the corresponding table in KFK 880 11/.
Zum Druck eingereicht am 31.1.1977
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I. Direct access KEDAK library
The sets of data are written on a disk storage in direct access form without
format control in form of fixed-length unblocked records. The entire infor-
mation is divided into a declaration and a data part. All records are filled
up to avoid unnecessary storage requirements. The structure of the declara-
tion and data part is prerented below in more detail.
Declaration part
The purpose of the declaration part is to provide necessary addressing in-
formation to access the data on the library. Addressing is performed by a
hierarchy of pointers. Each pointer points to a table containing the next lower
level of pointers. The lowest level pointer points to the starting address of a
single data type.
An example may illustrate that: A table of pointers locates the starting address
of the materials in the library. At this starting address another table provides
the starting address of the various data types available for that material. If
this data type requires further names, e. g. inelastic excitation levels, this
address actually will point to a third table containing the starting address of
















High level pointer Lower level pointer Lowest level pointer
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Here the arrows indicate that the high level pointer contains the starting address
of the next lower level pointer table or of data items.
The declaration part only includes the high level pointer table, the "material
address table". As was pointed out before, numeric names are internally used
to identify material or data type names. Therfore a link has to be established
between the alphameric names and their numeric correspondent. This is obtained
by two "conversion tables" stored in the declaration part.
In addition the declaration part contains an identifier for the library, its creation
date and the information necessary to access the three tables described above.
Structure of the declaration part:
The declaration part starts at the first word of the first record in the library.






. (1) lengthStartmg address contents
(record, word) (in words)
1,1 3 Library identification: the alphameric text 'KEDABIBLIOTH' is stored to
enable identification of the library
1,4 1 creation date: contains the date of the last update run for the library
in decimal digits ddmmyy specifying day, month, year
1,5 1 number of isotopes in the conversion table for material names
("material conversion table")
1,6 2 starting address(l) of the "material conversion table"
1,8 1 number of data type names appearing in the conversion table for data type na
("type conversion table")
1,9 2 starting address(l) of the "type conversion table"
1,11 1 number of materials in the table pointing to the starting address of each
material ("material address table")
1,12 2 starting address
(1)
of the "material address tabte"
as specified three times "material conversion table": consisting of three words for each material
in the words the number of which the first two contain alphameric material names of eight charac-
6 and 7 specified as ters in length and the last one an integer number giving the numeric name:
contents in
alphame ic name~ numeric alphamer'p name numeric
word 5
of ma erial 1 name of of mate ial 2 name of . •
material 1 material 2
as specified three times "type conversion table": its structure is identical with that of the
in the words the number "material conversion table", so that in the above description only the term









"material address table": this table points to the starting address of each
material in the library. At this address the beginning of a table is found
pointing to the individual data types for that material.
Structure: the table consists of four words for each material. The first ward
gives the numeric material name, the second the number of data types 1)
available for that material, and the third and fourth ward the starting address(
for that material:
material 1 material 2
numeric number starting , ddress(l) numeric number starting akidress(1)
name of of mat rial 1 name of of mate ial 2
- ...~ ...
data types ( recard (ward data types (recard (ward





(1)An address in the library cansists af twa wards: the first ward gives the recard number, the secand the ward number in this recard.
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The contents of the declaration part is stored word by word consecutively in
the above order. Since the starting address of the above three tables is expli-
citly specified in the words 5 - 13 of record one, this however is no prere-
quisite for the programs described in this report. Actually the tables could be
stored anywhere within the library.
Data part
The data part includes all lower level pointer tables and the actual data items
for the materials listed in the "material address table". The data part may be
divided into sections, each section containing the information for a single
material. As a rule a section is not physically interrupted by data of another
section, that means each section is a closed block in the library.
Each section consists of an addressing block and subsections. The addressing
block begins at the first word of the respective section. The corresponding starting
address is stored in the material address table. A subsection contains the data
for one data type and its starting address is recorded in the addressing block in
a manner explained below. If the respective data type requires further names for
unique identification an additional address block has to be given in the subsection.
A subsection contains one or more data blocks depending upon whether further
names do exist or not. The figure below may illustrate the physical organization:
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(further names 2) • • •
The logical structure of a section is displayed in the following figure:
subsection 1 consists





(further name address table)
-----,










further namesdata type 2 )
addressing block
(type address table)
start of a ~ ,-------,
no further names
material data type 1 t-
(section)
subsection 2 contains one addressing
block and one or more data blocks
depending on the number of combi-
nations of further names
Structure of a section
starting address I length (in words)
as given in the seven times the
material address number of data
table types
contents
"type address table": for each data type it points to the starting address of its subsection or the
addressing block of this subsection if there is one. It consists of seven words for each data type





~umeric ~numbername of ofI ata type 2 further
ames(l)
data type 1
word 1 2 3 4












lof one data item(2) ,
:of data type 1 I
I I
NUM: if no further names exist, NUM gives the number of data items for this data type
if further names exist, NUM gives the number of combinations of further names, e. g.
for inelastic excitation the number of level energies for which
data are given.
;of one data item(2)





subsection 1: assume, that data type 1 does not require further names, then its structure is that
of a data block:





NFV and NUM are
given in the type




nal value nal value
1 2















NUM are given in
the type address
table
Subsection 2: assume, that data type 2 does require further names,
then the subsection starts with a
"further name address table": for each combination of further names
it contains the further names, the number of data points available
and the starting address of the respective data block:
combination 1 combination 2
first lecond
further further

























~nd NFV are given
n the type address




data blocks for the different combinations of further names follow.
Their structure is similar to that of the data block described above
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(1) The number of further names required for a data type are described in 2.9.
Note the difference between number of further names and
number of the combinations of further names: the number of further names
required for inelastic excitation cross sections is one, the level energy, i. e.
each combination of further names consists of one further name only. The number
of the combinations of further names however, equals the number of level ener-
gies for which data are given.
(2) The number of arguments and the number of functional values for each data type
are given and interpreted in 2.9",
A data item is a set of arguments and functional values which logically belong
together, e. g. for a cross section type the incident neutron energy (argument)
and the cross section (functional value) form a data item. For details see L 1 J.
Notes
Although data are stored densely in the library since the updating program
described below does align them in this manner, this dense storage is not a pre-
requisite to use any of the programs described here. However a block may not
be interrupted by data not belonging to it, no matter whether it is an addressing
block or a data block. Any block may be shifted to any other free position in
the library provided the next higher level pointer pointing to it is reset to the new
address. The only exception are the words 1 - 13 of record 1, which reprerent
the highest level block and must not be shifted.
Summary
The flow chart below gives an idea of the logical and physical organization of
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2. The basic management program system (KEI1A)
2. 1 Purpose of the program system KEMA
The purpose of KEMA is to execute all kinds of management tasks on the
KEDAK 1ibrary. These can be all possib1e changes of nuc1ear da ta which
imp1y a previous transformation from direct access form to a sequentia1
form; a de1eting of all sets of data whicn can be 1inear1y interpo1ated
by their neighbouring sets of data; the generation of the KEDAK 1ibrary
in card image format for dispatching the data of other centers; the
retransformation from card image format to direct access form and the
printout of KEDAK summary information. KEMA also provides a number of
routines for the management of the test data sets in the 1ibrary.
Simi1ar1y to the existence of ENDF/A and ENDF/B KEDAK offers the
possibi1ity to enter incomp1ete or not fu11y eva1uated sets of data,
e. g. to test new microscopic experimental resu1ts. Each of the above
tasks will be executed by respective1y one subroutine which is ca11ed
by a contro1 program. Therefore this FORTRAN VI program system is
a1ways expansive. The separate subroutines will be loaded in the
program region by an over1ay structure on1y if they are going to be
used. The contro1 program extracts from the input what kind of task
will be done, checks the input of all desired working programs and
the presentation of all needed DD-cards and ca11s the appropriate
subroutines.
The entire input for the ca11ed subroutines is interpreted and written
on unit 8 in unformatted form by a FORTRAN VI subroutine FREEFO. The
working programs of KEMA can then read their particu1ar input frOm unit
8. For the input some exp1anations are necessary: Each data record
starts in co1umn 1 of a data card. If it is not possib1e to p1ace all
the data of one input record on one card, a second, third, etc. card
may be used, which must have a blank in co1umn 1. Or: a non-blank co1umn
1 in the input card is an indication for a new input record.
One has to distinguish between an a1phameric word of the 1enght REAL*4
and of the 1enght REAL*8. A REAL*4 word must be inc1uded in apostrophies
and is stored 1eft justified in the computer and fi11ed up with blanks if
not all 4 bytes are occupied. Example: 'ARG' or 'ABeD'. A REAL*8 word
may be inc1uded in apostrophies comprising at least 5 signs and at most
8 signs. which are stored left justified in the computer if not all 8
bytes are occupied. A special case are REAL*8 words with a number of
occupied bytes less than or equal to 5. These words may be also included
ina-signs. They are also stored left justified in the computer and
filled up with blanks.
Examples: 'PU239' ::: 'PU239bbb' :::JpU239 aJ ; 'RESbb' :::ci)RESQ).
Fixed point and floating point numbers are written in the usual manner,
e. g: fixed point numbers: 1 10 875 and floating point numbers:
10. 5.E30.7E-3 0.01. It is not possible to read double precision
values.
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The input data are separated by one or more blanks.















Task of the respective program
Program for converting the KEDAK library from
direct access into sequential form
Program for deleting, inserting and changing
nuclear data which are given in sequential form
Program for converting the KEDAK library from
sequential into direct access form
Program for updating the KEDAK library ~n direct
access form
Program for deleting of data which can be
linearly interpolated
Program for filling up da ta gaps in test da ta
sets by standard data in the sequential KEDAK
library
Program for declaration of test data to standard
data in the sequential KEDAK library
Program for printing selected sets of da ta of the
sequential KEDAK library
Program for printing a list of contents of the
direct access KEDAK library
Program for converting standard data of the KEDAK
library from direct access form into card image
format
Program for converting the sets of data of
selected isotopes of the KEDAK library from
direct access form into card image format
Program for conversion of the KEDAK library from
card image format into direct access form
For updating the direct access KEDAK library by standard data, only
the program succession 01717, 01750, 01701 is needed or in special
cases the program 01751.
Diagram of the program system KE~~
I Control pro~ram I
I 'I 1 II
I I
Subroutine 01717 Subroutine 01751 Subroutine 01704 Subroutine 01720 Subroutine 01721 Subroutine 01722
Conversion of the Upda ting the Print out of a Conversion of the Conversion of the Conversion of the
KEDAK library from KEDAK library in list of contents standard da ta of Sets of data of KEDAK library
direct access into direct access of the direct the KEDAK library selected isotopes from card image
sequential form form access library from direct access from direct access format into
form into card form into card direct access form
image forma t image format
Input unit: 1 Input unit: 1 Input unit: 18 Input unit: 17 Input unit: 17 Input unit: 21
( 13)
Output unit: 12 Output unit: I Output unit: 16 Output unit: 16 Output unit: 1
I II I
Subroutine 01750 Subroutine 01701 Subroutine 01723 Subroutine 01705 Subroutine 01708 Subroutine 01703
Deleting, inser- Conversion of the Deleting of data Filling up data Declaration of Print out of
ting and changing KEDAK library which are linearly gaps in test data test data to selected sets of
of nuclear data from sequent ial interpolatable and in the sequential standard data in data of the sequen-
given in sequen- into direct access given in sequen- library the sequential tial library
tial form form tial form KEDAK library
Input unit: 12
(13)
Output unit: 2 Input unh: 2 Input unit: 12 Input unit: 3 Input unit: 4
Temporary units: Output unit: 14 Output unit: 2 Output unit: 4 Output unit: 19 Input unit: 2






2 . 2 The control program
Input:
1. record (containing the information about the program flow)
~ Number of working subroutines to be called + 1 (I ~ 20)
(NFOLG(J), J =1, 1) Identification numbers of the working subroutines
chosen. NFOLG (I) =0
2. record
NZM
(containing the assignment table of the alphanumerical and
the numerical names of the isotopes)
Number of isotopes in the assignment table
(MATNA(J), NUNA(J), J = 1, NZM)
MATNA : alphanumerical name of the isotope (REAL. 8)
NUNA : numerical name of the isotope
3. record
NZT
(containing the assignment table of the alphanumerical and
the numerical data type names)
Number of data types in the assignment table
(TYPN(J), NUTY(J), J =1, NZT)
TYPN : alphanumerical data type name (REAL" 8)




Updating the KEDAK library
Updating in a general manner





KEDAK library in direct access form (organization
see 1. )on the external storage unit 1
KEDAK library in sequential form on the external
storage unit 12
This sequential library has the following unformatted organization:
1. record
1 constant,
date of the last change in the form ddmmyy,
number of isotopes available in the library.
2. record
Names of the isotopes in numerical form
The following records are repeated for each isotope
3. record
Name of the isotope in numerical form,
number of data types available for thisisotope
4. record
Data type names in numerical form
The following records are repeated for each data type name
5. record
Name of the isotope in numerical form,
name of the data type in numerical form,
number of further names of the data type,
number of arguments for a single data item,
number of functional values for a single data item
in the case of further names:
number of combinations of the further names
otherwise:
°
The following records are repeated for each combination of further names.
If there are no further names at all the 6th record is omitted and the other
two records are given only once.
6. record
Further names of the combination.
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7. record
Number of data items.
8. record
Arguments for a single data item,
functional values belonging to the arguments for a single





2.3.1. 2 Updating the sequential KEDAK library
1750
a) Sequential KEDAK library (organization see 2. 3.1.1)on the
external storage unit 12
b) Control input in form of card input
c) Data blocks for changing data either in the form
of card input or in the form of a data set on the external
storage unit 13










In the case the data alteration blocks are given in form of
a data set on the external storage unit 13: 1
otherwise: 0
I AU and I BA may both be set equal to 1. In this case first the
card input and then the external input is processed.
Number of combinations of material / data type names, for
which new combinations of further names shall be inserted.
(max. 20)
2. record (only if NNKO.> 0)
«IKO (I, J), I = 1,2), IZKO (J), J = 1, NNKO)
IKO (1, ) : name of the isotope in alphanumerical form,
IKO (2, ) :name of the data type in alphanumerical form,
IZKO : number of combinations of new further names
to be inserted.
Then the data alteration blocks follow. According to the kind of data change
one has to choose between three types of data alteration blocks: ADD, DROPS
and DROPA. The ADD-set has the function to insert single data items for
the specified material and data type at the point specified by the respective
arguments, the DROPS-set to delete single data items existing for the specified
material and data type and identified by their arguments. The DROPA-set
causes dropping for all data items for the specified material or only all data
items for a specific data type. In arranging the data within the data alteration
blocks first priority is assigned to the names of the isotopes. At present the
following order of material names is valid for KEDAK :
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N\bb' ~58, Nlb60, Nlb61, Nlb62, Nlb64, 0 bb16 ,
Ub235, ALb27, Cbb12, CDbbb, CRbbb, CRb50, CRb52,
CRb53, CRb54, FEbbb, FEb54, FEb56, FEb
57, FEb58,
Hbbb2, HbbH 1, ~b01, HEbb3, HEbb4, M~bbb' M~b92,
M~b94, M~95, M~96, M~97, M~b98, M~ 100, Nbbbb,
NAb23, PU239, Ub238, Hbbb1,
<)7CLbbbUNC, CLb 35, CLb <.), PU240, PU242, PU241
The actual order of material names can be printed out by the program 01704
in 2..5.2.
Second priority have the data type names which have to be arranged in alpha-
betical order. If there are further names for the data type considered the diffe-
rent combinations of further names are given in the order of increasing values.
For one particular material, data type and one particular combination of further
names (if required) the rewised data have to be given in order of increasing
arguments.
Structure of the data alteration blocks
A Insertion of new data (ADD - blocks)
This item covers the three following tasks:
a) The names specified (material - and / or data type - and / or
further names) are not found in the KEDAK library - a new set
of data characterized by these names has to be created.
b) The names specified are already available in the library - new
data items have to be inserted.
c) The specified names and arguments of single data items exist already
in the library - the existing functional values have to be replaced by
new values.
Structure of the data block:
N Number of data words in the following input
record ( No.: 2000). Note that alphameric names
consist of eight characters each and have to be
counted as two words.
Q) ADDbb ;J Constant, REAL'" 8 word
NNAM Number of names
(NAM(I), I = 1, NNAM) Name of the isotope in alphanumerical form (REAL-*" 8),
name of the data type in alphanumerical form (REAL * 8),





Number of arguments of a single data item
Number of functional values of a single data item
(ARG 1 (I), I = 1, NARG)
(WERT 1 (I), I = 1, NWERT)
(ARG 2 (I), I = 1, NARG)









and so on in the order of increasing arguments as many times as data items
shall be inserted or changed. In the case the data type for which changes should
be performed has no arguments at all (as it is the case e. g. for the type
ISOT1, for other examples see 2.9 I then NARG =0 and there can only be one
data item with ARG (1) equal to the alphameric text i ARG i and functional values
following.
The data type AASTATUS, too, represents a special case since it is only used
to store bibliographie information. If this type shall be inserted, NARG and
NWERT have to be set equal to 1 and the comments consequently following
have to be included in apostrophies. They have to be given in total by a number
of characters divisible by 8, since the first 4 characters are always interpreted
as argument and the following 4 characters as functional value. Note, that 72
characters are thought to form one line in actual use.
B Deletion of existing data (DROPA -, DROPS - blocks)
a) The deletion of an entire set or sets of data on KEDAK is effected by the
DROPA date block.
Structure of the data block:
Number of names
Number of data words in the input record
(N'!:: 2000). (REAL," 8 data have to be
counted as two single words)
Constant, (REAL*8)
NNAM) Name of the isotope in alphanumerical form
(REAL *8),
eventually: name of the data type to be deleted
in alphanumerical form (REAL'" 8),
eventually: further names in floating point
representation.




(NAM (1), I = 1,
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b) The deletion of single data items belonging to the specified names and
arguments is caused by the DROPS-block.






(ARG 1(1), I = 1, NARG)
(ARG 2(1), I = 1, NARG)
Number of data words in the input record
(N :5. 2000). (REAL~ 8 words have to be
counted as two single words)
Constant. REAL jJ< 8 word
Number of names
Name of the isotope in alphanumerical form
(REAL JIi 8),
name of the data type in alphanumerical form
(REAL )fr- 8),
eventually: further names in floating point
representation
Number of arguments for a single data item
Arguments of the first data item to be deleted
Arguments of the second data item to be deleted
and so on in the order of increasing arguments as many times as data items shall
be deleted.
The last input record of program 01750 is given by:
In the case that lAU = 1 and IBA = 1, i. e. data alteration blocks are presented
in form of cards as well as on an external storage unit, first the data alteration
blocks on cards closed by the 2 ci) ENDE cU record are processed and successive-
ly the external input which has also to bg completed by the record 2 aJ ENDEb Q) •
The hierarchy of the input data, however, i. e. the already specified order of
the material names, the alphabetic order of the data type names and the in-
creasing order of arguments has not only to be fulfilled within the data alteration
blocks on cards and on an external unit but it has also to be valid for the entire
input in the case both input variants are mixed.
The different data alteration blocks ADD, DROPA, DROPS are sorted by the
program onto the different storage units 9, 10 and 11 respectively. Therefore
DD-cards for these units are needed ..
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Output:
a) Sequential KEDAK library containing the changed data on the external
storage unit 2 (organization see 2.3.1.1)
b) A listing for each isotope and each data type, giving the
number of data items available,
number of data items deleted,
number of data items inserted,
number of data items exchanged.
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a) Sequential KEDAK library on the external storage unit
2 (organization see 2.3.1.1)
b) The card input consists of one record with the following
contents:
'KEDAI :BIBLa II0TH' Constants which appear as words
1, 2, 3 in the declaration part of the direct
access KEDAK library (see 1)
NMAT Number of isotopes available in the sequential
library
a) KEDAK library in direct access form (seeI) on the external
storage unit 14




Current number of the isotope which is just going
to be converted
Current number of the data type of this isotope
KMAT which is just going to be converted
Current number of the combination of further names





2.3.2 Updating 1n a special manner
Updating the KEDAK 1ibrary in direct access form
Often it is he1pfu1 to have a program which changes data direct1y
in the direct access KEDAK 1ibrary, for examp1e if on1y one
functiona1 va1ue must be corrected. In this case it is ineffective
to use the way over the sequentia1 form of the 1ibrary. In the
fo110wing cases the here described program 01751 may rep1ace the
program succession 01717, 01750. 01701 in KEMA:
a) in all DROPA cases
b) in all DROPS cases
c) 1n ADD cases on1y if data sha11 be corrected which were
a1ways present, or if at most so much data sha11 be added
to a present material. type and eventual further name as
were dropped before with DROPS.
Note, that in the case of DROPS a set of data is dropped by shifting
the fo110wing data pairs downwords the number of NARG+NRV words.
Therefore at the end of the data block a gap of NARG+NRV words is
formed which can on1y be c10sed by adding a new set of data in this
data block or by converting the KEDAK 1ibrary in sequentia1 form and
back into direct access form. In the case of DROPA on1y the address
tab1e in the KEDAK library is contracted, the corresponding data block
is saved unchanged but it is not possible to receive the data. The gap
in the address table and the unreachable data block can on1y be
e1eminated by transforming the 1ibrary into sequentia1 form and back
into direct access form. That means: to have a compact library it is
convenient to use sometimes the program succession 01717. 01750, 01701.
Program: 01751
Input: a) KEDAK 1ibrary in direct access form on the external
storage unit I (organization see I).
b) Contro1 input in form of card input.
c) Data blocks for changing data either in form of card
input or in form of a data set on the external storage
unit 13.
The contro1 input has the fo11owing structure:
I. record
{
rn the case the data alteration blocks are given
in form of cards: I
otherwise: 0
{
In the case the data alteration blocks are given




lAU and IBA may both be set equal to 1. In this
case first the card input and then the external
input is processed.
Then the data alteration blocks follow, which have the same structure
as described in program 01750.
O~tpu~~ a) Changed KEDAK library in direct access form on the
external storage unit 1.
b) Print output for each separate da ta change.
1. line
Material name, type name, eventually further names
2. line
Kind of changing, for example: one record exchanged,
or: all data deleted.
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2.3.3 Deletion of linearly interpolatabel data
This program is necessary to economize the space on the disk storage
by deleting of sets of data which can be linearly interpolated by
their neighbouring sets of data with an error of at most 0,1 %.
All data types with one argument and one functional value except
the types AASTATUS, SGNL, SGNC, SGIL, SGIC, SGILZ, SGICZ, SGNIL and






a) Sequential form of the KEDAK library on the external
storage unit 12 (organization see 2.3.1.1).
b) Card input in the following form:
NM Number of materials with data which shall
be reduced (at most 20)
(NAME(I),I=I,NM) Name of the materials with data
which shall be reduced. If the unnecessary
data pairs of all materials located on KEDAK
shall be dropped, NM must be set equal to 1
and NAME (I) equal to wALL UJ
a) Reduced KEDAK library in sequential form on the
external storage unit 2.
b) Paper output for each material and each data type
with a changed number of data pairs:
material name, data type name, number of data pairs
before reducing, number of data pairs after reducing
eventually further names.
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2.4 Handling of provisiona1 data in the KEDAK 1ibrary
2.4. I Fi11ing up data gaps in test data with standard data in
the sequentia1 KEDAK 1ibrary
In the fo110wing'test data' or 'standard data' mean in the case
of data without further names one pair of arguments and corres-
ponding va1ues, and in the case of data with further names all pairs
of arguments and corresponding values belonging to one combination
of further names. Standard data are marked in the KEDAK library by 5
signs in the material name, the remaining 3 signs of the REAL*8 word
are set to blank, whereas the test da ta have a material name which is
identical with the corresponding standard name in the leading 5 signs
and the remaining 3 signs are set different from blank. Formally the
standard da ta and the test data are stored on KEDAK under different
material names, her connection however is given by the identical
five leading signs of the material name.
A modified form of the NDF-KEDAK reading routine provides the standard
data, if a test data material name is specified and no test data are
existing for the specified data type. In the case that test da ta are
existing for the specified data type/these test data are provided in
the concerning energy region, for all other energy points the standard
data are delivered.
1. Example: Arguments of the reading routine:
material name: 'Ub238WCI'
da ta type name: Q)SCIOJ
I test da ta
I I
r~=-----, standard data
I I I >
0.001 ]03 ]05 107 E~ij
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In this case the reading routine provides in the energy region
from 0.001 eV inclusive to IkeV exclusive the standard data,
from IkeV to 100 keV inclusive the test da ta and from 100 keV
exclusive to 10 MeV inclusive the standard data.
2. Example: Arguments of the reading routine:
material name: 'Ub238SGZ'




I I excited level @eij
I I
I I IE~~ I I1--1
D I I j"I 0DI I II I I standard dataI II I IL-.J L-.l
exci ted level [11eij
In this case the reading routine provides standard data for the
first excited level, test data for the second and third level
and standard data for all following levels.
These technics show that the test data must cover a closed
energy region. Mostly the test data consider in separate energy
regions. The following program describes a possibility to fill
up the gaps between these test data with standard data so that
one energetic region occurs.
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Program: 01705
Input: a) Sequential form of the KEDAK library on the external
storage unit 3 (organization see 2.3. I. I).
b) Card input in the following form:
I. Card
MAT(I) Material name of the test data
MAT(2) Material name of the standard data
MM Number of data types to be filled up
(at most 10 and only one of them may
have further names)
For each data type to be filled up foliows:
Card 2 to MM+I
TYP Name of the data type to be filled up
N Number of gaps to be filled up (at most 4)
K If the data type considered has further names:
number of further names,
otherwise number of arguments.
«UE(NK,L),NK=I,K),(OE(NK,L),NK=I,K),L=I,N)
there means:
UE lower gap limit
OE upper gap limit
UE < OE
The input cards 2 up to MM+I must be arranged sO,that
the da ta types have an alphabetic order.
Output: a) Sequential form of the KEDAK library on the external
storage unit 4.
Paper output for each data type TYP of the material
MAT (I) :
I. line
Material name in numerical form,
data type name in numerical form,
number of further names,
number of arguments,
number of functional values,
number of combinations of further names.
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The following lines are repeated for each combination
of further names.
2. line (only in the case of further names)
Further names, of the combination
3. line
Number of data pairs.
4. line (in the case of further names line 4 is only




1f the number of the inserted arguments and functional values
belonging to these arguments is greater than 20000, the working
field in the program containing these data is written on the
external storage unit ]5, and this field is filled again from
the beginning. Therefore a DD card for unit 15 is necessary,
for example:
//G.FTI5FOO] DD UN1T=SYSDA,SPACE=(10]6,80),DCB-(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=10]6)
if the number of arguments and functional values is greater 20000
and less than or equal to 40000.
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2.4.2 Declaration of test data to standard data in the sequential
KEDAK library
This program has the task to declare the test data of one material
and different data types to standard data by replacing the standard
data in those energy regions where test data are existing. The test
data theirself are kept unchanged and may be deleted by the program
01751 or byt9.e program succession 01717,01750,01701.
Program: 01708
Input: a) Sequential form of the KEDAK library on the external
storage unit 4 (organization see 2.3. I. I).
b) Card input in the following form:
MAT(l) }
MAT(2)
Material names of the standard- and
of the test datain the succession of
theirappearance in the KEDAK library.
IST I : MAT( I) is the name of the standard material,
MAT(2) is the name of the test material.
2: MAT(l ) is the name of the test material,
MAT(2) is the name of the standard material.
N Number of data types of the test material with
data which shall be declared to standard data
(at most 20).
(TYP(I),I=I,N) Names of the data types with data which
shall be declared to standard data.
(KOALT(I)I=I,N) Number of combinations of further
names in the standard material which will
be overwritten by combinations of the test data.
Output: a) Sequential form of the KEDAK library on the external
storage unit 19.
b) Paper output for each changed data type of the
standard material:
I. line
Name of the material in numerical form,
data type name in numerical form,
number of further names,
number of arguments,
number of functional values,
number of combinations of further names.
The following lines are repeated for each combination
of further names.
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_~line (only in the case of further names)
Further names of the combination.
3. line
Number of data pairs.
~~~~ (in the case of further names, the 4. line
will only be written if the respective




If the number of all arguments and functional values of all types
TYP(I) is greater than 20000, the working field in the program
containing these data is written on the external storage unit 20,
and this field is filled again from the beginning. Therefore a
DD card for unit 20 is necessary, see program 01705 (2.4.1).
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2.5 Special print output of the KEDAK library






a) Sequential KEDAK library on the external storage unit 2
(organization see 2. 3. 1. 1)
b) Card input with the following contents:
N, (MAT (n, TYP (n, I =1, N)
N Number of isotope name/data type name combinations
to be printed
MAT : Name of the isotope in alphanumerical form (REAL'* 8)
TYP : Name of the data type in alphanumerical form (REAL * 8)
Here the order of isotope names as specified in 2.3.1. 2 and the
alphabetic order of the data type names has to be observed.
For each selected combination of names:
for the first data item and so on
for all data items successively
Name of the isotope,
name of the data type
(the following is repeated for each combination
if existing for the respective data type)
further names if existing,





:2.5.2 Print out of a list of contents of the direct access
KEDAKlibrary
Program : 01704
Input KEDAK library in direct access form (organization see 1)
on the external storage unit 18
Output A list of the contents of the KEDAK library, i. e. a list of the
isotopes in the order as stored in the library and for each
isotope the available alphanumerical data type names in alpha-
betical order.
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2.6 Transfer of the KEDAK data by conversion of the library
from direct access into card image format and vice versa
2.6. I Conversion of the standard data of the KEDAK library
from direct access form into card image format
Program: 01720
Input: KEDAK library in direct access form (organization see I.)
on the external storage unit 17
The sets of data of all the isotopes in the KEDAK library
having names of a length less than orequal 5 characters
in card imase format are written onto the external storage
unit 16.
L~ical structure of the nuclear data file KEDAK in card image format
Basic ideas
A word means
a) an integer number with a maximum of 7 digits,
b) a floating point number of the form: XeIOY, where X is a mantissa
with 8 digits with o. I < X < 1.0 and Y the exponent of the base 10
with -50 ~ Y ~ 49.
A field means a number of one or more words, which are considered as
logically correlated.
A data set consists of three fields,
a) the name field with lrr~ words, i.e. material names, data type names,
possible further names, e.g. the energy of an excited nuclear level,
b) the argument field with NA words,
c) the value field with Nr.~ words containing the functional values
belonging to the arguments.
For microscopic neutron cross sections e.g. the name field contains
material and da ta type names, the argument field a neutron incident
energy, the value field the particular cross section belonging to
this energy.
A subgrou~ means the number of all data sets with equal material,
data and possible further names.
A group means the number of all data sets with equal material
and data names.
A file means the number of all groups contained in the nuclear
data file.
Formal contents of the data fields
Contents of the name field
Material name





atomic weight (mass number) as integer number,
= one digit compound reference number for characteri-
sation of a chemical compound.
If a material is a natural element, then A1AZA3 is set equal to 000. The
compound reference number X is 0 for elements and isotopes and , 0, when
compounds of the material concerned with other materials have to be
treated separately.
Data type name
Each data type 1S characterized by a fixed point number of the structure
where
K = data class,
G1GZG3 = data group,
S = coordinate system.
The class reference numbers correspond to those of the ENDF!B format,
the group reference numbers, in the case of equal data types, are taken
from the ENDF!B format; in the case of different data types they are
chosen in accordance with the ENDF!B-rules for the assignment of group





















If for the full characterization of a data type energy or other
specifications are necessary these are contained in the further
names as floating point numbers.
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Contents of the argument field
The argument field contains the arguments for the description of the
values of the respective nuclear data type as floating point numbers.
Contents of the functional value field
The functional value field contains the values belonging to the
respective arguments as floating point numbers.
Units of the data
All energies and data with the unit of an energy contained in the
nuclear data file are stored in eV, all cross sections in barn, all
differential cross sections in barnisterad or barn/eV.
Structure of the information on tape
Records
The Karlsruhe nuclear data file KEDAK in "card-image" format contains
information 1n records of 80 characters.
Subdivision of the records
The information part of the records, i.e. the columns 1-72 contain the
data, the identification part, i.e. the columns 73-80, contains an
identification.
Structure of the information part
The information part contains a maximum of 6 words with respectively
max. 12 characters. The representation of the words corresponds to the
FORTRAN-field descriptors I 12 resp. E 12.6. An exception to these
format codes is the comment type AASTATUS which is written in format
(18M) •
Structure of the identification part
The identification part contains in the columns
73 - 74 the position at which the material appears 1n the description
of the material contents
or
o in the description of the material contents
75 - 76 the position at which the data type appears in the material
dependent description of the data type contents
or
o in the description of the data type contents
77 - 80 the record count for the subgroup starting with o.
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Contents of the records
Description of material contents






number of the materials on the tape
material names
Description of data type contents






number of data types
data type names
Records for one group
Name records
For each data type and each material the name records contain
material name,
data type name,
number of further names,
number of arguments,
number of functional values
in the case of further names:
number of combinations of the furt her names
otherwise
o
Records with further names
If there are further names, the combination of the further names for
the respective subgroup is contained in one record.
Records with number of data sets




The data records contain arguments and functional values of the
data sets. If several data sets fit into one record, arguments and
functional values are repeated as long as they fit completely into
one record, otherwise, if one data set needs continuation records,
each data set beg ins with a new record.
Be ND the number of arguments and functional values per data set.
Then the following numbers of data sets per record result:
ND = 2 3 data sets per record
ND = 3 2 data sets per record
4 < ND < 6 data set per record
6 < ND < 12 2 records per da ta set
12 < ND < 18 3 records per data set
The data sets are ordered according to increasing arguments.
Order of the information on tape
The order of the information on tape 1S governed by the following
scheme:
Description of the material contents
for each material in the order of its appearance 1n the
description of the material contents
description of the data type contents
for each data type of the material
name record
in the case of further names
for each subgroup arecord with the further names
record with the number of data sets
data records of the subgroups
otherwise
record with the number of data sets
data records of the group
Subdivision of the file into several tapes
When more than one tape is needed for storing the file, each tape
contains complete information for one or more materials with the
pertinent description of the material contents.
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2.6.2 Conversion of the sets of data of selected isotopes from
direct access form into card image format
Program: 01721
Input: a) KEDAK library in direct access form (organization see I)
on the external storage unit 17
b) Card input with the following contents:
(NNM, (TMAT(I),I=I,NNM»
NNM: Number of isotopes the sets of data of which
should be converted into card image format
TMAT: Names of these isotopes in alphanumerical form
in the order given in 2.3.1.2.
Output: The sets of data of the isotopes specified in the input are
written in card image form on the external storage unit 16.
The output of program 01721 corresponds to the output of
program 01720 described in 2.6.1.
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2. 6. 3 Conversion of the KEDAK library from card image
format into direct access form
Program : 01722
Input: a) The KEDAK library in card image format (organization see 2.6.1)
on the external storage unit 21. If the card image library is
distributed on more than one magnetic tape, for each of these
tapes aseparate DD-card is necessary on which the unit
numbers are continuously incremented by one starting with 21.





DD UNIT=TAPE9, \oL=SER=TAPE1, ...
DD UNIT=AFF=FT21F001, VOL=SER=TAPE2, .
DD UNIT=AFF=FT21F001, VOL=SER=TAPE3, .
b) The card input consists of one record with the following contents:
I KEDA1 IBIBLI II9YrH1 Constants which appear as word 1,2,3 in
the declaration part of the direct access KEDAK
library (see 1)
NMAT Number of isotopes available in the card image
library
IBND Number of magnetic tapes on which the card
image library is described
Output: KEDAK library in direct access form as discussed in 1 on the ex-
ternal storage unit 1
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2 . 7 Input example
The direct access KEDAK library shall be modified and the new library shall
be converted into card image format
I/INR017KEb JOBb (0017, 101, P6M1A), KRIEG, CLASS=A, REGION=270 K,
" b TIME=15
IlbEXEC FHG, LIB=NUSYS, NAME=KEMA
I/G. FT08F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA. SPACE=(TRK,10)
11 G. FT01F001 DD UNIT=2314, VOL=SER=NUSYSO, DSN=KNDF, DISP=SHR
11 G. FT12F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(TRK, 300, RLSE),
11 bDCB=(RECFM=VBS, BLKSIZE=7168)
IIG. FT09F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(TRK,20)
IIG. FT10F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(TRK, 20)
IIG. FTllF001 DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(TRK,20)
I/G. FT02F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(TRK, 300, RLSE),
11bDCB=(RECFM=VBS, BLKSIZ E=716 8)
"G. FT14F001 DD UNIT=2314, VOL=SER=NUSYSO, DSN=KEDAK,
11 bDISP=(NEW, KEEP), SPACE=(TRK, 300)
I/G. FT17F001 DD UNIT=2314, VOL=REF= :~. FT14F001,
11 bDSN='" • FT14F001, DISP=OLD
1/ G. FT16F001 DD UNIT=TAPE9, VOL=SER=901701, DSN=KERND,
/lbDISP=(, PASS), LABEL=(, SL),
"bDCB=(RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=7200)
1* SETUP DEVICE=TAPE9, ID=901701
11 G. SYSIN DD I'!'
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5. SES O. 197
164000.
SGALP, SGP, SG2N THRESHOLD - 15 HEV,
SGT, SGN, SGI, MUEL 10 lffiV - 15 MEV.
13 aJADDaJ 2 ~NI 0.) cJrsOTlaJ 0 3 'ARG' 58.69
13 Q)ADDc0 2 JNI a) JSGG ä) 4.266E6 0.0016
4.366E6 0.0015
I 1 ~DROPSa,) 2 d)FE cJ JSGT Q)
18 cJADD ~ 3 ClPU239a1 aJSCIZ ö)
0.145 4.E5 0.175 5.E5 0.191
16 wADD 0) 3 Q)PU239eO JSGIZ 0:>
1.8E5 0.002 2.E5 0.004
5 ci)DROPAa:J 'CL UNC'
2 :;) ENDE r:J
'KEDA' 'BIBL' '10TH' 72
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2.8 Literature Reference
/1/ D. Woll, KFK 880 (EANDC(E)-112"U") Dec. 1968
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1 (4) .. .. .. .blbllographlc lnformatlon glvlng data types
and energy regions of recent evaluations.
1. EL - lower energy boundary of the region in} which resolved resonance parameters
2. EU - upper are valid under data type " RES "
3. number of resolved resonances given by " RES"
4. flag which indicates whether resolved resonance
parameters should preferable be taken for group
constant calculations or pointwise given cross
section values. It may have the following values.
2. - cross section values }should be
1. - resolved resonance parameters taken

















Atomic (isotopic) weight (A)
Atomic number (Z)
Nuclear spin of ground state (I)
-,- / r::- A{-m1t- IE =tr v2m . ~- reduced neutron
n r 1/2 1/2 ]wave length L..,eV b 1/ 2JR = nuclear radlus [b







Isotopic wtaight 1sotopic abundance ( %)
1. v
2. v~ f where Vo+V\E+v2E2+v3E3
3. v2
average total number of


















Parameters of the Watt-Cranberg fission spectrum
X(E) = c.exp(-aE)sinh(vbE)












The mean ener of fission neutrons is given by
I. Resonance energy I. gJ"(2J+I)/(2(2I+I»)l'abundance E =J.(l+l~) eV
a 2 4 a
2. Neutron orbital 2. total half width r





















I. average capture width r
-y
2. average level spacing D
-R..
3. average reduced neutron wi~th r
< r > n
f . n J4. strenght unctl.on Si =
(Vn)U<DJ >
5. number of exit channels in fission vf
6. number of exit channels in neutron elastic
scattering (vn)iJ
I. average observed level spacing
2. a level density par~rneter























































elastic scattering cross section
non-elastic cross section
total inelastic cross section








cross section for the (n,n'a)-process
inelastic scattering cross section to the continuwn
cross section for the (n,2n)-process




















































Name of data Name as Name of data FUY'tr~ertype ln type on in- Arguments Functional values
K G S ENDF/B?(l) ternal KEDAK names
3 027 0 y SGA - neutron incident energy absorption cross section
3 028 0 y SGIP - " cross section for the (n,n'p)-process
3 029 0 SG12A " " " " " (n,n2a)-
11y -
3 102 0 SGG " " " " " (n, y) "y -
3 103 0 SGP - " " " " " (n,p) "y
3 104 0 SGD - " " " " " (n ,d) "Y
3 105 0 SGH3 - " " " " " ( n ,H3 ) "y
3 106 0 SGHE3 - " " " " " (n,He3 )- "y
3 107 0 SGALP - " " " " " (n,a) "y
3 108 0 SG2HE - " " " " " (n,2a) - "y H
3 201 SGTR " transport cross section H0 n - IV1
3 206 0 n ETA - " average number of fission neutrons per neutron
absorption
3 207 0 n ALPHA - " ratio of capture to fission cross section
3 251 0 y MUEL - " average eosine of the elastic scattering angle ln
the laboratory system
---
cos 8 L= ].1L
3 452 0 y NUE - " average number of fission neutrons
3 455 0 n NUEP - " average nQmber of prompt fission neutrons
3 461 0 n CHIF
neutron outgoing energy energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons
(thermal fission)
3 462 0 CHIFD - " energy spectrum of delayed fission neutronsn
(thermal fission)
Name of data· TJame as Name of data
type type on in- Further Arguments Functional valuesln
K G S ENDF/B,?(l) t ernal KEDAK names
4 002 1 n SGN1 E (2) cosine of scattering differential elastic scattering cross section at0
angle the neutron incident energy E in the laboratory
system 0
4 002 2 n SGNC E (2) " differential elastic scattering cross section at0 the neutron incident energy E in the center-of-
mass system 0
4 004 1 SGIL E " differential inelastic scattering cross section atn 0 the neutron incident energy E in the laboratory0
system
4 004 2 n SGIC E " differential inelastic scattering cross section at0
the neutron incident energy E in the center-of-0
mass system
4 005 1 n SGILZ 1. E. " differential inelastic scattering cross section forl
excitation of the rest nucleus level E.2.E
o
at the neu-
tron incident energyE in the laboratofy system HH0 I
4 005 2 n SGICZ 1. " differential inelasic cross section for excitation ~
2.E of the rest nucleus level E. at the neutron incidentE . l0 energy ln the center-of-mass system0
4 029 1 SGNIL 1.E2 " differential cross section for elastic and inelasticn 2.E scattering at the neutron incident energy E to neu-0 .. . 0
tron outgolng energles between E
o
and E2 ln the la-boratory system

















L() Im ( 2L+ 1) fL(E) PL(cos8)() (8)=~ L-n TI-O
in the laboratory system
4 463 2 n LEGNC 1. E L coefficent f in the tegendre-polynomial expansion of-




() (8)=~ I ( 2L+1) fL(E) PL(cos8)
n TI L=o
ln the center-of-mass system
4 464 1 n LEGIL 1. E L coefficient fi in the Legendre-polynomial expansion





(}n,(8)- 4TI I (2L+1 ) fi (E) PL(cos8) VIw
L=o
ln the laboratory system
4 464 2 n LEGIC 1. E L coefficient fi in the Legendre-polynomial expansion





O"n,(8)=4"TI I (2L+1) f L (E) PL(cos8)L=o
ln the center-of-mass system
4 465 1 n LEGILZ 1. E. L coefficient f~ in the Legendre-polynomial expansionl
2. E of the differential inelastic cross section for ex-
0


















(8) = (J n'
~







m l (L (21+1) f 1 (E) P1 cos8)1=0in the laboratory system
.. l. .c~efflclent f.~ ln th~ 1e~endre-~01ynomlal ex~an-
Slon of the dlTferentlal lnelastlc cross sectlon














in the center-of-mass system
coefficient f~2in the 1egendre-polynomial expan-
sion of the differential cross section for elas-
tic and inelastic scattering at the neutron in-

















02(21+1) f 1 (E) P1 (cos8)





in the laboratory system
coefficient f~2 in the 1egendre-polynomial expan-
sion of the dlfferential cross section for elas-










02(21+1) f 1 (E) P1 (cos8)
ln the center-of-mass system
Name of data Name as Name of data Furthertype END~/\ ( 1 ) type of in- Arguments Functional valuesK G S ternal KEDAK names
5 461 0 n CHIFZ E neutron outgoing energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons at the
0
neutron incident energy Eenergy
0
5 462 0 n CHIFDZ E 11 energy spectrum of delayed fission neutrons at the
0
neutron incident energy E
0
5 091 0 y CHIIZC E 11 energy spectrum of inelastically scattered neutrons
0
at the neutron incident energy E
0
5 c)16 0 y CHI2N E 11 1.)2.) energy spectrum of the two neutrons emitted
0 in the (n,2n) process at the neutron incident
energy E
0
5 017 0 CHI3N E 11 1.)2.)3.) energy spectrum of the three neutrons Hy H0
emitted in the (n,3n) process at the neutron in- ~














parametrie representation of energy spectra
at incident neutron energy E
o
of the two neutrons emitted by the (n,2n)
process
of neutrons inelastically scattered to a conti-
nuum of levels








of prompt fission neutrons
of delayed fission neutrons
K-identification number



























3 functional values :
1. P - fraction of the spectrum of type K
to the total energy distribution
3. U - upper limit for the - for K = 1,2
final neutron energy
o :"E':" Eo -u
or b (spectrum parameter) - for K = 3
or A (atomic weight)
- for K = 4
K=I Evaporation spectrum
(E') = E'~exp(E'/8)X _ ~
8 2 •. I-exp (-lkJl). ( I+lk!l) I~ (1 8 ~
K=2 Maxwellian spectrum
'I (1/X(E') = vE ~exp -E 8)
3/2 ~ JE-U' ~u E-U~8 • erf( -"- - -o-"exp(---2-)
.1 (3 (:) J
K=3 Watt-Cranberg spectrum
See formula for CHICR
K=4 Excitation of discrete levels
r- A2+ I A-
X(E) = 6LE'-(A+I)2 Eo + A+I ... ECj










(1) K always corresponds to the ENDF/B format. If also G corresponds to the ENDF/B format, then the second column
contains "yes", otherwise "no".
(2) E
o
for this and all pertinent further data types in the laboratory system. This is also true for E2 •
(3) a) Definition
For the calculation of average cross sections and related quantities in the energy region of unresolved









<r > C~s = -y-y <r >
n
<r > (n;f?R = yf <r >2<r >
n f









They should be understood as defined for a given level sequence (level spin J, parity w=(-1)1)but for
simplicity ve omit the indices 1, J. The average brackets denote averages over all resonances of the
(1, J) level sequence. This is equivalent to averaging over the partial-vidth distributions. Nov the
statistical theory of resonance reactions teIls us that the partial vidths are distributed according
to X2 distributions. Thus the probability that a randomly selected resonance has a partial width for the
(n,c) reaction between r and r +dr is given by
c c c
-1 -x v /2-1
c c (5 )P df = f(v /2) e x dx
c c c c c
v f
with o < x = -S. __c_ < CD (6)
c 2 <f >
c
(c=n,f,r, ... for elastic scattering, fission, capture, ... ).
Here f(v /2)is the gamma function and v the number of contributing R-matrix reaction channels (v =1:
Porter- cThomas distribution, v =2: expgnential distribution etc.). For the radiation width f ong takes
v =CD, i.e. a o-distribution, f c= <f >. Y
Y r Y
f m f I m
l
HCD CD CD
= J df 1P 1 J df2P2 ••• f dfePe
c c (7 ) HIU1
000 f 00
C
f = 2 f (8 )
c=l c
b) Calculation
Eqs. (1)-(4) show that one must calculate multi-dimensional integrals of the type
<
f mf m)c Cl
f
with






(i. e. a x = f /f , a x = 1) one obtains
c c c Y Y Y
(9 )
v /2-1 -x v /2-1 -x
r m r m ClD dx x 1 1 ClD dx2x2
2 2
c c' m+m '-1 1 1 e e
= r f f
r Y 0 r(V,l2) 0 r(v2/2) (10 )
vA/2-1 -X A m m'
ClD dXAX A c c (a x ) (a ,x ,)e
f c c c c c c
0 r(vA/2) La"x"c "c cc
Following Dresner (Ref. 1) one can reduce this multi-dimensional integral to a one-dimensional integral
by using the identity.
ClD
La x = 1+' a x = f ds exp ~(1+ Lax )~
c c ~ c c 0 c~ c c
c C:FY TY
Interchanging the order of integrations one finds
<r > ~ mr m'jY c c'
, =
<r >m<r ,>m r
c c
v v ,
c r(_c_ + m') ClD -v /2r("2+ m) 2 -s -m -m' c"
= f ds e ( 1+a s) ( 1+a , s ) rr ( 1+a " s)
m m' C C "tF C
v v V I V , o c Y

















rr(u) - rr (1-a Jn -vc /2c:Fy c u)
depends on u and on the a (for c#y). The form (13), obtained from (12) by substitution of s = -ln u, has
... .. . c. . ...f1n1te 1ntegrat1on Ilm1ts and lS thus more conven1ent for numer1c 1ntegrat1on.
Ref. 1 L.Dresner, Report TID-7547 (1957), p. 71
cf. also J. E. Lynn, Neutron Resonance Reactions, Oxford 1968, p. 230
(4) The data items of AASTATUS are only formally divided into argument and functional value. They









INSERT DPUFF, ~LPHA, ~LDHf\T, 'irTEST ,GllnRU, FQ f=F'-(j
























[ f\ TF Y f" II II'J

















C FSPIF IS A SPECIAL FRROR-OET"CTING ~URRoUTINE ,WHICY 1\1 CASE 20
C OF A\I AR'IJR'1AL ~\l0 )FTERMI~S THE PSW ANl PRINTS THIS PSW + 30
C A TR.ACF-13AC<: + TYE REGISTER CONTENTS + THE SYSTFM COMPLETION 40
C CODE.. Fl' FSPIE 15 INSTAlATION DEPENDE\lT ITS COO" IS NOT 50
C OISTRIRUTED HEr~E 60
RETUR\I 70
FNO 80
SUßROUTT '~E ZE I T (N'nU'1) 10
LCGIC~L*I FF, FI) 20
INTEGt:R*-? V(lf))/':) ','1 ','2 ','3 ','4 ','5 ','6 ','7 ','8 .,.q '/ 30
I,VV/' 'I 40
REAL*8 1AT,TIME 50




00 1002 J=I,8 100
IFIJ.F:O.3.J".J.FQ.61 GO TI1 1002 110
FF=FDIJI 120
00 1000 1=1,1 J 130









C ROlJTINE FO" PROOUCI\lG AN U\lFoRMATTED INPUT-FIlE 20
C 30
C 40
SlJRRDUTlNE FRF:EFo (I'IP,NFI,'1FO,LF,F,NF) 50
DTMFNSID'I LF(l) ,Ftl ),NFIlI,JllZl 60




DAT A LV I 11 11 H I , LV I 21 11 HO I , L V13 ) 11 Hll ,L I{ I 4 ) 11 H21 , LV I 5 ) 11 H3/, 11 0
IL V I 61/1H 41, L V17111 H 51 ,L VI 81/H 61, LVI 91 IlH 7 I, L V 110) 11H '11, 120
ZLVIII)/IH9/,lVIIZ)/IH+I,LVI131/1H+I,LVI141/1H-I,LVI15 1/1H.I, 130














































































CALL PRjEf' ('1FGLG, '1ATNA,NJ'\IA,TYPN, NIHY,\lF,'lC1IJT)
RFArJ l\lFI 1,{NFf)LGl jl,J=I,I)
RFArJ l'lFI '1IM,IMU\lAljl,'1U\lAIJl,J=I,NlMI























5 CALL P017JI IMAT,TYPI
GO- TO I
















6 IiRIH I\lOUT,S) \lFILGIJI
8 FORMAT ('OAS PRI1GRA'I'1', IlJ,' IST NICHT VORGESEHEN')
C 700
4, LSr~/'trlSPEC/,Um/4rlNIlRMI 150 6668 IFINFI1l.FQ.LNOl GOTO 501 710
C 160 IFINFlll.E?LSPEl GOro 501 720
C 170 GrTO 502 730
C 18O '>00 KSPNO=O 740
IY=80 190 GOTn II 750
GOT09111 200 501 K5PNO=1 760
C 210 GOTO 11 770
C 220 t;02 IFINFFl1l.EQ.LV(lll GOTO 10 780
ENTRY ERFE72 IINP,NFI,NFO,LE,E,NE) 230 IFIN) 11, 11, 12 790
Iy=n 240 12 !FINEI )13,13,144 800
C 250 144 IE(K5PNIlI145,14'i,14 810
C 260 14 WRITE l'JEIl "I, I NF I I ) , I = I, N) 820
9\ II V=I. 270 111 I F I KOUTlll ,11 ,2 830
MV=I 280 1'.5 WRITE I'JFIl I NF I I ) , 1=1 , NI 340
L PP=O 290 GOF! 111 ,850
NEII)='] 300 13 NS=N5+l 860
I SU=O 310 LFIN<;)='J 370
LS=O 320 NI='JS+! 880
LP=O 330 N2=NSt'J 890
'J 5=0 340 N=O 900
LO=O 350 oe 15 I =I~I ,"J2 910
"1=1) 360 'J=Nt1 920
LL=LV(ll/25r, 370 15 LFIll=NFI'~1 930




C 400 960 I11 "1=0
'"C 410 '"'J=O 970
C 420 GO TO 16 980
31 IFINEl1l .E').LFI GOrr) 2 43') 10 J=I 990
IFI"JFI 1l.EQ. LFO) GOTD 2 440 16 J=J+! 1000
GOrn 201 450 C 1010
200 KOUT =1 460 C 1020
GOTO 12 470 C 1030
201 JZIll=NElll 480 97 f)O 20 K=I,18 1040
JZ(2)=NEI2) 490 IFlNFEIJI.E).LVlKll G') TO 21 1050
IFIN8.EO.'JV8) GOTD ZOO 500 20 CCNTlNlJl:: 1060
PFAD l I'JP,l ,END=Z]J ,ERR=3) I"JF E I I I , 1= 1, A'J I 510 GO Til 3 1070
FORM ATl BOA 1 I 520 C 1080
GO 1'1 4 530 C 1090
2 IFINFIIZ03,201,202 540 C 1100
202 FNfJFILF 'JFI 550 21 I FlK-I nO,30,22 1110
REWIND NFI 560 30 IFILS)31,}1,32 1120
203 RnURN 570 31 IFIJ-IYl1'>,33,33 1130
3 WRITE I 'I FJ , 5 ) 580 C 1140
5 FORMATl1HO/48H FRROR-CQNfJITTON IN OAT~ TR.N5FF~ OR INPUT-ERROR) 590 C 1150
5 T[lP 600 C 1160
4 IF IIY.EQ.8Jl GOTD 6667 610 32 IFILPP140,40,41 1170
JKFE=NEF (73) 620 40 N=N+l 1180
NFFI73 )=STERN 630 "JFI NI =L5'HMV 1190
6667 WRITE (NFO,!,) INFEl II ,1=1,801 640 47 LSU=O 1200
6 FCR'1ATIIX,BOA1) 650 LS=O 1210
IF lIY.fq.BOI GOTI) 6663 660 LO=O 1220
NFE(71)=JKFE 670 MV= 1 1230
C 680 V=l. 1240
C 690
GO In 31 1750 00 74 K=2,11 1800
C 1260 IFlNF~IJ }.E~.LVIKI) Ga Tn 50 1810
C 1270 74 CONTI'lUE 1820
C 1280 I I' I NFE I J ) • F Q. LVI 1) I GO TO 73 1830
41 M=LP-LS 1290 IFlNFFIJ I .EQ.LVI 161) G'l TQ 81 1840
IFltS-9)42,43,43 1300 LC=O 1850
43 LSU=LSUR 1110 8R4 LA=O 1860
42 IFlM)44,45,46 1320 LV1=1 1870
44 IFI78+~13,3,45 1330 LP1=0 1880
46 IFI75-~13,3,45 1340 IFIJ-IYI892, 882, 3 1890
45 N=N+l 1350 C 1900
VC=V 1360 C 1910
FIN)=lFLaATILSUI*VC*IO.**M 1370 C Ino
LP=O 1180 25 IFIK-1618'J,80,26 1930
LPP=') 1390 80 IFILPPI3,3,81 1940
Gfl TI) 1,7 1400 81 LA=O 1950
C 1410 LC=l 1960
C 1420 LVI=l 1970
C 1430 LPl=O 1980
22 1 I' I K-11 I 50, 50,23 1440 IFlJ-IY)82, 3, 3 1990
50 LS=LS+l 1450 82 J=J+l 2000
LSU=10*LSI.J+K-2 1460 IFlNFElJ).EQ.LVllll GO Ta 83 2010
IFlLS-9)511,52,511 1470 R82 IFINFEIJI.EQ.LVI121 I GO To 83 2020
52 L'LJR=LSIJ 1480 IFINFEIJI.FQ.LVI131} GO TU 83 2030
511 IFILPP151,51,883 1490 IFINFEIJ I.EQ.LVI1411 GU TO 84 2040
883 LC=-l 1500 IFlLCl97 t3 ,85 2050
J=J +1 1510 84 LVl=-l 2060
IFlJ-lYI884,884,32 1520 83 IFIJ-IYI86,3,3 2070 HH
51 I FIJ-IYI16, 32, 32 1530 B6 J=J+1 20BO Ier-
C 1540 85 Dn 87 K= 2,11 2090 '"
C 1550 I I' I NI' f' I J) • EQ. LVI KI I GO TO 88 2100
C 1560 87 CONTl\lUE 2110
23 IFIK-14160,60,24 1570 IFINFEIJI.EQ.LVI111 GO To 89 2120
60 IFlLO)61,61,3 15BO GO TO 3 2130
61 LO=l 1590 89 IFILAI3,3,90 2140
IFIK-l /+162,63,63 1600 8B LA=l 2150
63 V=-l. 1610 LP1=10*LP1+K-2 2160
MV=-I 1620 IFlJ-IYIB6,90,90 2170
62IFlJ-IYI64,3,3 1630 90 LP=LP+LP1*LV1 2180
64 J=J+l 1640 GO TO 41 2190
DO 65 K=2,11 1650 C 2200
IFINFEIJI.EQ.LVIKII G'J TO 50 1660 C 2210
65 CCNTI\lUE 1670 C 2220
1F I NI' E I J I • EQ. LVII 5) I GO Ta 70 1680 26 IFIK-171300,300,301 2230
GO Tn 3 1690 300 M=5 2240
C 1700 K7=17 2250
C 1710 GO TC 117 2260
C 1720 301 M=4 2270
24IFIK-1517'1,70,25 1730 K7=lB 2280
70 IFILP)71,71,3 1740 117 LC=O 2290
71 LP=LS 1750 116 LA=O 2300
LPP= 1 1760 00 100 L=1,4 2310
1FlJ-IYI72,73,73 1770 100 JYILI=LVlll 2320
B IFlLS) 3,3,41 17BO 110 J=J+ 1 2330
72 J=J + 1 1790 IFIJ-!YII01, 102, 102 2340





111 IFINFEIJI.fiJ.lVIK7) 1 GO TU 106 2400
GO TO 107 2410












IFINFEIJ +l) .EQ.IVI~ Tl) GDHl llO 2540
GOTO 116 2550
105 IFINFEIJ+ll.EO.IVlll) GOTO 16 2560




PRIJFF'JN'; ,)i'R GESAMTFN EINGAß~ FIIER DAS PROGRAMMSYSTE'1 KF..,A
SCHROIJTI 'NE P RU Ff- 1NFOLG, MAT NA, NJNA, TYPN, NIJTY, '~F, NOllT)
REAL" g f)iH71 21 I'FTOIFQOl', 'FTI2FOOI' I,
I ')!J50161/'FT09F(JOI','FTIOFOOl','FT11FOOl','FTOZFOOI',






13 f)r)081 31 I'FTOitFOOI', 'FTI9FOOI', 'FT20F001' I,
9 0022 I 2 I I ' FT J I F) Cl 1 ' , 'FLn FO 0 I ' I ,
A 0'15 II 2 I I ' F T 0 I F 001 ' , 'FTl3 F 0 0 I' I,
B OD23121/'FT02FOOI', 'FTIZFOOI'I
REAl*B MATI47l 1'''11 ','NI 5S',''JI 60',''JI 6l','NI 6Z','NI 64',
1'0 16','U 235','Al 27','C 12','(0 ','(R ','CR 50','CR 52',
2'CR 5V,'CR 54','(<: ','Ff' 54','FE 56','FF 57','FE 53','H 2',
3'H Hl', 'H 01','HE 3','HE 4','''10 ','WJ 92','MO 94','MO 95',
4'~'0 96',''1097','''\0 9Il','''\JI!)')', 'N ',''JA 23','PUZ,9','U 238',
5'H 1',':1 ','CI 35','Cl 37','U 238INI','U Z38I:~2',
6'PU240', 'PU242', 'PiJ24I'I,MS
6IZV)) ,,,\TSIIOOI ,MAJI 2001 ,MT0(1001 ,MAAI20ClI,MTAl 100)
REAL*q '1AnA(200),TYPNlIOO),IKOlZOI, IA!)/'ArD '/,IDS/'!)ROPS'I,
IRAIZI ,ITOI2CJ I ,ALLI' ALL 'I
o I ME NS IOhl NE OIG I 20) ,NUNA 120'1) ,NU TY ( 1 00 I , I ZKO 120 I ,F ElO ( 20001, I FEU I



































3, ARGA!) (10), AR GA S 110 I, EA I I ü I , ES ( 10)
4, SfI I ZI
DA TAN.., I 471 , T I' XTI' K Ef) A ' , ' d I ß L ' t ' In TH ' I
I, SA/' AAST',' ATUS'I
EQIJIVAI.ENCE lFf'IDlll,lKOIII), IFELDI811 ,TZKOllI 1,(f'f'LOlll,IFEl)I
11 1 I , l RA I I1 , , I I I I ) , I FELD 11 I , UEI I, I t 11 ) t I F f'L 0 I 500 ) ,OE 11 , I , lJ I
1,lf'f=L')1411 ,ITOIll), lFELOlll ,KfJAL TllJ I
WRITFINJUT, 133)
83 f'ORMATIlHlI' EINGABEP'<UEEUNG'I
lESFN DER EIN~ABE OES STEUFRPROGRAM..,S
REAOINFI I,lNFOlGIJI,J=I,I)
IFlI.l<:.2J) ~O TO I
WRITF INOUT,21 I




IFlN7'1.lE.20Cll GO TU 3
WRITE IN 0' JT ,4 I NZ~
4 FORMUl' OIF ANZAHL OER MATERIALNAMEN IN f)ER ZUORDNIJNGSTABELlE IST
I AUF 200 13EGRFNZT , HIER WIJRf)f' i=lN VERSUCH ..,1 T' ,15,' ..,ATERIAl IE~ r;
2H'ACHT' I
STDP ')
1 REAO INFI NZT,(TyPNU),NUTYl')I,J=I,NZTl
IFlNTT.lf'.IOO) ~O TU 5
WRITE l'JOUT,61 'JZT
I> FORMATI' llE ANZAHL DER TYPNAMFN IN DER ZUORDNUNG<;TAflEllE IST AUF
1100 Bf'GRENZT , HItR WUROE EI'J VERSUCH MIT',I5,' TYPEN GEMACHT')
STOP5
5 WRTTE INOUT,631
63 FORMATI' OIE EINGAflE FUER JAS <;TEUERPROGRAM'1 WUROF GEPRUEFT'1
1=1-1
00 7 J=l,1
IFINEDLGl,)).EQ.Ol717l GO Ta 8
IFINFOLGIJI.EQ.0115Cl) GO In 9
IFINFOLGIJ).EQ.017031 GO TO 10
IFINFOlGIJI.FQ.017Jl) GO TO 11
IFINFOLGIJ).EQ.01720) GO TO lZ
If'INFOLGlJI.EQ.017041 GO TO 13
IFlNFOLGIJ).EQ.0110'») GO Tn 14
IFlNFOIGIJI.EQ.OI70ßI GO TO 15
If'INEOLGI,)).EQ.017211 GO TO 130
IFINFOLGIJI.EQ.017221 GO TO 132
IFlNFOlGIJI.EQ.017511 GD TO 141
IFINFOlGIJI.EQ.017Z31 GO TO ZOO
WRTTE 1\l0IJT,84) 'JFJlGIJ)
B4 FORMATl' OIF FOlGENLJM..,ER', 18,' IST 1"1 PROGRAMMSYSTEM KEMA NICHT VO
lRGESFHEN' 1
STOP5




































































62 FORMAT{' OIE EINGAßE FUER DAS PROGRAMM 01717 WURDE GEPROFFT')
GC TO 7
PROEF!!NG ')ER EINGtl!H FUER DAS PROGRAMM D1750
9 PEAD INFI lAU,IßA,NNKO
LN=5
117=1
IF( (lAU. Erj. 01 .DR.1 I AU. EQ.l I I GO To 16
WRlTE (NOUT,l71
17 FCRMAT[' PRrJGPA'1'1 01751: lAll IST NICHT 0 OOER 1 GESETZT')
STOP 5
16 IFlllflA.Ei).OI.OR.[ISA.EQ.tll Gn TrI 18
WRITE INO!!T,l91
19 FOP..,AT[' PRJGRA'1'1 01750 : IBA IST NIOiT 0 rJOEP 1 GFSFTlT')
STOP5
18 IFINNKO.LE.201 GrJ Tn 20
liRITE [NrJUT,2tl NI~KO
21 FORMATl' PROGRAM.., D1750: NNKO=',15,' MJ\XIMAL ZULAFSSIG IST 20'1
STOP5
20 IFINNKO.EQ.)I GO TO 22
RfAD {NFI [IKOILl,lTO[Ll,lZKOIL),L=I,NNKOI
CALL ALPHA INNKO,IKO,N'l,"'AT,NOUTI






47 RFAD INFI \j,IFElDlU,L=!,NI
IFIN.EQ.21 GO TO 54
IFIN.lE.2)OOI GO TO 24
GO TO 1150,151),117
15Q WRITE INOUT,2S1 N,(FELDlLl,l=I,71
25 FORMATl' PROGRA..,M 01750 : N GROESSER 2000 IN OE" SAE' ,16,A5,Al,
lI3,A5,Al,A5,Atl
STOP5
151 WR ITE[lIJrJUT,L521 N,I FElOILl,L=I, 7)
152 FORMU[' PROGRAMM )[751 : N GPO"SSER 2000 IN OE.., SATZ' o16,A5,Al,
1I3,A5,1\1,A5,AlJ
STOP5
24 NN=I FFU)( 31
00 46 l= I, 4
46 Rllll=FElDIL+31
IF{RI(3).E~.SAltl.AND.RI[41.EQ.SAI21l GO TrI 47
IFlNN.lE.21 GO TO 26
IFIKS.EQ.OI GO TO 50
IFllIKOlll .eQ.IAD).AND.IL..,H.GT.OII GO In 51
IF(IIKOlll .f:Q.lilS}.ANO.ll'HS.GT.Oll GO TfJ 52
IFIIKOlll.EQ.IDR.A~D.LMTO.GT.OI GO Ta 244
GO TO 50

























































IFIRA[21.NE.MTAIl~Tf)1I GD TJ 50
00 243 1 =3, NN
243 ENIl-21= EOAll-21
GO TO 53
51 IFIRAIll.IIIE.MAOILMTAIl GO TO 237




52 IFIRAIll.NE.MSllMTSlI GO TO 238
IFlRA[21.NE.MTSIl~TSII GO TO 238
00 137 l=3,IIIN
137 ENIL-2 }=ESll-21
53 00 48 l~3 ,NN
IFIFElDIl+51.GT.E\jIL-211 GO TQ 50
IFIFElDll+51.EO.ENll-21} GO Ta 48
GO Ta 1153,1541,117
153 WRlTE ('10"T,491 N,(FElOIK},K=l,71
49 FORMAT!' PROGRAI'IM 01750 : FUER DEN SATZ',I6,A5,Al,I3,A5,Al,A5,Al,




155 FORMAT!' PROGRAMM 01751: FUER DEN SHZ',16,A5,Al, 13,A5,Al,A5,Al,




50 IF[IKOlll.EO.IAOI GO TO 237
IFIIKOI11.EQ.IDSI GO TO 238
242 00 239 l=3, NN
239 EDAI l-21 =FElDI l+51
GO TO 26
237 00 240 L,z3,NN
240 EAIL-21=FElDIl+51
GO TO 25
238 00 241 L=3,NN
241 ESll-21=FElDIL+51
26 NWERT=O
IFIIKOIlI .EO.IADI GO Ta 28
I FltKOllI .EO.IDSI GO TO 37
GO TO 38
28 NWERT=IFElOINN+71
IFINWERT.GE.I.AND.NWERT.LE.201 GO TO 37
WRITE INOUT, 1261 '1,IFELOIll,l=l,71
126 FORMATI' QIE ANZAHL OER WERTE LIEGT NICHT ZWISCHEN 1 UNf) 20 IN DEM
1 SATZ', 16,A5,Al, I3,A5,Al,A5,All
STOP5
37 NARG=IFElDINN+61
IFINARG.GE.0.AND.'1ARG.lE.I01 GO TO 127
WRrTE P-IOUT,128I N,lFElOILl,L=l,71



































































'FINW*I~ARG+NWERTI+~N+7-N.FQ.l1 Ga Ta ?9
GO In (156, 157) " 17
156 WRITE 1~I)JT,30) N,(FE:LD(Ll,L=I,71
30 FORMATl' PROGRAM'I 01750 : IN DEM SATZ',l6,A5,AI,13,A5,AI,A5,Al,
I' IST EI~ ARGU~ENE - WERTE - P~AR NICHT VOLLSHENOIG'I
STClP5
157 WR !TE( "laUT, 158)"1, (FELDI LI ,L=l, 71
158 FORMAT(' PROGRAMNI 01751: IN OE~ SAU',I6,A5,AI,I3,A5,AI,A5,Al,
I' IST EIN ARGUMENTE - WERTE - P~AR NICHT vnLLSTIENOIG')
STOP5
29 DO 32 L=I,NARG
32 ARGAIL)=FEL)(NN+L+7)
IFlIKO(lI.E:J.IAD.ANO.LMTA.GT.O) GO T!l 105
IF(IKOll).EQ.IOS.ANO.LMTS.GT.OI GO TO III
GO TO 36
III IFIRAll).NE.MS(UnSl) GI) Tn 16
IF(RA( 2) .NE.MTS( LMTSIl GO Ta 36
NX=NN+I
IF(NX.LE.21 GO TO 112
00 113 L=3, ~X
IFIENIL-21.NE.ES(L-2)1 GO TO 36
113 CONTINUE
GO TO 112
112 00 106 L=I,NARG
IF(ARGADIL).L T.ARGAILll GO TI) 36





I'J5IFIRA(l).NE:.MAOIL"1TAlI GO TO 36
1 F IR A ( 2) • NE. "I TO (L ~ TAl) GO TO 36
IFINN.LF.21 GO Tn 116
00 117 L=3,NN
IFIEN(L-21.~E.EA(L-21l GO TfJ 36
II 7 CONTI NUF
GO TCI 116
236 IFINN.LE.21 GO TO 36
116 00 108 L=I,NARG
IF(ARGASILI.LT.ARGAILlI GO TC) 36





36 IFINIoI.EQ.U GO TO 31
NN=NN+NARG +\1 WER T
00 33 L=l,NARG
IFIARGAILI.LT.FEUHNN+LHII GO TO 90
IFIARGAlLl.EQ.FELOINN+L+711 GC! TO 33
138 LJ=3
107 GO TO 1159,1(0),117
159 WRITE l'IOLJT,341 "I, (FELDIMI,M=1,71
34 FORMAT!' P~ClGRAMM 01750: IN DEM SATZ',I6,A5,H,I3,A5,Al,A5,Al,


























































160 IoIRITEI"/JUT, 1611'l,IFi=LDIMl ,"1=1,71
161 FORMATI' PROGRAMM )(751: IN OE'l SATZ',I6,A5,AI,I~,A5,Al,A5,Al,
I' SIND 0 IE A~GUMENTE' I
GO Ta (l 20 " 21" 22 1, LJ
120 WRITE (,,/OUT,351 IARGADIMI,M=I,NARGI
WRITE I~OUT,351 IA~GA lMI,M=l,NARGI
GO TO 123
121 WRITE ("/QUT,351 IARGASIMI,"1=I,NARG)
IoIRITE l~aJT,351 (A~GA IMI,M=I,NARGI
GO TO 123









90 00 40 L=l,NARG
40 ARGAll I=FELOI'lN+L+7 1
IF(N.GT.NN+NARG+7+NWERTI Ga TO 36




C AUFSTELLEN DER NAMENLISTE FUER DROPS
IF(L"ITS. EQ.O I Gn TJ 42
IFI"lSILMTS1.NE.RAllll GO Tn 42






C AUFSTELLEN DER NAMF'lLISTE FUER AOO
41 00 llu L=I,NARG
110 ARGASIL)=ARGAILI
IF(L'1TA. EQ.')I GO TU 44
IFI'1AOIL'1TAI.NE.RAI III GD TO 44
IF('1TDIL"1TAI.EQ.RA(211 GO TO 43
44 UHA=LMTAH
MAOIUHA I=RAI 11
MTOI UHA 1=RA (2)
GO TO 43
C
C AUFSTELLEN OER NAMENLlSTE FUER DROPA
38 IFILMTD.EQ.JI GO TJ 45
IFIMAAILMTOI.'lE.RAI III GO TO 45
IFIMTAILMTClI.EQ.RAI 21 1 GO TO 43
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'IKITF f~"lUr, 6 'll






























































PRUFFi.J"JG I)H fl"JGi'l1' FUFI< f),\S P,I1GR~\1" ,J!'04
"J=?
1C'}'/=i
CALL DOTFS! ('1,i)n~o, Icn'j,";'iT)
>iR[T~ l'IIHH,"''')
~nR"IAr I' DiF !"P,IG~fJE FUE< rJ~S PR()GR~',,'1 0U20 WURDf ';FPIUJFFT' I
GU TI) 7
PRU':FtI",,; or'R "l~G~B r FIJH nlS pqOGRAMM 11 Pu
"~~l) ('Je) IFfL[)(LI,I..~I,'''1
I F! r I' XT ( I I • F' [) • F" 1.1l 11 , !\ '111. r f XT ( ? 1 • F'). H L '11 2 ) • '\ "W. TE< r II ) • EQ. F FL 1I l 3
1 I 1 GO T Cl 57
"IRrTF PHlI/T,5J'll IFELOlLl,l=I,'t)



















































































I F P-J F • F) • ~ l G) q 12',
"F .11 "1'1 \IF
N F;;: g
r;c T rl l! 5
lF-{r:~\,,:-:J .. )J ~,f! T'l lZ')
NF~ I)
r; Li TC) 'tJ
Tr(l\ATC;"C:)"ll (:i) Tl 5'''j
C,\LL '\~ '-'H,\{ Lr.iTS~ 'vi';, F\!~y '\L1T .. ~~j\IIT)
'1~2
K;1
00 9 I l ~ 'i , L'H S
1 F(i.\~ (U ."j[. 1'1'; n -I) I GI] [') 92
CeNT! \J'I"





f F (,'1"1. T , L 'H S) ,; I T n ") 3
(F(t'''lTi\~ ::-Il,)} Gl) TU ;;h
C~'-', ~lPHAr,l, ~T\,'HD , ,', " ,"1,\ I ,\JilUTl
j\] ,:::,2
~~ I
{)[1 ''JS i.. :;:~J,L·\fr.\
[FliH'llU."I".'1AIDlL-II) 1;(1 T!J 9'0
Cil'''I[ l"./UE
e,nL ,\U)H~T(L-N+I,'HDIK) , Nlll!T I
N~l.' I
K~!
IF'("I.L[.LHA) GI) Tii 'I',
I F I L'H 0.0:). )) Gd Tl 2 3









I H 'I • L T. LiH) I GlJ TII 97
ICO"i=1
IFII17.Fl.lJ Gf1 T!l 166
IFI18A.F1.11 l"l~2




GO TO {16<,1&31, 117
,.RH': ('~I!IJT,611
FOR'IAT(' 'l1C Fr"JG~ßc FIJER D~S P~!JGR~M'1 J1750 WURDe' r;,:nRUFFT' I
GI' f1) IS4
'NP I TU ~lIJT ,165)


























65 FORMATl' OIE f'INGABE FLiER DAS PROGRAMM )1704 WURDE GFPRUEFT'I
GO TO 7
C
C PRUEFUN:> DER EINGABF FUER 'JAS PROGRAMM 01705
C
14 PEAD (NFI MATNAlll,MATNAI21,NN
IFl\lN.LE .101 GO To 69
"'PITE I\lOllT,701 NN
10 FOPMATl' RRO:>RAMM 01705 : 'IM =' ,15,' IJIF ANZAHL IJFR A'JFl!JFUELLENOE
IN TYPEN DARF \lICHT GROESSER 10 SEIN'I
STOP5
69 00 66 L= l,NN
REAO INF) T1PNILI,N,K, (lUEINK,NST,Ll,NK=l,Kl,IOEINK,NST,LI,NK=l,KI
1,NST=l,NI
IFIK.LE.8) GO TO 103
WRrTE INOlJT,1041 K
104 FORMATI' P~JGRA~M 01105 : K= ',15,' IM 3ESAMTFN KEMA-PRDGRAMM SIND
1 NUR 8 ARGUMENTE ZULAESS IG' I
STOP 5
103 IFIN.LE.41 GO TO Tl
WR!tE l'lOUT,72jN
12 FORMATl' PRJGRA'I'" 01105 : N= ',15,' OIE A'lZA-iL DER AUFlUFUElLFNDEN
1 lUECKEN DARF NICHT GROESSER 4 SEIN' I
STOP 5
Tl 00 74 NST=I,N
00 73 NK=l, K
IFIUEIN<,NST,ll.lT.OEINK,NST,LII GO Ta 74
IFIUEINK,NST,ll.EQ.OEINK,NST,LII GO TO 13
WRITE I'N0I1T,751 UFINK,NST,U ,0EINK,NST,1l,TYPNIU
75 FORMAT«, PROGRAMM OlT05 : OIE U'HERE LUECKENBEGRENZlI\lG',E16.8,'IST











76 FORMATI' DIE EI\lGABE FUER DAS RROGRAMM 01705 WURDF GEPRUEFPI
GO TO 7
C
C PRUEFU'JG DER EINGABE FUER DAS PROGRAMM 01708
C
15 RfAD INEI 'IATNAIU.MATNAI2I,NST,N,lTYRNILl,L"I,NI,IKOALTlLI,L"l,NI
CAll ALRHAI2, MATNA.. NM, MAT, 111 OUT I
IFIIIIST.EO.I.0R.NST.EQ.21 GO TO 77
FlRITE (\lOllT, 781 NST
78 FORMAT!' I'ROGRAMM 01708 : IST'" ,1'5,' IST DARF NUR DFN WERT 1 ODFR
12 AN"lFH'1EIII')
STOR5
77 IFlN.lE.20l GO TD 79
4190 WRlTE INDUT,80) '11 4750
4200 80 FORMATl' RRDGRAM'I 01703 : 111=',1'5,' OIE A'JZAHL OER TYREN DARF NICHT 4760
4210 1 GROESSFR 20 SEIN'1 4770
4220 STOP5 4780
4230 79 UlL ALPHH (III,TYPN,NOUT) 4790
4240 N=3 4800
4250 1CON= 1 4810
4260 CAll rJOTESTl N,I)D08, 1C:1N,NST I 4820
4270 >IR IT I' (\I OUT, 811 4830
4280 81 FCRMATI' DIE EING,\8 I' EUER OAS PROGRAM"1 '111118 WIIROE GEPRUEFT' I 4840
4290 GO Ta 7 4850
4300 C 4860
4310 C PRUEF'I'JG DER EINGA8 E FUER DAS PROGRAMM 01721 4870
4320 C 4880
4330 130 REAfl(NFIN'\lM, I MATNI\I LI ,L=l,NNMI 4890
4340 CAll alRHA !NNM,MATNA,NM,MAT,NOUTI 4900
4350 N=2 4910
4360 ICC'J=I 4920
4370 CALL OflTESTI N,DI)20, ICON,NSTl 4930
4380 WPITEINOUT,131) 4940
4390 131 FORMATI' cJl I' EINGABE FUER DAS PROGRAM'1 01721 WUROE GEPRUEFT') 4950
4400 GO TO 7 4960
4410 C 4970
4420 C PRlIFFUNG OER EINGABF FUER rJAS PROGRAMM 01722 4980
4430 C 4990
4440 132 READ 11111'1 IFElDILI,L=1,51 5000 H
4450 IFlTEXH ll.EG.FELDI ll.AND. TEXTl21. EQ.FFlDl21. AND.TEXTI31.EQ. 5010 H,
4460 IFFLD1311 GU TO 133 5020 "
4470 WRITE INUUT,l341 lFELOl LI ,l=l,'i) 05030 ,
4480 134 FnRMATI' PROGRA'1'1 01722 : FEHLER I'J DER EINGABEKARTI" ,3A5,2IlOl 5040
4490 STOP5 5050
4500 133 N=2 5060
4510 ICON=I '5070
4520 CAll flDTESTIN,OD22,ICClN,NSTl 5080
4530 WPITEl\lClUT,1351 5090
4540 135 FORMATl' flIE EINGAßE FUER DAS PROGRAMM 01722 WURDE GEPRUEFT'1 5100
4550 GO TO 7 'i lIO
4560 C 5120
4570 C PRUEFUNG OER EINGAßE FUER OAS PROGRAMM 01751 5130
4580 C 5140
4590 141 READINFI lAU, 1 BA 5150
4600 LN=l 5160
4610 IFI IAU.EQ.O.OR. lAU. EO.l1 GO TD 142 5170
4620 WPI TE I NOllT, 143) 5180
4630 143 FORMAT(' RROGRAMM 01751 : lAU 1ST NICHT 0 ODER 1 GFSETlT') 5190
4640 STOP5 5200
4650 lI,2 11'( IBA.EQ.D.OR. IBA. EO.ll GO TO 144 5210
4660 WRITE INOllT, 1451 5220
4670 145 FORMAT[' RROGRAMM 01751 : IBA IST NICHT 0 ODER 1 GES Er zr' I 5230
4680 STOR5 5240
4690 144 117=2 5250
4700 GO TO 22 5260
4710 C 5270























200 RFAD II\IF) I,lMATNAIJ),J=I,r)
IFll.LE.20) GO TO 202
WRTTI' INUUT ,203) I
203 FORMATl' PRf1GRA'~t-l 01723 : I'S SOLLFN',l5,' MATFRIAI IEN UEBERPRUi=FT
lWERDEN, ES 'WERFEN JEUOCH NUR 20 SEIN')
STOP5






201 FORMAl l' DIE EINGAB E FUER DAS PROGRAMM '11723 '.URDi= GFPRUEFI')
7 CONTlrIIUE
WR!TE I rIIOllT, 821








00 1 J=I, I
00 2 K=I,NM
IFIAIJI.EQ.MATIK)) GO TO 3
2 CONTI NUE
GO TO 4
IFIK.GE.L) GO TO 6
WRITE IlllilUT,51 IAIL),L=I,r)











IFIAIJ-l).GT.AIJII GO TO 1
WRTTE INOUT,2) IAlL),L=l,I)







































PROGRAM,M ZUR FRIEUGIINr, EINES SEQUENTIELLErII KERNDATFrIIFILES
REAL*8 l(300)
nI MENSION Fi=LD(880) ,IFi=LO(880) ,OAT140000 I, WAT (40000) ,MAI 14, 100),














































































































C S CHl EIE C !I E8 FR D I F '1 AT ER I.A L I AHL
C
8 on 1 0 1 I = 1 , L
WRITF IIMA) MAT(I,lI,MAT(2,I1
WRlTt (6,1!J()01 MAT( 1,11 ,MAH2,I1
J=MAT(2, I)






















C SCHLEIFE IJEAE:R DIE TYPFNIAHL
C
32 00 101 K=I,1
IARFU=ITYPI3,KI+ITYP(4,KI
[F( ITYP12,KI 127,28, 27
28 I\<P=ITYPI5,KI
ITYPI5,KI=0
27 WRITE' ([MAI MATll,IlolITYPlKK,KI,KK=I,5)
IFI ITYPI 2,KI) 30,31,30
C
C ES SI'JO WEITEPF NAME"J VCRHANDFN
C
'10 IO=1TYPI6,KI



























































NK=I Tyol 5, K)
on 1021K=I, NK
NWNll, IK I=IFELDI 1101 I
J~=1
-16 JK=J~ +1











C SCHLEIFF IJF~FI{ OE NAMFNSKIlMR[NATlON"N
C
00 10.1 [K=I, NK









57 WRITE (NOUT, 581 MHI 1,1 I, MATlZ" l
58 FnRMATl' IAHL DER ARGU'1ENTF + WERTE GROESSER 40001) FUER' ,21101
STOP5
47 on 54 'J=I,IP
oAT ( "J I ~ F EL D( IW )
IFl[wH-NSI152,52,53
53 IS=IS+l








C ES SIND K"INF WEITEREN ~AMEN VORH'NOEN
C

































































1F1 IP-ITTTT I 66,66,67
















OII'ENSION ITYP(7,Il ,NTYPI7,lfll]),JTY P IIOJ),XTYPI2,1)
RFt\L"8 ~TYPI 100) ,TYPI 100) ,STYP
EQUIVALENCF. IXTYPII,ll,TYPI I))
C
C SOR,T TYPE-~ORESST~BLE IN ALPHABETIC ORDER.
C
I F I J • FQ. II RE TUR N
R EAO I l' I I I J OUM, 1= 1,7), NT, I RTYC, I vi TYC
IFINT.LE.I))) GOTO 2
WRTTFI 6, 602) NT
6fl2 FORMATI/IOX,'TYPECONVERSION-TAßLE EXCEEDS TNCORE STORAGE.'/)
STOP
2 K=IWTYC-l
RE AO I I ' I RT YC) 1 I DU.., , I = I ,K ) , I XTYP I I , I I ,X TY PI 2 , I I ,JTY P I I ) , I = I ,N Tl
00 1 I) K= 1,7
10 NTYPIK,I)=ITYPIK,I)
































































































RFAL*9 FFESTI41/5HAOD, 5HOROPA, 5HDo{OPS, 5HFNDF I,
I MATN4 1 ZOO) , TY PN I 100 I ,F , [ FE, I FE L
2, [K012,201




EQUIVALFNCE I FELDI 11, lFELOI 1))







IFIIKOll ,JI.EQ.MATNAIKI) GO TO 82
81 CO'lTINlJE
WRITE INOIJT,B3) IKOll,JI




































































































































I F=I FEL') 13 I +2














16 WRlTE ("Jo,n ,171 NARG




19 WRITF l'lDUT,201 N'.E'<T
20 FO?MATllH ,'ZAHL ['ER.ERTF =',T,-I
STIJP5











DIJ 24 T=N'WII, NWE
J=J+l
24 WERTl.!)=FFLDI Tl
WRITF 1(1) NNAM, lNA''1II1,T=I,NNI\''') ,NARG,Nl'iERT,II\RGIII,I=l,NARG),












































































WRIH ("J IUf,86) IKH2,,))










3 RFIID (lU 'l'1,IFFLDl 1),I=I,N'1)
ARGllI =FEUllI)
ARG(2)=FELD(21




IFlND.LE.20DOI GO TO 100
WRITE lNOIIT,500)'<D
5 01 F eR M11 T I I H ,'F I NG i\ R[ SAT l [N THA FL T' ,I5 " WO RTE' )
STnps
100 or '- 1=1,4
IFIF .FQ.FFEST(II) GO TO IS,6,7,II,1
4 CONTINLJE
WRTH INUIJT,8) F






12 WRlTEl"J'JUT, 13) NN.\I'l
13 FORMATlIH ,'ZI\HL I)E~ NIIMEN =',14)
SH1P5
II OIJ 14 1= 1,"1''<11''1
GO TO 1l03,104,10S, 105,10'>,105,105,105,1,)5,105),1
103 00 106 J=I,~z"I
TFllFE .EQ • ..,AT"Ji\IJ)) GO Tn 107
1% CCNTINUE
WRlTE (NUUT,l081 TFE





104 00 109 J=I,NZT
IFITFEL .FQ. TYPNI J)) GO Tfl 110
109 CONflNUE
WRITF INOUT,ll11 IFfL




CGO T0 (l 12 ,11 3,11 4, 114, 11 4, 114,1 1 4 ,11 4 ,1 14 ,11 4) ,I
112 0 (j 115 K =1, '1l '1







113 00 117 K=I,"JlT
IFIIFEL .EQ.TYP"IIKII GO Tl) 118
117 CC"JTI "JIJE

















32 NNA'1= IFELOI 3 I
I F (NNAM-I0) 33,33,12
33 DO 34 1= 1, NNA'1
GC TO (119,120,121,121,121,121,121,121,121,1211,1
119 00 122 J=I,"Jl'1
IFI IFE .EQ.~ATNAIJ11 GO TO 123
122 CONTI NUE




120 00 124 J=I,NlT






















































































44 REWI ND 2
RFWIND 12
CALL KO'1T I NDTUM)






WRITE (NOUT, 11 NDTUM
FORMAT(IHl,10X,'SUMMARY OF THE KARLSRUHE NUCLEAR OAlA FILE',II0/)
WRITEI~OUT,21
2 FORMAT I
X' CO'1'1 EN T I' 11
X' NEUTRON CROSS SECTlONS ANO RELATED DATA' 11
X' THE LAY-OUT OF OATA-RECOROS IS AS FOlLOWS' 1
X' 1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE' 1
X' 2ND NAME IS THE NAME OF THE CROSS SECTION' 1
X' 3Rl) NAME IS THE ENERGY (GIVEN IN MEV) OF THE RESIDUAL NUCLEUS' 1
X' LEVEL FOR INELASTIC EXClTATION IF1R TY'E SGIl ONLY)' 1
X' THE ARGUMEr'-lT I S THE VALUE OF ENERGY. THIS IS GIVEN IN EV' 1
X' THF DATAW'lRD IS THE VALUE OF THE CROSS SECTIO/\. THIS IS GIVEN' 1
X' IN ßARN' 11
X' THE F8LLOwING TAßLE SHOWS THE MEANING OF THE NA'1ES OF THE' 1
X' CROSS S ECT IONS' 11
X' SGN FLASTlC SCATTERING' 1
X' SGI TOTAL INELASTIC SCATTERING' 1
X' SGIl INElASTIC SCATTERING OF LEVEL DEFINEO BY 3RO NAME' 1
X' SGIZC CONTI~UUM PART OF THE INELASTIC SCATTERING ' 1
X' IN THE OISCRETE REGION' 1






































































































































































X' WO ARGI"MFNT 15 T<-1E TDTAL A'~GULAR MUMENTUM OF THF COMPOUND'
X' NLJCLEUS J'
X' 1ST OATAWORO IS NI)E • THE DFGREE 01' FREeDOM FOR THF FISSION'
X' tlllJTIi DISTRBUTlON'
X' 2NO O"'TAWJRD IS THE AVERAGE FISSION WIDTH'
X' 3RO 'JATAW:JRD IS THE AVERAGE RADIATION W1IJTH'
X· 4TH D~HW1RD 15 THE AVFRAGE NEUTRON WTnTH'
X' 5T<-1 I 6T<-1 • 7TH. 8TH OATAWoRDS ARE THF ORfSNERFACTflRS'





X' CHARACTFRISTIC ISUTOPF DAT",'
X' THf L ... Y-OUT 01' THF D"'TA-REC1RD IS AS FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST NAME r S THE NAME OF THF I,OTOPE'
X' 2ND :~"'ME 15 ISIJT1'
X' 1ST DAHWORD 15 T<-1E ATOMIC WEIGHT'
X' ?ND n... nWJRD IS T<-1E ... 1OMIC NUMßER'





X' CHARACTERISTlC IS'JTOPE DATA'
X' THE LAY-OUT 01' T<-1E OATA-RFCORO 15 AS FOLLOWS'
X' IST NA,ME IS THE NAMF OF THE ISOTOPE'
X' ZNO NAME IS ISOTZ'
X· 15T DATAWORD IS THE E"lERGY INDEPENDENT REDUCED NEUTRON'
X' W"'VE LfNGTH'
X' 2ND IHHWORD 15 1'if "lUCLEAR RADIUS'
X' 3RO OATAWORD IS THE EFFECTIVE BINDI"IG ENERGY OF THE LAST'





X' "'VER"';E 'NERGY INDEPENDENT RFSONANCE PARAMETERS'
X' THr: L ... Y-OUT OF THE DAT"'-RECORO IS "'S FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST NAME IS THE N~ME OF THE ISOTOPE'
X' 2"10 NAME IS ST'
X' 1ST ... RGiJMFNT 15 THE NEUTRON rJRBITAL A"IGULAR MCMENTUM L'
X' 2ND ~RGUMFNT IS T<-1E TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THE COMPOUND'
X' "lUCLeUS J'
X' 1ST 1AT"'''ORD IS TIiE "'VFRAGE RADI"'TION \oIIDT<-1'
X' 2"10 D~TA\oIJRD IS THE AVERAGE LEVEL DISH"ICE'
X' 3RO DATA"nRO !S TIiE ... VER ... GE REDUCED NEUTR(~ WIOTH'
X' 4TH O~T"'WORO IS THE STRFNGTH FUNCTION'
X' 5TH OATAWJRO IS THE NUMBER OE F1SSI0"l C<-1ANNELS'















































































































OßSERVEO ... VERAGE LEVEL DISTANCE' /
PARAMETER A OF THE STATISTICAL TlifORY' /
PARAMETER 2*SIGMA**Z OF TEE STAT. THEORY'/I)
FIS5IJ,\j'
l\l,ZNI PRiJCfSS'




















X' sr;x NON [LASTrC
X' '~UEL AVFIUGF COSINE OF
X' IN L"'BOR SYSTFM'
X' CHIE FNERGY DISTRIBUTION OF PRO'1PT FISSION Ni"JTRIJNS'




X' FTA EFFECTIVE NLJMBER OF SECONDARV 'JEIJTRO'JS E"HTTED'
X' Pi'R ',EUTRDN AflSORPTION'
X' ALPH'" SGG I SGF'
X' WHERi' APPLIC ... ßLE THF FOLLOWING RELATIONS Bi'TWEFN CRIJSS'
X' SEn IONS HAVE BEEN CHFCKi'D'
X' FRRORS EXCffDING 1 Pi'RCENT H"'VE BEEN CORRFCTED FXCfPT FOR'
X' SIJMi' VALUFS SHflW"I IN A SEPARATE LI ST'
X' SGT = SG"I + SGr; + SGF + SGI + SGP + SGALP + SGZN'
X' + SG3N + SG<-13 + SGHE3 + SG2HF'
X' SGI = SUM(SGIZ) + SGIZC'
X' SGA = SGG + SGF + SGP + SGALP + SGO + SGH3 + SGHE3'
X' + SG2HE'
X' SGTR = SGT - ,'1UFL * SGN'
X' SGX = SGT - SGN'
X' ALPHA = SGG / SGE'
X' ETA = NUE / ( 1.+ ALPHA I'
X' INTEr;RAL 'JVER CHIF( E) = 1.'




X' AVERAGE E'JERGY I'JDi'PENDENT sn TI S[ICAL THEORY PAR"''1ETERS'
X' THE LAY-OUT DF [HE DATA-RECORD IS AS FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST '1AM,:: IS THF N"'ME OF THE ISOTOPE'
X' 2ND N"'ME IS STD'
X' 1ST I)~ TAW1RD I S THr:
X' 2ND DATAW1RD IS THE





X' ... VER ... Gf ENfRr;y DEPENOENT RESONANCE DAR ... METERS'
X' ORES"IFR FACTORS COMPUTED SY KARLSRUHf PROGRA~ 01741'
X' THE [ ... Y-OUT OF TIiE DATA-RECORO IS A5 FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST NAME I S THE NAME OF THF ISOTOPE'
X' ZND NAME IS STGE'
X' 1ST ARG'J!~ENT I S THE ENfRGY'






















































FRIEII';U\Jr, 'JFS NCU"N SFQ'lFNTfFlLcN KFnA,K-EfLES
SUßRC)IJTI'J':: KEOAK I I ,\I), IDS, rr)A,/\J"JKC),~!K[1,f lKC, \J"TiJ"1
X' DATAwfJRO IS THF ARUNDANCE OF THE ISOF1PE' /n
WRITF (NOlJT, 15)
15 FORMAT (
X' Cf)MMENT 11' /1
X' 1-6-70' /
X' ANGULAR DISTRI8UTIONS OF ELASTICALLY SCATTFREO NEUTRONS' /1
X' THE LAY-OUT OF THE OATA-RECORO TS AS FOLLOWS' /
X' 1ST NAME I S THE NAME OF THE T SOTOPE I /
X' 2NO NAME IS SGNC' /
X' 3RD NAME IS THE ENERGY OF THF [NCIOENT NEUTRON IN THE' 1
X' LABORATORY SYSTEM' /
X' THE ARGUMFNT IS THE COSINE OF THE SCATTERING ANGLE IN THE' /
X' CENTER-OF-M~SS SYSTEM I /
X' THE DATAWORD IS THE VALUE OF THE DIFFERFNTIAL ELAST[C' /
X' SCATTERING CROSS SECTION IN BARN/STERAOIAN' 1/)
RETURN
END
RE AL" 3 "1 ~ T/\J A ( 2 ).1 I , TyP N( 1 'D ) , T" I I , 0 l
OT"IENS[]N NUMA(Z)ll, /\JUTY( ] O'l,NU"J.\flOl, ARG{l:) 1
1, \oj!'R T ( 20 l ,\JA" ( 10 ) , MH ( 101, W( 400001 , A W( 40000 l , "A K(100) , T~ NA M( 8) ,
2'1 K0 ( 2, 2 ) ) , T U 'J( 2 J) , f TY N ( IOD l , fEe L 0 (l ,) 0 l
0, XNAM( lJ ), X'1 AT (10) , XIA NA'1 ( BI, XN' ,INA ( ] ) 1
4 ,r TYA ( 1 ') I
eQMMnN MATNA,TYDN,NUMA,NUTY,N7ZM,NIT,NOUT
EOU I VAL F NC E (N A'1 ( I ) , Xr, A'l ( 1 1 l , ('" AT ( I ) , )('1 A T ( 1 1 ) , ( rA NA" ( I) , XI MJ A'" ( 1 I









'+00 or 50 1~I, InA
RFAf)(IJINNA"1,(NA"IU,L=I,NN~")
IF(NNA"'.NE.l1 G~ TO 5)
00 51 L~I ,'11M
IF (N AM ( 1 I • F:~ • "'A K( LI) ,r, 0 Tll 5?
'>I CCNTTNUF
WP ITE (WJUT, 5 3)N A'I ( J)
53 EORMATIlH ,'LOESCHTVP',I8,' NICHT AllE KF~AK c~ITHAlTFN')
GO TO 4)))
52 NZM=NIM-l














































































































SPIN OF COMPOUND NUCLEUS'








X' THF L~Y-OUT ~F THE DATA-RECORD [S AS FOLLOWS'
X' (ALL ENERGI FS ARE GIVEN IN EV)'
X' 1ST ~AME IS THE ~AME OF THr ISOTOPE'
X' 2ND NAME IS RES'
X' 1ST ARGUMENT I S THE
X' 2ND ARGUMENT IS THE
X' 3RD ARGUMENT IS THE
X' 1ST fJATAW1RO IS THE
X' 2ND DATAWORO IS THE
X' 3RD OAUWORD IS THE
X' 4TH DATAWJRO IS THE
X' 5TH OATAWORD IS THE
X' 6TH DATAWIJRD IS THE
X' 7TH DATAWORD IS THE
X' 8TH OATAWOPO IS THE
WRITE INOUT ,111
11 FORMAT {
X' UNKNOWN FUNCT[ON-VALUES ARE SET EQUAL TO lERO'
X' FURTHER INFORMATIONS ARE GIVEN IN KEOAK-NOTIl ND.




X' PARAMETER OE THE CRANBERG-FISS[ON-SPECTRUM'
X' CHI I E) ~A*EXP( -B"'E I*S I NHIS ORT IC*E I)'
X' THE LAY-OUT OF THE DATA-RECORO [S AS FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST NA"1E [S THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE'
X' 2N 0 NA ME I S CH [C R '
X' ARGUMENT IS THE ENERGY'
X' 1ST DATAWORD [S A'
X' 2NDOATAwDRD ISB'





X' POLYNnMIAL COEFFIC[ENTS FOR CALCULATION OF THE
X' NUE OF THE PROMPT FISSION NEUTRONS AS FUNCTION
X' NUE=NUEO+NUEl*E+NUE2*E**2+NUE3*E**3'
X' THE LAY-OUT OF THE OATA-RECORO IS AS FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE'
X' 2ND NAME I S PLNUE'
X' 1ST DATAWORD IS NUEO'
X' 2ND DATAWORO IS NUEl'
X' 3RD DATAWORD IS NUE2'





X I ISOTOP IC ABUNDANCES'
X' THE LAY-OUT OF THE DATA-RECORO IS AS FOLLOWS'
X' 1ST ~AME I S THE NAME OF THE ELEMENT'
X' 2N!) NAME IS IS0T3'








't ; t T r ( f .'\ '») I~) Z ,'t Ci .~ f 4; 1
I, 1 f'r, t;>; T::: 1, I !Ir,
hFA:\('~)\J\!'-\'~, (\l1'~(!~),! -Cl,"~\"\'A)
nr 5fl L-::l,\17M
1 r l'~ ,)" ( 1 I. ='l ."~ ~ I I )) ;, T, I 'i'
(rl\TI~l!I'
f"J Z ,\A::: J\I" \~f- t
,,,lt,l-( (\E:"'):::'~l,\~ (1
es CINTI 1=
P >"ei I 'I~ c
~:!? WPITJ::(?) I 1,l\lnT'J'~, 7'1
-IC'rT~(21 (~\~(J),lc[,~I!''l
C:CHI FTr:"- IJEqC.~ )T- ',;~rF:";I.!'.L Tr.J
nPi()] J',h:l,N7\A\4
1 7\ = '1
lTYA 11 )e '19')90'N
RHnl12J ~I,'H
:\J T j,::= \! T
00 S7 J-:: 1 .,·~7·~
Irl"T."").~'K( JlI ;11 I,) SfJ
~7 r:P:~T PliF
[ =1
r, r"j Irl 1)9
r;~ ,=,
'- ~l\-'<\T Fi.7 r~L IST \,PC,"lT '-1~WP f ~.J I)FR \,1 11. T::-::!) l' ~L! C::Tr~




>")5 1] = 11 +1
""6'1 (1 ),"'Jf)=>,l I ~1'J,'~,(NA'1(,J) ,.J=1,\I\It,MI
1Fl" ,\'4 I 1 J • 'H'. 'H) ';n rl [,0
Tr(!'JN"M .. ~H: .. 2} SOl Tn ::,)i)
M=~-..1+ 1
TF "l 'll '1 1=', '\ '1( ) 1






7l nr p ~~l,M
nn 71 J=l,N'































































nu 7 S \~.:: J, r-...! f
7S T' v '11' 11 = I TV N ( 'I tl )




c !=Tf\·J~IIi-r;:::\J :\jCUrp T~D~'i~'"
r,
I~(T~'1)~0A,~J6.,~17
'." 7 1 1= )
':)1 11= r 1 + 1
r,lCf\n {9,C\H)=11]} \j',:,\,.l, ("!,\t-'!f.l },J-:::.1,N'iJlil.\l
Jf'('1~"1(l).'J".'n) I ,'1,17
1 F( 1."). '1:, '1!2 ) ) ~:l I) 1
I =~'" I 2)
er 'Jl0 l~=I,'JT
! "(! IV'H I \ I • F (l. ,),; Pli Tr! (,1]
:l,~ C!J!\IT I~IJ"
nQ 7 ')1 \1 =1 , NT
rr 7JI J~l,\IZT
TF(lTvr"j1 ).FJ.',I'nV( I)) ';J rc> 71J
'11 C fl'JT 1 ''JIW
7' 11' TM ('I 1= T Y D '11 J I
o C 7 ') 2 J = I , 'I LT
Ir('"M( ~).I:'l.\IIPVI 111 r;u Tri 7')'
?n2 rGNT p,j!Ir
WR1T" (~ilUI,7)4) "6"{ll,')\"'I?)
lJ4 Fno"..jI\T(' BLlCY' ,\'Jr) OllJ I)f~ ''''\r:::'PI~ll,fn't' 1~T I'HI Tyn',T~~,
l' HI\J7 1Jl,JFllr:(;E\J, r)!-:~ 1"1 n;:"I~'!' ',""RFCf!\J:ll\I(~<:;Tti.H(·-lI!= NT(:'~T VDRGESr:,·V·'
2 • ~i 1S T • )
Ge H1 4)))
7 '1 nr, 7'), '~=1,'1T
IFITVD'I1 II.GT.T',!( i)) G,) TCJ ~)h
7 C " CCNT1'JIJE
7 r 6 nn 7'17 11=",NT
12=NT +N+l-11
7'7 1 TY'H T 21 =[ TYN ([:-11
!T YN 1" 1= \/)1' ( ? )
NT='H+l
IF(M.F').:JI r;') Ti) ',11
oe 3003 J=1,M
IFP!~"'I?).Fl.!Fr:L'(J1) Cil T(1 31(1[,
',)), CONT I'W"
r;c 1'1 >,')1
'J')~4 Il\= ll,\+ 1
[F(ll\.l!.U) ~fJ TI) :lJOl
WRllE !'-WUTd1D?) "\"lll
-; 1 '\? F fl R~ AT (' I) r\ S ~~ .'\ T f:=:: I "'-1_ ' f f1 f I r 'I T 4 t\ E: l T Thj n,~ F~ ~ I "r:."\ ~J f=: \..C- HR 0. L S 0 TYP
1 r ,.,1, f:'IF l:JFr~ST l~ru:c'SC'1T J!\n !)A\IN N':::!'·'l~[~r·"'ll"'i r:-N Wr.:P!H-~ SDLl. F'l')
Gfl FI 4J)J
1 J 'I 1 TYA( I li\ 1='I,\M(?)
r;r T'1 6':1 1
\17 f)r (,00 ,J~l, T1
(,') R~CKSD\Cf: 9


































































IT Y ~ ( I l , ~ I 1= 999) 9' q
r
C SCHI eTFt: UF1F" 'Li r Tyo"N
c
68 NTY= 0
f1r H2 .1T=I, \IL~




() 1 I F l 11I TY • ,; f • \j T 1 '~l T" 'J;>
fFI"IHIZI.FQ.ITYNINTYI .ANf1.lTYAI Ill~).r).M~T!211 W Tn ,)05
IFlMUIZl."'). ITY'H\jTy)) r,r] n 94
0? !TA=?
[1r 83 1= 1,NT




3006 RHf1 (1)1 'J\JA'I,INA'III),f=1,NN~M)
IFI"IHII I.NE.NA'1(l1 1 Gil Tr PO
IFI"lATIZl.N".'IIA"IPII r;n Ta 720
G'J T!1 185,85, ,0)7), rTA
721 WP,IT" IN!1UT,7211 '~AT(l1 ,MATt?)
7?[ FOllMATI' qL'lCK ORflPA SATl',213,' snLL r;rU
'
FSCHT WCPDFN, FR 1ST ~,Bf'




GO TCl 3Cl 06
31'7 DO 3'118 !\J"l=l,NKO"1ß
I F 1 'IIW'l • GT • 0 I R F MT I I 2 11MAT l I 1 , ! = 3 ,N '11
REAIJ 11n lOST
IF=lIJST*INAR+NWEl
"1'J08 Rb\D (1Z1 (Wlll,I=1,!"l
C
r FINFUEGEN EIN"S NFUFN TYPS
C
~94 IFIIAfJI62Z,622,623
622 WPITE' INOlJT,6241 "All11
624 FOP"ATl' ES Sf1U, FIJ"R DAS MAT"RIAL', 18,' "!'~ TYP FI'J(~"F!JEGT i1FRIlEN
(" DER NICHT VORH~'JfJFN IST'I
Gr T'J 4) 00
623 RFAD l 91 'lN~M,( NA'~I JI ,J=1 ,NMA"'I, N,\Rr;,'JWERT, (ARG( .11 ,J=1 ,NARGI,
11 WERT (J 1 ,J=1 ,NWf=RT)
IFI NAM( 11 • NE'. MHIl) I GO Tl 586
IFI'JA"'IZI.EQ. ITYNINTY) l GO 1') 587
5% WRrTE' 1 '-10I)T ,598 1 'JAMtll,ITYNI~lT'fI,N~M(~1
588 Ff1RMATI' FUEP DAS M~TFRIAL'.r9,' SOLL <;TATT IlES TYPS' ,I~,
I' DER TYP',I8,' EINSORTIERT IIEPDFN'I
Ge Tn 4100


























































.,qz FCRt~.·'\T(' J)~l{ \IE;JHI'~ldlUFiJt-r,~~H)r: S6Tl',?fl,' iJ,"," :'Jflr..p:-1\"C;K:1Ml-l,r~JATT()II'Jc
iN, 'lE Q f=N 6.\JZf\I._q T ('J lt:=Q' /' ~\rlJ,)Sl=q;-"j rT(\l~t'i!):: ~ fCI--lT S 0F",--lFI71 O::0,T '~
21J PIlF' )
r;r Tn ',1))
~91 nn 591 1=1.~'JK0
00 r,94 .1=1,'








WRITF (Z) ,,![I.~( 1) l' 1<\""(:» J~n,.j~,lr,!,~!f\QGf\JwFPT,!lJKll,
IF(~N~M.El.21 Gl Tl 591;
607 WPITE ('I (N~~ITI,I=3,N'JA~)
596 1AW=1
1 NS=')
6:] 3 I Fr A~ G( 1 I • F') • ~ I G'1 T!l S Q 7
Of 5q8 J=l, N~pr;
AWII~'.-II~Aqr.(.1)
'i 'lil H\oI= I AWH
5q7 on 599 .1=1,NW~~T
AI' I I AW )=WERT ())
50q IAw=I~W+l
INS= INS~J
PfAD (9, PW=811U )'I'IA ,('~II'Jt<l1 I, ,.I~), 'J\!~ ),·;\Qr,I",~·,CI.'P-, (A~Gl JI,
1J=1,NAR";U), lWF~f(11 ,J=1 ,NWEIlTel
IJ'J RJl J=1,N'IA"1











1',,)4 IFI IA- IIJA"IISü'i,il)), 159
R05 IFlNA~G)B06,806,608
8061FIIA.E'l.'lWEPn ';0 TU 608
\/RITl" INDUf,lB61 I'I"'H j),.1=I,~'I,~'~l
GCT041l1
bJB IDST=IA/lN~~G.NWFQTI
! F l 1 NA RG .NW E RT ) "! ')S f - I A 161'), I',1:J , 6') '1
f,er; IIPITF 1\j'JiJT,2651 I.A,N'\P~,'JWFRT,('JA"l.J),J=1 ,N'I~~l
Gr T!1 4'100
































































WR!T C ('J[)IIT, 2 ]')] )
?i'lr;l FGR4,fl,T( t !\NZAI-H rH-k Ilr\TF'15,\r Tl!= =) , "T~TT i-)II"lP'~ \HI~S rqnp,ö. VraW'-.:.\j
1 OET WER.DF~')
GO Tf1 411 r)
?)~2 '~PTTF PI (,\WIJ),I=l,I,Q
IF(NNA'!."iJ.?l '~!J T'J 159'),S95,3)21,1"1;Jll,TT~
H( T~[)H:)2', 3177,1,1°
1072 I F ( ! TA-I,) 5 q 5 ,1 Pl,3 In
,~ 1 9 P FAn ( 9 I ~ \I ~ ... , ( 'J U"!:\ ( J ) ,J = I ,\PH '!) ,"J ~r; f{lJ , \lW" i1 T F, ( ~, P,~ ( .J 1 ,J = I , N ~ (;0 'I ) ,
1 (\<ERT(JI ,J=l ,N~ERTF I
nc 621 J=1,2












TFINKn( l,T)."JF.'1!1Tl 1)) GD FJ 8/,
CO\JT!'lIJE






RFAD (l),f'ND=3:J5) 'I \lA " , (\JA"( J) ,J=I,N'L\"I
TFIN"ÄM.'1F.NNI r;1) Tn ,)4
on 112 J = 1,2







































IYP IST 'HCHT -''''1R ! N TYPF\JLl STc "'IrH' IT":~
ryp 1ST L./ElT"RH1Il IN TyD"NLISTr 'PH,\L r""l
TYP WIRD VnLlSTAE'l'lIr; ~RSETn


































































Ge TI] ('t13,'tll ),L
411 GO Tf1 141~,~lZ),TT\
413 TFINW~)191,190,93
417 IFINW\J)QJ,R1,93
LESE" OF,~ W!::fTEPF"1 "III'iE'J
q, lF(IN'I.'Jr.ll r;l T,] "15
or 416 ,<=I,NW'l
~16 MAHK+21=().






99 GO Ta (]'10,12ß),ITA
lJ8 1f(TAOI92R,'1Z9,97Q
929 RFAO(9,E\J[)=934) NNAM, INAMIJ) ,J=1 ,NN1'l) ,'JAflG,'JWFRT, (AR';(J),J=l,NA[{r;
l),(WFRTl.J),J=I,'~WFRTl
Dr '131 .1=1,'











928 TFlTAUS.EQ.l1 Gil TO 3121
NK=l
I F (K 01118,138, 13'i
135 RFAI) (1'l ,ENn='I28) NNA", (NA'!( Jl ,J=I ,NNhM)
"0 134 J=l,IlN
IF(J.r;T.7) Gil TO 673
IF(NA'!(J).NE.~ÄT(J)) r;o Tn 133
GO TO 134
653 TF( (I XNA"( J)-XMAT(J) )/XN~M( Jl )-5. F-AI1,54, 6~/" 133
654 TF( (!XNÄMI.J)-X'IAT(J) )/X',IAM(J))i'').E-611'l1,133,B4
1 ,4 CrNTT Nur

































































































































lF(~~~~Q~~t ~Q TJ l3~
IA n= 1
TN<;=,)
)0,7 TFI4RI,(I).FQ.\) I,,-! Ti) IS1
OC' 149 ')=I,N,~o,r,
Aw(TAA)=;~RGIJI
1 1,9 1 A,,= 1 h W' I
1'i1 on IS'} J=l,Nw"RT
H( LA'.) =WFRT 1 J)
ISJ IMI= L\W+l
I~S=["lS'l
PE ,t!, n ( 9, F "ln =!~ ') ~ ) ~J N 1\ t-1 , ( N LI rJA ( J 1 ,J = 1 ,N N,"\ ~) , \] t\ :~ h, 'J wi= 1::1" , (t,'~ I::' ( J ) , J:::: I , '\1 !I, P r:
1 I, (WFRT( J 1,,)=1, 'I,P'R T 1
I)r 153 J=I,NNAM
I S3 IFI'lh'~IJ) .'~f .NIJ'lh{J 11 ';'~l T<l 1"7
JF("lNAM."lE.NN) G<l TfJ 311
IFlN\.FRT,\lf.r-.WF) ;0 Tn ISS
TF (NAQ,G. FO.1) r,'J Til 10,7






lSq WRTT~ (NUUT,l60) TI\,I'J~W,(\Jh\'l.lj,.J=I,~I\!\'11
I~O FORMhT(' lh'iL DE'< HINlU?IJFUr,,"NDFN I\PGII,~c>IT~ "NI' k~PT" =',15,' UIL
lAESSIG SIWI NUR',!I'/' \j"'''F~1 =' ,219,6Q,S.Q\
GC Tn 4000
l'iB IF(NARl 187,187,188
197 IF(IA.FQ.NWEI r;~ TO la8
WRTTF INOIlT,2Q61 ,,!wr,rA,(~!~'1IJ),J=l,,!"l~'~)
~86 Fnr{MAT(lH,' .,,\HL O;:'R ARGlli",c"ITF=O, Z.A.Ht !j;·::R4C-l:(r C '=-',fS,' ?AHl nEO
lDUNKTF=',T5/' FIIFR C)IE fjA~I"J',2rR,"'Elf)"'1
GO Tn /,000
18S TrST=I4II'llAR+'JWf)
TF( (NAR+Nw c l*l'JST-I A) 16 1 olA2,l61
1;' 1 WR TT EI 'J!l UT , 265) LI, \j A0, ,,~Wf' , {~A '~( J I ,J = 1 ,~N \ M)
?nlJ FOR~1,!\T(' Z~HL OFf{ I'JSGESAI\~T HHJlUl 1 ,FllEl-;EN,P.J 1!·:_CU\~~NT f- ~FRTf- =',
1 I 5/' Z AYL DER ARGIJMcNTI' PRO WERTED4ho, =',T ')/' 7',"L ',11'1 WE-'HF DOCj I,
ZFRTEPAAR =',1'i/' '~A~E'J =',2T'1,':"16.3)
Gr TO 4000
162 WRTTF (2) IDST
IDEL=l
I F X=;)
CALL PRI~lr (lOST, If)EL, 1"1<;, I~X,NN, NAM)






Gn TI] (1 ,a,12o,),"JK
C

































































146 IF(NN.F?'1 G8 Tn 14~
OC 141 ,)=3,'1"1
Tr ( II XNA'~ ( ) I - XI A,~A "1 ( )-2 ) J 1 xn' '1 ( J l ) -". F-6 ) S 8 9, f,F\ g, Ad 7
':Y9 IF(N'J.F'1.3) r,n r:l SlJ
TF I N'I. GT .1 • 4'1 [). ( X'14 ~ ( ,) ) -x T, NA '1{ J - 2 ) ) 1 X'I ~ "I ( ,J) - S • f -/, • L T.).
1 • A"I". (XNA '1 ( J ) - XI A 'J A"I ( ,) - 2 ) J / X,,";~ 1 ,11 .0, • F_/, • r; T • 'J. )
2cr TfJ 6,7
GO Tn 510




S,D fl',CK <;PACI' 9
r:r TC) 14'
SlO WPTTF (\lOIJT,'illJ J,'!4'1(J),T"'~M(J-2),(N~'1(KV),KV=l,NN\M)
511 FnR'1AT(' flLnCK AD'l "ER',!,,' -TE \JA"1F',c15.3,' 5TcHT 1-j1\!TFR',
lFl S.fl/' FUFR DlF \lA'1FN' ,2 Iq ,"'~l".o,)
I;n TfJ 40 J')
RC TA=O
1"38 IF(IMJ)2J1,~O,,41)
41 ) p I' ~,n (9, ='<'1 = 5 ), ) NI,j A " ,( "J ~ ~ ( ,l) ,I = l , '\j \I "") , ,\ I;,I '.1 C -'T, (' p ~ (J ) , J = 1,\ Q (;
I ) , (WeR T( ,) ) , J = I, ''J we R r)
I) C 1',0 ,) = I , ?
I CI'1AT( j) .'JE .'JA~,{ J) I 1;:1 H1 ,vJ
140 CnNT T'lllr
,p 3 I F ( "NA '1. 'Ir. NN) '; ,1 T '1 31')
1 F ( N ,A Rr,. \j F • N AR) ';' 1 TC) 14"
TF(NWFRT.EO.NWE) ~n TU 146
155 \:IRTT"(NJIIT,147l N'.I'0T,NW~,(N''1(J),J=l,"N\~1
Ud FORMAT(' ßL!lCK AI)'J l,~'IL OFO, W"FTF',T4,' ?lHL
11 4/' FU~' 'JI I' N','1 c 'J' ,2Iß,ioH':.8)
GC Tn 4)')
1 t. 5 1 F ( NA" r,. 'J F. I I r, J Tn I 'i',
IF(,~RG(I)J1.41 ';1 n 146
154 WRJT:: ('1(J'jT,l4SJ \!A:C:G,"IAR,I'I~~(J),J~l,'J'J~"1
14P Fr)P'1~T(' BL-'CK \'Jf) 1A~L "FR 'Qr;!IM~\JTF' ,T'.,'
1 KEDAK', 14/' rUt,R ort: f\)/i.Mr:t\j',2T8,6El6.B)
r,n T!'l 4)))
310 \:IRJTF (NO'JT,3111 \1"l\'4,'1N,(MAT(,J),J=I,\IJ,ij
Hl FnPMHl' tlLDCK AOn U'I-lL OFR N4MFN',T4,' Z~Ht
















'lA 5 I F ("I AR G. NE. II GD Tl 189
IFIAR';I1I.NE.AI r,,) TO 1.89
IF(IIIIARG-ll.~'E.'\IAD,) Gil Tf) 154
leE= I
r,c TO 19,)
454 WRITF (\jOUT,4871 'JAi!G,NAR,I'\lA"1 I,J=I,"J"lA"1
481 FORMATI' BLOCK DROP< ZAHL !)ER A G!JMrIllTF',T4,' Z~HL DER ARGUMFNTE A
lUF Kf'JAK',T4/' FUrR OIE N~M~N', 18,hFU>.8)
Ge TO 40:)0




I F I NAR 1205, 2rJ6,205
205 oe 207 J=I,NAR
IFIWIJ+IAW-I)*0.9Y9995-ARGIJI1614,614,215
614 IFIWIJ+IAW-II*I.000005-ARGIJ)1211,207,Z07









































































EINSORTIEREN UNO LOESCHFN DER DATEN
W ENTHA'lT OIF OATEN nER K"RNOATENflIBLIOTHFK
AW ENTHAELT DIE flATEN AUS AOD
lOE =0 nROPS ENTHAElT KEINJ=N lilESCHSATl





FORMATI' MEHR AIS 40000 WERTE ENTHAELT nFR SAT1'IlX,2J9,6El6.BI
GI:' TO 4000
I?=INAR+NWEI*NDAT
READ I lZ 1 I Wl J) ,J=I ,121
G[1 TO 1242,9041, L
GO TO 1242·,9051,ITA
IFllK.EQ.I.AND.\lN.GT.21 MAT(9)=0.
IFlLK.EO.I.AND.INN.EQ.NKOMB.ANO.NKB.GT.NKO"!f1) CO TO 3))"













































































I~2 IF{ARf;lll.fQ.AI GO T] 176
on 177 J=I,IIjARG
AWIIAWI=ARGlJI
177 I AW= IA W+ 1
176 00 173 J=l,'JWfRT
AldIAW)=W"RTlJ)
178 IAW=I.A'HI
RE AD 19, END=97 9 I I~NA M, (NU'J AI .1 I, .1= 1, IIjN AMI, ''J APG, NWCfn , ! A~ GI J I ,J= I,
IN ARG ), IWtRT( J I ,J=I, NWER.Tl
00 ISO J=I,'JNAM
IFINA"!IJI.lljt.NU"IA{.1)) GO TO 179
130 (('NT INUE
IFl"lNAM.NE.NNI GO TQ 311
IFl"lWERT.NE.NWFI GO TO 155
IFlNARG. q.11 G,) 10 182







183 IFIIA.EO.NWFI GO TO 184
WRITFIN il IJT,1861 IMA TlJ) ,J=I,III\lA'I)
186 FORI'Afl' OER. SATZ SIlll VERMUTlICH ZWEI"!Al ERSFTZT WFRn F'l'IlX,






IFIMIK.\lE.OI GO TO lJ04
IF{NN.EQ.21 GO TU 1004
WRITt ("I l"1ATlJ I,J=3,NNI
MIK=l
J004 1FlIOSI190,190,185
185 RFADl11,FND=490) NNA"1, INUNAIJ),J=I,'JNAMI,'JARG,IARGlJI ,J=I,
1NARG)
00 20Z J=l,NNAM
IF(J.GT.21 GO TO 275
IFIMATI J I.NE .NUNAIJ 11 GO In 190
Ge TO 202
775 IFI (IXMATIJI-XNUNAlJllfXMATIJ»-5."-6IZ76,27b,I90
276 IFl I(X"!ATlJ)-XNUIIIAIJII/X'IAT( /11+5.t-61190, Igc,20?
702 CONTTNUF
IFINNAM.EQ.NN 1 GI] TO 485
488 WRITE INOUT,486) NNAM,NN
486 FORMA TI' BLOCK ORnp S ZAHl flJ=Q NAMJ=N', I'i,' Z~Yl CER "JA~EN AUF KEflAK
1', 15/' FUER OIE NA"IFN',218,6F 16.81
Ge TO 4100
C
C DURCHSUC>-lFN VON DROPS
C
c









1 NS=I 'lS~ I
12=12+11
NOAT =NOAT +1
I Aw= 1 ~ WH 1









IE( IA\oI .~Q.IA I GO TU 224
Ge TO 201










IFINOALGE.ll ';0 Tfl 2053
WRTTE ('WUT,20')1)
GO Tfl 4)))
2 () 53 13= I l*NO AT
WPITEIZ! (WIJI,J=I,131
TF(NN.EQ.21 GO TO 3021

































































7000GO T 0 82

















































































TFl TE.NE .Ill GO Ta 230
II\S=TNS+1
11"=0





IF ("JAR l?16, 217, 216
216 oe 218 13=1,"<AR
I F ( W( J + I 3- 1 I * ') • q q ,) 995-11 WI TAW+ I ,1 1 761 , 761 , 762
761 1FIW(J+13-1 1*1.,)00005-AWI III\HI31 1201,220,22)
7f2 IFIW(J+13-11.FQ.OI GO Tn 764
I F lABS ( ( A8 SI W( .1 + 13- 1 I 1- ABS I ~ \I! I ~ W+ I 3 1 ) I ! Afl S( WI J+ [1-1 I I 1- 5. E-6 P 2 0,
122'1,763
764 I F (A BS I ( AB S( AWI IA '4+ 13) l-A RS ( W( J+ 13-1 I I ) ! AB S ( AWI JAW + Tl ) 11-5. r-6 1
1220,220,763




REMI(II,E'ID=9031 ''iN'M, (NU'lA(JI,J=I,"'"~"),'~AQ,;,I~PGIJ) ,J=l,N~Rr;)
00 2U J=I,NNAM




?78 IF( ((XMAT(JI-x'JUNA(.1JI/XMAT(J 11+5.r-6J'1'"r],7l1
?l 1 CONTI NU"
IF("J"J~M.'IIE.'JN I G;J TO 488
IF(NA%.NE.11 Gil TO 212
IF(ARG(ll.NE.AI G1 TC) 212
IF«(,,<ARG-ll.NE.NARI GO TrJ 4')4
GO TO 21 3
212 IFI"<ARG.Nc.'1ARI G'l T04<;4










188 IF(I~n.EQ.O) Gil TO 3')1
R~Af) 19,FNf)=301) ~'N~M,INAMIJl,J=l,N'~A"","'AQG,NW'-PT,IAqG(J),
I J='--, NI RG ) , I WE P Tl J) , J=l ,NWlCRT )
M= 1
N=\
IFFLOI 11 =NAMI 21
385 RFlf)IQ,END=302) NN,INUNAlJI,J=l,NNI,NA~,'JWE,l~Rr;IJ),J=l,NARI,
11 W~RT( Jl ,J=l ,NWF)
t-'='1+1
TFINIMI\I.NE.NUNAl111 Gil Tn 383
IFlNIMI21.NE.NUNA(2)1 Gfl TO 384
IFINN.EQ.NNIMI GO TO 385
WRITF INilUT,386) (NAMlJI,J=1,21
386 FnR~ITI' ßLIJCK AOD FUE~ OI~ ~JA~FN',2T8.' IST nTG ANZAHL DER NA"FN
lUNTERS(H I EOL I (H' I
GO IrJ 4000
384 N=N+I











1 I 11 ER T ( J I , J = 1 , NIIF RTl
NIIN=NNA~-2
NNK=O
IFlNWN.EQ.OI GO Tn 390
IFlNNKO.NE.11 GO TO 391
,J4 WPITE lNO'H.312) N~·Hll.'IlAM(2)
312 FrR~ATI' FUER DTF N~ME'Il',2T8.' WF~orN NAMlCNSKC)M91N~T!c''IlFN HINZ'IGEF
lUFGT , CJH"lF nASS SlF TN I)FP ~"USSERFN nNGAf3F SPFlTrflIEPT WURnE~I'
2 )
GO Tr] 4)1))
,')1 on 340 J=l, NNKO
TFINKOll,JI.NE.NAMllI1 GO T~ 340








































































,90 \lPIT" I?) NAMll) ,"lA"121 ,Nw~i, '~~R;,'Ho/FRT.'jNK
IFlNNK.EQ.O) NNK~1
00 315 I=l,'1NI<
IFlIAO.E:}.J) GI) TO 301
IF(NNA~.FQ.21 GO Tn 396
WPITE P) INA"IKI,K=3,NNA")
3% IAII=l •
372 TFI~RG(l).EQ.A) GO Tn 317
no 31B K=l ,~I~RG
AWI I .IW 1=IP GI K I
"n B I A1.= T"~ 11+ 1
317 on 319 K=l,NWFRT
AII(I ~w )=WFRT (KI
3 19 I 1101= TAW+ 1
~ FAr) (9 , FNl)= 3231 "IN, (NU \J AlK) , 1(= 1, "IN I, N!\ Q, N"I', I .~ R G( K I ,K= 1, NI RI ,
II WF~ T I K) ,K= 1 ,NWr: 1
D032JK=1,7
TF(NA~IKI.NF.NUNAIK)1 GO TC) 32J
310 CONT IN LJE
TFlNN.FQ.21 GO Tn 378
00 3'1, K=3,NN






,78 IFINWf'RT.NF.NWF) Gn TO 155
IFINARG.FQ.l1 GO Tl ,22
IF(NIRG.I\IE.NI~1 GO TfJ 154
GO TO 322
323 IID=O
3?l IFlJ.EQ.N"lKI GO TO '113
WPITF INOUT,3'l41('Il~'!IKI,K=I,N~J~~1
334 FORMAT l ' IN DER RL'l(KEI"lGARi= SIND MEHR '~I'lFNSKOMßTNAT1(]'lE"l F"lT'nL T






124 IFINIPG) 32';. 325,:116
325 IFlII.EQ.NWE~TI GO TU 326








GO TO DIS, 360),11;






































































00 2040 I:l,NZZM .
IFIN4Mll).EQ.NUMAI I I I GO TO 2041
2040 CCNTINUE
2041 00 2042 J:l,NZT
IFINAMI21.FQ.NUTYIJII GO Ta 2013
2042 CONTINUE
2013 IFIMATNAIII.EQ.A) GO TO 1
WRITE I NO'JT , 21M ATN AI I I
2 FORMATllHlI' NUMBFR OF RECORDS'.22X,'FOR MATERIAl',A9/' AVAILABL
IF OELETED INSERTEO EXCHANGEo' I)
















C PROGR.MM ZUR ERSTELLUNG DER KERNDATENBIBLIOTHEK
C
RFAL*8 MAT~AI2001,TYPNI 100)
DI'~ENSION SATZ(40 1)JOI, ISATZl4JOoOI,MAT(880),NoTYPI8801,







FORMAT{1 HlI' PROGRAMM 017Dl' I
311D I I: 2 150
9120 REWIND 11 160
913'1 IFIlE:14 170






DA 150 1=1,3950 240
10 K=I 250
20 750 ~RITEIIFILE'K) I S4T ZIJ I,J=l,NSZI 260
30 C 270
40 C EINLESEN OER ERKLAERUNGSSAETZE 280
50 C 290
60 READ INF61 I ISA TZ I I I , I: 1,3 I , NMA T 300




110 I SATZI 71 =14 350




160 J=M/NSZ 400 H
170 ISATZl 12 I=J+l 410 HI
180 ISATZI131=M-J*NSZ+l 420 coU>
190 I:N+ 13 430
200 J=I1NSZ 440
210 ISATZI91=,J+l 450






280 DA 200 J=K, I 520




GO TO 2'JO 570
10 202 ISATZIJI=MATEIMMI 580
20 MM=M M+l 590
30 LL=3 600
40 GO TO 200 610
50 203 ISATZIJI=NUNAINNI 620
60 NN=NN+l 630
10 LL=l 640
80 200 CONTI NIJE 650
90 GO TO 204 660
















































WRlTE lIFILE' ISI IISATlIJI,J=l,1BRI
LESEN DER BAENDFR KNDT
4 I RR= 0
I PS=O
I RS=O
READ III, ERR=3001 KSI,KSI,KK
KLZ=KL Z+ 1
READ I I I , FR R= 3 00 I I MA Tl LI ,L = 1 ,KK)
KLZ=KLl+l
00 10 KMAT=l ,KK
READ 111, ERR=3001 MATN,NTYP
Kl'=KLl+l




























































KL Z=KL l+ 1
00 15 ITYP=l,NTYP
RFAD (IT, ERR=3001 MATN,NTYPN,NWN,~A,NN,N~K
KLZ=KLl+l
ND=NA+NN




14 00 15 INK=l,NNKl
I F I 'IN N116,16, 17
17 REAOIII,ERR=3001 IXN'M! II,I=l,NWNI
Kl Z=KLZ+ 1
16 READ 111, FRR=301J1 NOAT
KLZ=KLZ+l
12=NOAT*ND
IFII2.LE.ITTTTl GO Tr] 900
WRITE l'lOUTP,901l 12, !TTTT
901 FORMATI' OIE ANZAHL OER ARGl""ENTE + WERTE IST GLEICH' ,T7,' UNO SOM
1!T GROESSER',I 71
STOP
900 REIIDIII,I'RR=3001 IX( 11,1=1,121
KLl=KL 1+ 1
EINSPEICHER'I DER KNOT-DATEN
SCHREI8E~ DES BLOCKES DER ISOTOPENNAMEN
KV=l
WRITE l'lOUTP,3()21 KV, INK, ITYP,KMAT ,JJ




































































































GO TO I 1'+1 ,3 9 I , N




34 IFl IS- ITSI Il6, Il6, 117












123 WRITElIFILE' IS1 IISATlI Il ,!=I,L1
1=1
WRITF IN\lUTP,AOOIIS,\ ,L





C SCHREIBEN DES BLOCKES DER TYPNAMEN
C
41 KV=2
WRITE INOUTP,303 I KV
303 FORMAT 11H ,4HKV =131
ISATZI IK I=NTYPN











































































































33 WRITE I 1F I LE' I R I I I SLJ MI I I , I = I , KI , I I SA TZI I I , I =J, LI, I I SUM I Il , I =M, N5 ZI
WRITE INOUTP,800lIR,J,L
GO TO 51
96 WRITEI IFILE' IRI I ISATZI I I, 1=I,L I
1=1






































































SATZI IWNK I=XNAMIJ I













86 IR S=I WNQ,







WR ITE I I FILE' I WNR I I I SUM I I I ,I = I, J' , I I S AT Zl I I , 1= ITW, NS Z'
GO TO 81









84 IFI IWNR-IRS I 57, 83, 57
57 IFllWNR-18RI397,83,397
397 lFIIWNR-IPSI97,83,97




101 WRITEllFILE'IWNRI IISIJMIIl,{=I,JI,IISATZIII,I=ITW ,U,IISUMIII,
II=K,NSZI
GO TOI82
102 WRlTE(lFILE'IWNRI IISATZllI,r=ITW ,Ll,lISIJMII',{=K,NSZI
GO TOl82
97 WRITEIIFILF'IWNRI IISATZlIl,I=I,Ll
I 82 IR S= I W"lR
C
































































00 65 1= I, J











90 IFI IB-I) 126,126,127
126 WRlTEI IFILE' !TRI ISATZI I', I=I,NSZ'
GO TO 91






GO TO II 5 ,71 I ,N






93 READ 1 IFILE' ITR I IISlJMI I I,I=I,NSZ'
J=IB-I
K=L+l
I F 1J 1I ')3 tl 03 , 104



















































































300 KLl=KLZ + 1
WRITE (NOUTP,301) KLZ




DIREKTE AENDERUNGEN AN DER KE~NDATENßIßLIOTHEK IN DIRECT ACCESS
SCHREIBWEISE
REAL*ß F, IFE, IFEL,MATNAIZOOI, TYPNl 100) ,FFESTl 4)/5HAOI) ,5HDROPS,
15Hf)ROPA,5HENDE I









OEFINE FILE 1 13950,880,U,K8)
REflD INF) IAU,IBfI




l1 IFELDll I, I=l,NSZ)
00 11 I=1,3
IFIIFELI)III.NE.IDENTlIIJ GO TO lZ
11 CONTINUE
GO TO 13
lZ WRITE INOUT ,141
14 FORMAT" DIE DD-KARTE FUER FINHEIT 1 BElEICHNET KEINE GUELlIGE KER





l) lFELOI I I, l=l,NSZI
IFIIAUll,l,Z
Z Il=NF
71 RE flD (I LI ND,( fI I 11 ,,=1 , ND I
IFINI).LE.ZOOO) GO TO 3
WRITE l"'OUT,41 ND




IFIF.EQ.FFEST(41) GO TO 1
I FI\LL=O



























































IFIF.EO.FFEST(31.AND.NNAM.EQ.1) GO TO 99
ARG(5)=AIIFflll+61
ARG(6)=AIIFALL+71
IFIF.E~.FFEST(3)1 GO TO 99
NARG=IflIIFALL+NNAM+61
IFIF.NE.FFESTlll) GO TO 99
NWERT=IAIIFflLl+NNflM+71
99 00 5 1=1,3
IF(F.FQ.FFFST(IJ) GO TO 6
5 CONT INI)E
WRITE INOUT,l0) F
10 FORMATIIH ,fl9,' UNERLAUBTER ßLOCKNAMF')
STOP5
AUFSUCHEN DER GEWUENSCHTEN DflTFN IN DER KER"'OATENBIBLIoTHEK
flUFSUCHEN DFS MATERIALNAMENS
6 IFIIS.EQ.l) GO TO 150
I S= 1
REAoIKE'ISI IFElDII),I=l,NSZI
150 DO 15 l=l,NlM
IFIIFF.EQ.MATNAIIl) GO TO 16
15 CONTINIJE
WRITE INOIJT,17) IFF
17 FORMI\TIlH " DI\S MI\TERII\L', 1\9,' IST NICHT IN DER IIII\MENZIJORONUNGSTA
IBELLE DER KERNDATENRIBLIOTHEK ENTHALTEN')
STOP5
16 MI\ T=NIJIIII\ I Tl
IFIF.EQ.FFEST(3).ANO.IIINAM.EQ.1) GO TO 100
00 18 I=l,NlT
IFI IFEL. EQ. TYPNl III GO TO 19
IB COIIITI"lUE
WRlTE I NOUT ,20) IFEL
20 FORMATllH " DER TYP',1\9,' IST NICHT 1111 DER NAMENZUORDNUNGSTI\BELLE






IFIIS.EQ.l) GO TO 21
REIl.DIKE'ISIIFELOIIl,I=l,IIISl)
21 00 22JJ=1,I"l
IFIIFHOIIW).EQ.MfIT) GO TO 23
1101=1101+4
IFIIW.LE.NSll GO TO 22
IS=IS+l
REI\D lKE'IS) (FELDI I) ,l=l,NSZI
IW=IW-NSZ
22 CONTINUE
WRITE I 111 OUT ,24) IFE































































23 IFIF.GQ.FFESTl31.AND.NNA"1.EQ.l) GO TO 101
C




IFIIW.LF.NSZI GO TO 25
IS;IS+l
RFAD lKE'IS) (FFLDIIl ,I;I,NSZI
IW;IW-NS Z










IFIJJ.LT.INI GO TO 129
NAS; 1001
NAW;1
GO TtJ 13 0
129 IW=IW+3
J=1
134 IFlIW.LE.NSII GO Ta 131
IS=IS+I
READIKE' ISI I FELOli I ,I=I,NS Z I
Ik= I W-NSl






130 IFIIK.EQ.ISI (;0 TO 30
I S= IK
RFADIKE' ISI IFELDlll,I=I,NSZl
30 I k=1 X
00 31JJ=I,NT
IFIIFf'U)(IW).E!~.ITYI GO TO 33
IW=IW+7






32 FOR"1ATlIH " DER TYPNAME' ,A9,' I ST NICHT IN DER K<:PNDATENBIBL InTHE
lK FUER [JAS MATER IAL' ,1\9,' FNTHAl TEN')
STOP5

























































42 I W;T 101+ 1




34 GG TO l35,36,37,3ö,39,40),J
35 NWN=IFElDIIWI
TI' (NWN.FQ.NNA'l-2) GO TO 51
I=NWN+2
WPlTElNOUT,521 IFE, IFEL,NNAM,I






IFlF.EQ.FFEST(311 GO TO 53
IFINA.EQ.!NAPG) GO TO 53
WRTTEIN1UT,54) IFE,IFEl,NARG,NA
54 FORMATIlH,' DER SATl',2A9,' ENTHAELT





IFIF.NE.FFEST{ll I GO Ta 55
IFINW.EQ.NWERTI GO TO 55
WPITF INOIJT,561 lFE,IFEL,NWE'RT,~W
56 FORMATIIH " OE~ 5ATl',2A9,' ENTHAELT





38 IFIN\oIN.FQ.ClI GD TO 43
NNAS=T S
NKfl= IFELDI IW I
NNAW=I'A
GO TO 44















































































IFIF.EQ.FFESTI31.ANO.NNAM.GT.21 GO Ta 1IB
NI/PS=TS
NWPI/=IW


































































SUCHEN DES ARGUMENTE - WERTEPAARES
168 J=NNAM+7
IFIF.EQ.FFEST(2)1 J=J-l




B3 OC 69 K=I, NWP
00 71 L=l,NARG
IFINARG.EQ.ü} GO TD 79
IFIFELDllw)*0.999995-AIJ+L)1190,190.1BO
190 IFIFELOI Iwl*1.000005-A( J+U I 70,72,12
IBO IFIFELDllwl.EQ.OI GO TO IBI
I FlAB S ( 1 ABS I FELD 1 I WI ) -ABS IA I J+ L I I } / ABS 1F EL 0 I 11011 I 1-5. E-6} 12 ,72 , 191
1 B1 I F I ABS I lABS 1AI J +U)-A BS 1FEL D11101 I I) / AB S (A 1J +L ) I 1- 5.E-61 72,12,191
191 IFINWP*INARG+NWERT}.lT.(NAS-NDATSI*NSZ+NAW-NDATWI GO TO 73
WRITE INOUT,741
14 FORMATllH " IM FALLE EINES AOD-SATZES KANN DAS ARGUMENT BZW. AR;U
1M ENTENP.\AR' }
WRITE INOUT,75) IAIJ+I 1,I=l,NARGI
75 FORMATI8E16.8)
WRITE INOUT,16) lEE,IFEL
76 FORMATI' FUER DEN SATZ' ,2A'h' NICHT EINGESCHOBEN WERDEN, WEIL KEIN
1 FNTSPRf:CHENDER PLA TZ FREI I ST; ODER IM FALLE EINES DRI1PS-SAT ZES I
2ST DIESES ARGUMENT NICHT VORHANDEN'I
J=J+NARG+NWER T
IFIJ.LT.ND-l1 GO TQ 69
IFINWP.EQ.NWPPI GO TO 71
1101= IW-NSZ





IFIK.EQ.NKBI GO TO 168
1101=1 101+ NWN+ 2
J=l










































































AUFSUCHEN DER WEITEREN NA~EN




TFlIw.LE.~SZI GO TO 136
IS=IS+l
REAOIKE' IS II EEUJI I I, I=l,NSZ I
1101=1 W-NS Z
GO TO (137,1381,J





IFINWN.EQ.OI GO TO 163




00 57 K=l, NKB
DO 5B J= 1,NI/N
lEI I IEELOITW I-AI I FUL+J+1) I/FELOI TI/} 1-5.E-61 230,230,231
TEl II FFLOI TWI-AI TFALL+J+n I/FELD 1TI/I 1+5. E-6 159,59,60
101 RITE I NrJ UT , 6 1 I I FE, TFEL
FORMATIlH " EUER DEN SATZ' ,2A9,' SIND DIE WEITEREN NAMEN'I
I/RITE PIOUT,621 IAI IEALL+I+1),I=l,NWNI
FORMATI3El6.BI
WRITE l'lOUT,63l
FORMATI' 'lICHT AUF KEDAK ENTHALTEN')
STOP5
1101= I 101+ I N WN- J ) +4
IFIII/.LE.NSZI GO Ta 57
I S= I S+ 1
REAO IKE'ISlIFELDII ),I=l,NSZl
I W=I W-NS Z
GO TO 57
60 1101=1101+1





















IF(IS.EQ.~WPS) GO TO 78
READ IKE'NWPS) (FELDII),I;I,NSZI
78 IFFLDINWPW)=NWP
101 RITE I KE' "'101 PSI ( F f'L 0 I I ) , I = I , NSZ I
GO TO 77
70 IW=IW+IN~RG-L+l)+"IWERT















WRITE INOUT,751 (AIJ+l 1,I=I,NARG)
WR ITE (NOUT,76) 11'1' ,fFEL
WRITE ("I0UT,811
81 FORMATI' EVENTUELL FDLGENDE ARGUMENTE - WERTEPAARE IN DEMSELBEN AD
ID - SATZ WERDE"I NICHT 8ERUECKSICHTIGT'I
GO TO 85
79 IFIF.EQ.FFEST( 111 GO TO 179
LOESCHEN EINES DATENPAARES
M=INWP-KI*I"lARG+NWFRT)
IFIM.EQ.O) GD TO 214
Ih;IW+NWERT
KK=O
DO 170 K=I, M
IFIKK.EQ.l1 GO TO 171











DO 174 1=1, ~SZ
174 FELDIII=Blll
KI<=O
I S= I S+ 1






































































212 FORMATI' ONE RECORD DELETED')
GO TO 169
213 K=NNA'1+5
101 RlT I' I "10 UT , 2 0 3) I FE, I F EL, I A I I ) , 1= 8 , K )
203 FORMATlIHO,2AI0,8EI3. 5)
101 RITE I "IOlH , 2 I 2 )
169 NhP=NWP-l
J=J+NARG
1 F ( J • LI'. "10-1 I GO T 0 167
GO TO 85




FEUH 1 1011 =A( J 1
J=J+l
1101=1101+1








IFINNA'1.GT.21 GO TO 215
WRlTEINOUT,200) IFE,IFEL





216 IFIJ.LT.N'J) GO TO 167
85 IF(NWP.EQ.~WPPI GO TO 77
IF(lS.EO.NWPSI GO TO 84




ERSETZEN DER ALTEN WERTE DURCH ~EUE WFRTE

































































IFIIW.LE.'JSl) GD Ta 86
WRlTE(KE'IS)IFELOII),I=l,NSZ)
I S=I SH











204 FCRM.AT I' ONE RECORO EXCHANGEO')
ZOZ J=J+N+NWER T
I F ( J • L T • N0- 1 ) GO Ta 167
Ge Ta 95
C
C EI"ISCHIFBE'J EINES ARGUMENTE - WERTEPAARES
C
















94 IFIM-NARG-NWERT.GT.oI GO Ta 91






90 TFINS.FO.ül GO TO 'J2
NoA=Nf)A T S+ 2


































































C EINSPEICHFq~ ~ES ~FUFN 8ATF~PAARES
C
95 I "=IW-L+1





00 98 L= 1,N
FELDI I .. l =AI.J+L I
11>=1'1+1
IFIIW.LE.\lSll GO Tn 98








IFINNAM.GT.21 GO TD Z05
WRITFIN1UT,200l IFE,IFEL
WRlTFlNOUT,Z06)






IFIJ.LT.NI)-ll GO TO 167
GO TO 85
C
C LOESCHEN EINES MATERIALNAMENS
C





IFIKK.EQ.ll GO TO 105





105 FELDINSZ+lw-4 )=BI IW I
Iw=IW+l













































































101 RITE I K F ' 1S I 1F EL 0 I 1 ) ,I= I, N SI )
WRITFINOUT,Z081 IFE
208 FORMATIIHO,AIO)
WRITE 1~j(lUT ,209 I
209 FORMAT(' ALL DATA fJELETEO' I
IFALL=IFALL+3
IFliFALL+3.LT.NO) GO TO 109
GO TU 77
C
C LCESCHEN EINES TYPNAMENS
C
llO M=INT-JJ )*7




1 F( KK • EO. 1 I GO T0 113















GO TO 11 2
1 14 F EI. 0 1 1W- 71 = FELD ( 1 'W I
IW=lW+l
ll2 CONTI NUE
WRITE 1KE' I S) I F-EL 0 1I I ,I= 1 , NSI I
III IFUnS.EO.IS) GO TO ll7
RE AO (K E 'N T S) (F ELU 1I I ,I = 1 , Nsn
15=NTS
117 IFELDINTWI=IFELfJINTWI-l



























































IFI IFALLH.L T .NO) '-;0 TO 109
GO TO 77
C




IFIIW.GT.GI GO TO 119
1 S= I S-1
00 144 !=l,fIlSI
144 BIll =FFLO{I)
R~A[)(KE' ISI IF~L[)ll 1,I=l,NSlI
KK=l
119 M=INKB-KI*INWN+31
IFl~.EQ.O} GO TO 120
1101=1 W+NWN+ 3
1)0 121 K=l,"1
IFIKK.EQ.ll GO TO 122
1 Fl IW.L~ .fIlSI I GO TO 123
KK=l
15=15+1




IFlIW.EQ.NWN+41 GU TU 125
GO TO 121
125 IS=IS-l
WR!TE 1KE' 15) 1FELD 1I I ,!=I,NSll
00 124 1=1, NSI








120 IFINNAS.EO. I SI GO TO 126








































































































































IFIKTYP.F~.400511 GO TO 22
IFIKTYP.FQ.40052) GO TO 22
IFIKTYP.EQ.402911 GO TO 22
IFIKTYP.EQ.402921 GO TO 22
IFINARG.EQ.l.AND.NWERT.EQ.l1 GO TO 5
22 WR IH 1NOUT) ND I
N=INARG+N~ERTI*NDI
REAn 1'11'11') IOATlll ,1=1,'11
WRITE !NOUTllDATl Tl ,1=1,'11
GO To 4





ENI II=A~G( I I
9 WQlll=WERT( I)
CALl EliM IXl,XH,EPS,N2,N2X,EN,WQ,~301
IFIN2.EQ.NDI) GO TO 12
00 13 I=I,NlM
IFIMAT.EO.NLJNAI 111 GO Ta 14
13 CO"lTINUE
14 00 15 M=l,NZT
IF(KTYP.EQ.NLJTYIM)) GO Ta 16
15 CONTINUE
16 WRlTE (NT ,I7l MATNA(II,TYPN(MI,NOI,N2,1WNAMEIN),N=1,NFNI
17 FCRMATI2A12,2112,4E16.8/(BE16.8) I
12 WRITE INOUTI '12
WRITE INOUT) IENIIl ,WOI Il ,i=1,N21
4 CONTINUE
GO Ta 2
3 REAO 1NI NP) '101
IElNA"IEl U.NE.All.ANO.MAT.NE.NNAMEIMM)) GO TO 21
NA=l
IF(KTYP. EQ.14510) GO TO 21
!FINARG.EQ.l.ANO.NWERT.EQ.ll GO Ta 6
21 WRlTE PWLJTI "101
N=INARG+NWERTI*NDI
READ 1'11'11'1 IDATlll,I=l,N)
WRITE 1NOUTI l DA TI 11 ,I =l,NI
GO TO 2








IFIN2.EQ.NDII GO TO 7
00 1 I=I,NZM
IF lMAT.EQ.NUNA(TlI GO Ta 18
1 CONTINUE
































































IWNAME (10 I, 'lUNA 12001 ,NUTYI 100 I, EN 1200001, WQ 1200001, NNA"lEI 20 I
COMMON "lATNA,TYPN,NUNA,NUTY,NZM,NZT,NT,NF
EQU IV ALE NC EID AT 1 11, ARG 1 11 j , 1 DA TI 21100 1) ,VlE RTI 1 I I
WRITE 1NT ,23 I








IFINM.EQ.l.ANO.NAMElll.EQ.ALll GO TO 28
00241=1,NM
00 25 J=l,~ZM
IFINAME( U.EQ.MATNA(JI) GD Tr) 26
25 CONTINUF
WRITE l'H,27l NAME( 11







WRITEINOUT jl ISOTI I), l=l,NISO)




RFAD (NINPI 1 IrYPI 11, I=l,NTYPI




IFINKOMB.EQ.OI GO TO 3
00 4 l=l,NKOMR
RFAO I"IINPI (I/NAMEI I I, l=l,NFNI
WRITE ("IOUT)(W"IAMEI Il,I=I,NFN)
RFAO 1'11'11'1. Nni






IF l KTYP .~Q.NLJTY(,H) GO In 20
19 CCNTI~lJE
20 WRITE lNT ,1l)M~TN~lII,TYPN('~),Nf)I,N2
11 FOR'1ATl2AI2,211Zl
7 WR ITF l '~OUT) N2
WRIT F 1NOJT) (F N« I 1 ,141 l Il ,I = I , N2 1
2 CPJT!'~UF





10 flRITF INT,31) MAT,KTYP





















C EVENTUELL PUN'<TF ~LI~INIERFN.
420 K2=K2-1
IFlKZ.GT.IKI+lI) GrJTO '>06
C I NTFRVAL L '1 ACH Otlf'J VERSC HI E BF N.
KI=K1+1
GeTfl 4,)1


































SUBR'lIJT P4E FL I~l XL, XH, EPS, NZ,~ZX,X, Y, *)
f)1~ENSION XIlI,Ylll
C-----FLIMINAfE IJ~NECESSARY POI~TS
C-----PCINTS RETWFEN TW0 POINTS ARF ONLY ELI~INATFD IF ALL P'lINTS
C-----BETWFFN CAN BE DßTAINEO BY INTERPOLATION WITH AN EPROR LESS EPS.
400 IFIN2.LE.2) GO TO 800
Kl=1
401 K2=K 1+2
C LETZTES INTERVALL ERREICHT?
IFIK2.GT.~Z) GOrn 800
C INTFRVAl LANFANG GLE ICH INTERVALLENOE?
IFIXIK1).EQ.XI'<Z)) GOTO 420
403 K I~K I + 1
C LAUFEN'lFR P~NKT GLF ICH INTERVALL ANFANG ODER INTERVALL ENf)E?
IFIXIKIl.EQ.XIKU.OR.XIKI).EQ.XIK21) GOTO 420
C Y - WE~TE ~IT WFRTEN <~1.0E-IQ WERDEN NICHT ELIMINIFRT






XP= X(K I I
IFIXA.EQ.XB) RETURN I
YP=Yh+IXP-XA)*IYR-Y~I/(XR-XA)
IFIABS( IYIKI )-YP)/Y (KIII.GT .EPSI GOTn 420
C NAECHSTER ZU ELl~INIERFNOER PUNKT IM INTERVALL KI ••• '<2.
KI=KI+I
IFlKI.LT.K2) GOTO '>.l5
C VERGROESSE~N DES INTERVALLS.
K2=K2 + I
IFlK2.L~.N2) GOTO 403
C INHRVALL WAR 1\I G~nSs. LETZTER PUNKT FRREICHT.











































SUBROUT I "'E POl705 10
ZO
PPOGRAM'I ZU.., AlJFFUELLEN DE~ SEKUNDAERDATE'" ..,1 T STANDARorlATEN 30
40
REAL*8~AT~AI200), TYP~I 100) ,MAT! ZI ,TYPI 10) 50
DIMfNSI~JN NJNAI20'J),NUTYI1'JO),UEI8,4,IOI,OEI8,4,DI,N'1ATl2), 60
INTYPI 10) ,"IrJTYPlIOOI ,DAT(40000) ,XNAMI101,NAWI4,IO),AWI400001, 70















PfAO INF) ~AT(1l,MATI21,MM 230
240
t-lATlll NAME DES MATFRIALS , DFSSEN DAHN AUFGEFUELL T WERDEN SOLLE N 250
MAHZ) NAME DES "lATFRIALS , MIT OFSSEN DATEN AUFGFFUFLLT WIRD 260
MM A~ZAHL DER AUFZUFlJELLENDEN TYPEN 270
280
00 2 I~I ,I~~ 290



















TYP NAME DES TYPS , DESSEN DATEN AUFGEFUELLT WERDEN SOLLEN
NL ANZAHL OEq AUFZUFUFLLENOEN LUECKEN
K WENN NWN)O ANZAHL DEq WEITEREN NAMEN
WENN NWN=1 ANZAHL DER ARGUMENTE
UE UNTERE LUECKENBEGRENZUNG IM DATENBEREICH VON MATIl)
OE O'1ERE LUECKENBEGRENlUNG IM DATFNBEREICH VON MATll)








IFIMATIK).FQ.MATNAI I)) GD TO 5
4 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT,6) MATlK)





00 77 K= 1,2
00 7B I=I,KK
IFINMATIKI.EQ.MNAMEII)) GO TO 77
78 CCNTINUE
WRlTE lNOIJT,79) NMATlKI





I F lT YP I K I. EQ. TYPN I I)) GO TO 8
7 CCNTINUE
WRITE lNOUT,9) TyPIK)









WRITE INOUT,l31 NM'" Tl 2)






































































SCHLEIFE UEßER DIE MATERlALlEN
12 00 101 '1=l,KK
RFAD lNKEI '1A,NTY
IFIIRE.EQ.DI WRITEINKA)MA,NTY
READ lNKEl lNOTYPlI 1,!=l,NTY)
IFIIRF.EQ.OI WRlTEI NKA) INOTYPII), I=l,NTYI
SCHLEIFF UEBER DIE TYPEN













SCHLEIFE UERER DIE NAMENKOMBINATIONEN








IFIIRE.EQ.OI WRlTEl 'lKA) 10A Tl 1),1=1,12)
I FIMATN.NE.NMATI211 GO Ta 1'\
IFlNTYPN.NE.NIYPIIIT)1 GO TO 18
ME=l
IFINWN)21,21,22
AUFFINDEN DER EINZUFUEGENDEN DATEN NWN>O




















































































[FlKOAT+12.LE.[TTTTI GO TO 32
WRITE lNPIKOAT, IAWI IJ, l=l,KOAT)
KOAT=O
LP=LP+l
32 oe 33 1=1,12
13 AWIKOU+!l=flATlIl
KOAT=KOAT+l2
[FlJW+NWN.LE.800) GO TO 18
WR[TE INOJT,81IMATN,NTYPN,LK
81 FORMATl' "1ATERIAL',I9,' TYP',T9,' LUECKE',I3,' EENOETIGT MEHR ALS
1800 SPEICHERPLAETZE'" FUER flIE WEITEREN NA~EN ; OIE LUECKE WIRD 0




AUFFINDEN DER EINZUFUEGENOEN OATFN NWN=O
21 NAWll,IITI=O
00 34 [=I,NflAT
43 00 35 J=I,NA
[NO=I [-II*NO+J
[FlNTYPN.NF.215201 GO TO 89
IFIOATIINOI*0.999995.LTeUEIJ,LK, [[Tll GD Ta 34
GO TO 37
89 IFlOATlINO)*1.000005-UElJ,LK,IITI186,36,36
36 [FWA Tl I ND) *0.99999 5-UF 1J, LK, TI Tl 135,35,37
86 IFlOATIINOI.EQ.OI GO TO 34







[FlNTYPN.NE.21520) GO TO 88
[FlOATl[NDI*1.000005.LT.OFlJ,LK,IITII GO TO 42
GO TO 41
88 IFIOATl[NO)*1.Dooa05-0ElJ,LK,I[TI)87,40,40
40 IFIDATl INI)I*0.999995-0EIJ,LK,I I Tl) 3B,38,41
87IFIOAT(INOI.FQ.OI GO TO 39








































































IFlIP.FO.lI GO TO 42
41 LK=LK+1
JW=O
IFILK.GT .NU I ITII GO TO 18
NAWlLK,TIT)=O
GO TO 43
42 'I AW I Li<., I IT I = 'I AW l LK, I I T 1+1
IFIKOAT+NO.LF.ITTTT) GO TO 44
WRITEINPI KI)AT,lAW( J) ,J=l,KOATl
KOAT=O
LP=LP+l






ENDE DER SCHLE[FE UEBFR 0[1' NAMENSKOMBINATTON
IFIME.EQ.!)I GO TO 14
[IT=[IT+l
HEX=1
IFIIIT.LE.~HI GO TO 14
I!T=IIT-l
14 CCNTINUE
ENDE DER SCHLEIFE UE8ER OIE TYPEN
[FlMEX.EQ.l1 GO TO 46
100 CONTINUE
ENDE DER SCHLEIFE liEBER DIE MATERIALIEN





80 IFILP.EQ.OI GO Ta 60
REWI ND NP
REAOINPINN,lAWIII,I=I,NNI
SUCHEN DES AUFZlIFUELLENDEN MATERIALNA~ENS
60 KDAT=O
LPP= 1
00 101 M=Il ,KK
READ (NKE) MA,NTY
WRITE INKAI MA,NTY


































































REAO I '<KE) '1ATN, NTYPN,NWN,NA,NW, '1'11'
'1N=NNK
1CRU=l
IFlMHN.NE.NMATI 11) GO TO 96
IFPHY0'<.'<E.NTYPIITTII GO TO 96
I DRU=2




96 WRITE (NKAI MATN,NTYPN,NWN,NA,NW,NN
IFllDRU.EQ.l1 GO TO 99
WRITE INOUT,200) MATN,NTYPN,NWN,NA,NW,NN







50 oe 51 1.'11'=1,"1"11'1
I FIN WN ) 52, 52, 53
53 REAOINKE) lXNAM(II,!=I,NWN)
I UN=1
I EI MATN. NE .NMAH1I1 GO Ta 54
IFINTYPN.NE.NTYPIIITII GO TO 54
IUN= 2




63 00 55 .'1.'1=1,'1101.'1




C ElNFUEGEN OER DATEN NWN>O
C







I 2=NAO I NKOn) *'10
NKO=NKO+l
IFlKOAT+I2.LE.ITTTT I GO TO 57
IFlLPP.lE.lPI GO TO 58
6B WRITEINOUT,59) LPP,LP
59 FORMATl' AUF DFR EXTERNEN EINHEIT NP WEROEN',13,' SAETZE GESUCHT,




























































58 REAO INP) NN,IAWll),!=l,NNJ
lPP=LPP+l
KDAT=O








54 WRITE INKA) IXil/AMII),!=I,NWNl
IElIUN.EQ.21 WRITE I NOUT ,2011 I XNAMI I I ,1=1,'1101"11
65 REAO INKE) NOAT
WRITE INKAI NDAT




IF(IUN.EQ.l) GO TO 51
IF( INK.L T.NNKlI GO TO 51









I 2=NAOI "11'0+1) *'10
'11'0='11'0+1
IFIKOAT+I2.LE.ITTTT) GO TO 95
IFILPP.GT.lPI GO TO 6B
REAolNPI 1'10, IAW(JI ,J=I, 1"10)
lPP=LPP+l
KoAT=O




EINFUEGE'I DER NAMEN NWN=O
52 IUN=1
IFIMATN.NE.NMATIll) GO TO 65
IF(NTYPN.NE.NTYPIIITII GO TO 65




RE AO I NK E I 10 AT ( I l, I = I ,1 2)
IFIKDAT+ND.lE.ITTTTI GO TO 66
































































66 oe 69 1=I,NOAT
00 70 J= I,NA
I ~D= I I -I I*ND+J














K=NAW( LK ,11 TI




KOA T=K'1A H ND
IFIKOAT+ND.LE.ITTTTI GO TO 73
IFILPP.GT.LPI GO TO 68

















IFIKDAT+ND.LE.ITTTT 1 GO Tn 84




























































































ENDE OER SCHLFIFE liEBER DIE NAMENSKOMßI"lATIONEN




ENDE DER SCHLEIFE UEBER DIE TYPEN
101 CONTINlIE





FRKLAERUillG DER PROBIERDATEN lU STANOARODATFN
REAL*8 MATNAI 2001 ,TYPNII001 ,MATl21 ,TYP1201
01 I>\ENS IOill NUN AI 200 I ,NUTYI 100), X'J AM I 101 ,'lHI 40000 I, MNA",E ( 2001 ,NMAT I
















IST 1: MATlll IST DAS STANDARDMATERIAL
2: MATl21 IST DAS STANDARDMATERIAL
N ANZAHL DER TYPEN
TYP NAME DES TYPS , DESSEN DATEN ZU STANOARODATEN ERKLAERT
WERDEN SOLLEN
KOALT ANZAHL DER IM STANDARDMATERIAL ZU UEBERSPEICHERillDEN NAMEillKOM



































































WR I TE (NKA) (MNAMH Ll ,L=I, KK I
on 2 K=I,2
00 3 1=I,NZ"
IFPIAT(K).EQ.MATNA(II) GD Hl 4
3 CCNTlNUE
WRITF (NOUT,51 "IHlK)




2 C CNT! NUF
00 6 K=I,'1
nC7I=I,'1ZT
IF(TYPlK).EO.TYDN(I)1 GO TU 'l
7 CCNTlNUE
WR[TE(NOUT,91 TYPIK)
9 FORMAT(' DFR, TYP',A9,' IST NICHT IN DER NAMENI)MRECHNI)~JGSTABELLF EN






IFIN"lAT( 11 .EO.MNAME (Ll) GO TU 11
10 C(NT INUF
WRITF (NOUT,l31 NMAT(11




SCHLEIFE IJE3ER niE I"AHRIALIEN
.J = I
11'1 IST .>='1.1) J=2
oG 12 M= I, KK
REAo ("JKEI '"'A,NTY
IHIST.EQ.21 WRlTe( NKAI MA,NTY
RFAn I NKFI (NnTYP( I 1,1 =I,NTY)
IFI[ST.EO.2) WRITE(NKA) INDTYPIII,I=I,NTYI









IF(MATN.NE.NMATIJ)) GO TO 98








































































SCHLEIFE 'JEBER Oll' NAMENKOMRINAT IONEN
17 00 18 INK=I,NNKI
IFINWNI19,l9,20
20 RHO I NK F 1 (XN AM ( 11, I = I, NWN 1
IFIIST .EO.2 1 WRITEl NKAI IXNAM( 1),1=1,'1101'1)
19 READ INKEI NDAT
TFIIST.EQ.2) WRlTElNKAI NDAT
I 2="10 ATHlO
READ I'JKEI lDAT( 11, 1=1,121
IFIIST.EQ.21 WRITE INKA) I OATlI),I=1,I2I
IFIME.EO.OI GO TO 18
IFINWN 121, 21, 22
22 00 23 1=1,"1101"1
23 WNII+JWI=XNAMlII
JW=JW+NW'J
K0 I I IT 1=KQ I I IT ) +1
21 NAW(INK+lnWI=NDAT




24 Dr 25 1=1,12
25 AWIKDAT+II=DATIII
KDAT=KDA 1+ 12
IF(JW+NWN.LE.8001 GO TO 18
HR IT EINOUT, 261
26 FORMAT!' 8EI M PROBI FPMATERIAL IST DIE ANZAHL DER NAMFNKOM8INATIONE




ENDE DER SCHLEIFE UFBER DIF NAMENKOMBINATTONEN




IFIIlT.LE.(N+lll GO TO 14
IIT=IIT-l
14 CONTINUE
ENDE DER SCHLEIFE UEBER Oll' TYPEN
IF(MFX.EQ.l1 GO TO 28
12 CONTINUE










































































I F l IST. F Q. 1 I J= 1
c
f) C 32 '1= I 1 , KK
I F (M. GT • l) GO TO 99
READ lNKEl KSA,KS~,KSA
RF40 INKFI IMNAHEIII,I=I,KSA)
)9 RFAD INKEI '1A,NTY












IFlMAHI.NE.NMATIJlI GO TO 34
IFlNTYPN.NF.NTYPIIITII GO TO 34
I OR lJ= 2
IFlNN.EQ.Dl GO TO 34
NN=NNH'1 I I I Tl -KOAl T 11 [Tl
14 WRITF lN~ÄI MATN,NTYPN,NWN,NJ\,NW,NN
IFlIDRU.EQ.11 GO TO 35
WRITE IW1LJT,936)









39 OD 40 INK= 1, NNK 1
I F ( NW "1141 ,4 I , 42
42 REAO INKEI (XNAMIII,I=l,NWN)




























































IFlXNAMll)"1.000005.lT.~NII+JWII Gi] TO 45
44 Cr NTl N\JE
GO TO 54
45 WRITEINK\) IXNA,~ll) ,I=l,NWN)





REA[)IN~EI l')~T( 11 ,1=1,121
WRITE l'l~ A I I 0 AT I 1 I , I = 1, I 21
Ge TO 40
56 B"'CK SP ~C F N~ E
Ge T 0 43
UFRERSP~ICHERN DFR DATEN NWN>O
54 K=KOlIIT)
00 46 l=l,K
WRITE I\lKAI IWNI I+J"j) ,I=l,NI<N)
WRITE I\lQUT,6BI lwNI I+JW),I=l,NWNl
J W=J \oI+N'.N
WR ITE I NK4) NAwl IOW)
WRITE INOUT,361 NAWI!DW)
I 2=NAWI I 0'1/) *NO
I ew= 10"1+ 1
IFIKOAT.I2.lE.ITTTTI GO To 47
IFIlPP.LE.LPI GO TO 48
49 \oIRITE INOUT,501 lPP,lP
50 FORMATI' AUF f)ER EXTERNEN EINHEIT NP WE'~OEN', 13,' SAETlE GESUCHT,
1 ES SINf) NUR',!3,' SAfHE VORHANDEN'1
STOP
'oA REAO INP) INO,IAWIII,I=I,IND)
lPP=lPP>l
KDAT=O






IFIK.EQ.O) GO TO 52




RE A0 I NK E I I 0 AT I Il, I=I,I 2 1
51 CONTI NUE
52 INO=INK+I<
IFIINf).GT.NNK11 GO TO 55
43 00 53 INK=INO,NNK1
READ INKEI IXNAMII),I=l,NIoINI
IFIIOR'J.EQ.21 WRITE INOUT,6BllXNAMIIl ,1=l,NI/Nl







































































C UERERSPEICHERN DER DATEN NWN=O
C




I 12=NAWI IOWI *'10
I OW= lfJ W+!
IFIKOAT+TI2.LE.ITTTT) GO TO 5R
IFCLPP.LE.LPI GO TO 59
GO TO 49
59 RFAD INP 1 1'10, (AW( I) ,I=I,INDI
LPP=LPP+ I
KOAT=O
58 IFINA.GT.OI GO TO 158
00 159 1=1, 'lW
159 OAH Il=AWIKfJAT+I 1
KOAT=KfJA T+/ljW
GO TO 160
158 00 60 T=I,NoAT
00 61 L= 1,/ljA
K=NO* I I-I 1+L
IFlNTYP'l./ljE.21520) GO TO 64
IFIOHIK 1*1.000005. LT .AWI KOAT+lll GO Ta 60
GO Ta 62
64 IF(DATI<)*1.000005.LT.A~KDAT+LI1 GO TO 60








00 69 II =1 ,NOAT
DA 70 L= I,NA
K=NO* I TI-I) +L
IF(NTYP/Ij.NE.21520) GO TO 71
IFIOAT(K)*O.999995.LT.AWIKT+L)) GO TO 69
GO TO 72
71 IFlOAT(KI*I.000005.LT.AWIKI+LII GO Tn 69
IFlOATlKI*O.999995.GT.AWIKT+l!1 GO Ta 72
70 CONTINUE































































C T: ERSTES WERTEPAAR , DAS IJEßERSPETCHFRT WIRD
C 11: ERSTES WERTEPAAR , DAS NICHT MEHR UE8ERSPEICHERT WIRO
C
C LUECKE ZU GROSS
73 I P= I I - I - 'I AW I IOW-1I
IIP=TP*ND
L=III-1I*NO+!
00 76 I J =L , T2
76 OATI IJ-I IP l=fJAH IJ I
NDAT=NOAT-IP
GO TO 77




00 78 1 J =L,I 2
78 OATI 12-IJ+L+IIP)=DATl 12-IJ+L 1
NDAT=NOAT+IP
C AUFFUFLLEN DER ANGEPASSTEN LlJECKE
77 L=ll-1 )*'10
00 66 K= I, I 1 2
66DATlL+KI=AWIKDAT+KI












READ INKE II OAT I I I, T= I, 121
WR ITE I NK AllDA Tl I 1 , I =1 , 121
40 CONTINUE
C ENOE SCHLEIFE lJE8ER OIE NAMENSKOMßINATIDNEN
C




C ENDE DER SCHLEIFE lJEBER OIE TYPEN
C
32 CONTT/ljUE






































































INUTY I 100 I, MNAME 1 1001 ,NDTYP 1 100 I , XNA MI 101 ,NM H II 00 I ,
2 NTYP II 00 I
COMMON MATNA,TYPN,NUNA,NUTY,NZM,NZT,NUUT,NF
WRITE INOUT,ZOOOI .
ZOOO FORMATIIHlI' PROGRAMM 01703' 111
NKE= Z
REWIND NKE
RFAO INF) N,IMANlll ,TYPli) ,I=I,NI
READ INKEI KSI,KSI,KK
REAO lNKE) IMNAMEIL) ,L=I,KKI
00 4 K=I,N
00 3 I=I,NIM
11" lMANI K) .EQ.MATNAIIIl GO Ta 5
3 CONTINUE
WRlTE' lNOUT,61 MANIKI




00 7 1=1 ,NlT
IFlTYPIKI.EQ.TYP"l1111 GO Ta 8
7 CONTINUE
WRlTE INOUT,91 TYPIKI
9 FORMATI' DER TYP',A6,' IST NICHT IN DER KEOAKUMRECHNUNGSTABELLE 1""1
I THAL TEN' I
STaP5




C SCHLEIFE UEBER OIE MATERIALIFN
C
00 16 M=I,KK
30 00 10 L= I,KK
11" INMATlKI.EQ.MNAMEILlI GO TO II
10 CONTINUE
WRlTE INOUT,1ZI NMATIKI




II READ I NK EI MA, NTY
READ I"lKFI I NOTYPlI 1,!=I,NTYI
C
































































SCHLEIFE UEBER OIE NAMENSKOMBINATIONEN
15 00 36 INK=I,NNKI
IFINWN 117,l7,lB
18 READ (rIIKE) IXNAMI I) ,1=1,"1101"1)
17 REAO lNKEI NOAT
I2=NOAT*NO
RFAD lNKEI lDATlIl,I=1,12)
IFIMATN.NE.NMATlKII GI) Ta .36
11" I"lTYPN.NE.NTYPlKI) GO TO 36




21 WRlTE lNOUT,221 IXNAMlll,I=I,NWNI
22 FORMATlIX,BEI6.BI
20 WRITE INOUT,231 NOAT
23 FORMA Tl 110)
















29 WRITE INOUT,221 IDATlII ,1=11,121
2B CONTINIJE
GO TO 36
33 WRITE lNOUT,341 IDATlII,I=I,I21
34 FORMATIIX,20A41
36 CCNT I NUE







































































PROGRAMM IUM AUSDRUCKEN DER KEOAK-INHALTSLISTf
REAL*8 MATNAC200l,TYPNII00l,WQCI001












IF(IS.EO.l1 GO Ta 2




4 I S=I S+ 1
READ CLBN'IS) CTFELOC I I ,1=I,NSII
IW=TW-~S I
3 I W= I W+!
J=J+I
NT! J) =IFELOC 1101)




IFlITNS.E~IS) GO TO 6
READ CLBN'ITNS) IITYPlll,I=I,NSll
GO Ta 1
6 00 8 I=I,NSI
A ITYPIIl=IFELOIII
10091=I,ITN
IWOC 11= ITYP I [TNW I
ITNW=ITNW+l




9 CONT I NUE
00 11 1=I,NIM
IFINAME. EQ.NUNAl 111 GO TO 12
II CONTI NIJE
WRITF l\IOUT,131 NAME
13 FORMATl' DAS MATERI AL', 18,' IST NICHT IN nER I-lAMENSlUQRONUNGSTABEL





















































12 00 14 J = I, lTN
00 15 K=I,NlT
IFIIWQIJI.EQ.I-lUTYIKII GD Ta 16
15 CONTI!IIUE
WRITE INOUT,l11 IWQlJI

















SUßROUTINE P01120 I MNAME,MTYPI
C
C PROGRAMM IUR ERIEUGUNG EINES KERNOATENFI LES IN CARO IMAGE EORMAT
C
I NTE GER * 2 MN I 2 I , II I 11 I ,E M, E MT I 10 I , FM F I 12 I , FM All 0 I , EX, F I
REAL *8 I ( 300 I
OIf'lEI-lSION FELOC8801, IFELOl880l,DAT 1400001, lOH C400001,MATl4,1001,
I ITYP I 1, 100 I , NWN I 9,4001 , XWN I 9,400) • I F MT I 51 , I F ME 161 , I FMA 15 I
2,f'lNAMEI4001,MTYPI2001
COMMON I,NUNAI 2001, NUTYllOOI ,NI'1,NlT,NOUT
EQUIVALENCE IFELD(II,IFELDIII),IDATlIl,IDATlIII
I. I NWN 11,11 ,XW Nil, 1l I , ( MNll) ,KK I
2, I FMTl 11 , I FM TI 11 1,1 FME I 11 , I F ME I 111 ,I F MA I 11 ,I F f'I AIII I
DATA Ill' ','1 ','2 ','3 ','4 ','5 ','6 ','7 ','8 ','9 ','0 '/
DATA FM/'OO' I.IFMT/'( ','112,',' X,','212,' ,'141 'I,
IIFME/'ll ','E12.','5, ','X,2I','2,l4',') 'I,









































































I F l I S- 1 I 1, Z, 1




00 89 1'1= 1,"llM




IFlMNll).EQ.lZl'111 GO TO 9Z
91 CCNTINUE
GO TO 45








TF liD +1- NS l ) 11 , 11 ,1 Z
lZ IS=IS+1























































































IFlM.EQ.OI GO TO 80





81 WRITE PWUT,71 lMATll,KKI,KK=L,II,IMI,I"'!I,KI








WRTT EI N'JUT, 1F"lT I l MA TI 1, KK 1 , KK= I, KI , I MI , I MT , lO
C
C SCHLEIFE UEBER 'HE MATERIALlAHL
C
8 00 101 l=l,KKK
IMI=O
F"'T I ZI =FM+Z
FMTl 51 =F "1+4* 256+ 8
WRITFI IMA,IFMTl MATl1,II,MATlZ,II,I,IMI,IMI
WRITE (/'1') UT , I F MTI "IA Tl 1 , Il , M1\Tl 2, I I, I, I MI, I MI
J=MATIZ,I)
IFlMATI3,II-ISI17,18,17
17 I S=MA TI 3,I)
REAOlL8N'ISl lFELOIKl,K=l,NSll
18 I W=MHI4,T I
10=111
00 21 K=l,J















































































93 WRITE INUIIT,71 IITYP(l,KKI,KK~N,NKI,I.r'lI,KI







WflITFI IMA,IFMTl I lTYPll,KKI,KK=NK,JI,I,JMI,lO
WflITEU'F1IJT,IF'1TI IITYPll,KKI,KK=NK,J),I,IMI,lO
C
C SCHLEIFE UEBER Oll' TYPENZAHL
C
32 DC 101 K=I,J
IM 1=0
I ARFlJ= lT YP I 3 , KI+- lTY PI 4, K)
11'1 ITYPI 2,K)) 27,28, 27
28 IWP=lTYPI5,K)
ITYPI5,K)=0
27 WRlTf IIMA,71 MATlI,II,IITYPIKK,K),KK=I,5),I,K,IMI
11'1 !TYPI 2 ,KI) 30 ,31,30
C





















I N=I TYPI 2,K)
C












































































WRITEI I'IA, 11'''11'1 I)(WNIKK,IKI ,KK=N,INI ,J,K,IMI
II'I=IMI+-l
11'1 IMI.EQ. 10000) 1'11=0
86 FMTI21=FM+-l
I' "'Tl 5) =1''1+-6''256




I W=N WN 11 N+- 3 , 1 KI
11'1 1O-IS )41, 42,41




57 WRITE I NOUT, 58) "1AT 1 I,J ) ,MA Tl 2,I )
58 FORMATl' ZAHL DER ARGUMENTF +- WFRTE GROFSSER 40000 FUER',21l0)
STDP 5
















NO 1=1 ARF U
88 12=0
00 87 KI=I,1II0ATI






















































































10= ITY PI 6, KI
J Il=ITYPI 7,KI




I F I I P-ITTTTl 66,66,67
67 WRITE INOUT,581 '1ATll,II,,'lATl2,I1
STOP5


















































































1 19 12= I P
118 IFIITYPI I,KI .NE.145101 GO In 120
LO=12-11+1
IMI=LO/10*256+LO-LO/10*10
F ~AI 2 ) =F '1+ I MI
LO=72-( 12-11+11*4
IMI=LO/IO*256+LO-LO/10*10





135 WRlTEIIMA,IFMAI IDATlKKI,KK=ll,I2) ,I,K,KTI
KII=KII+l
FMI61=FX
GO Ta 11 7
120 KEZ=O







IFIIMI.NE.OI GO TO 130
FME(6 1= IZlll




WRITEI 1"11\, IFMEI 10I\TlKKI,KK=Il, I 21,1 ,K,KI 1
KII=KlI+l
FME( 7l=FX











C PROGRAMM ZUR ERZEUGUNG EINES TEILES OER KERNOATENBIBLIOTHEK
C IN CARO-IMAGE - FORMAT
C
INTEGER*2 IZ, FM,FMTlj)I,FME(121,FMA( 101,FX,FZ
REAL*8 ZOOOI ,TMIITl2001 ,MNA(2001
oIMENS ION FEL D (880 I, I FELOl8 801, DA Tl400001 ,1011 TI 400001 ,10111 Tl4 ,1001 ,

























































F QIJl Vö, LENC ElFEL0 II I , I F EL 0 II ) I , I 0 ATl 1 ) , lOH I 1 I I
1, I f>/W 'll 1, 11 , XW'll 1, 11 I
Z, IF~Tlll, IFMT llll, I FMElll, IFf>~Elll', I FMAll), IFMAlll)
OAT.A IZI' 'I
OATA FM/'OO'I,IFMT/'1 ','112,',' X,','ZI2,','I4) 'I,
1 I FMF I' I 1 ' , ' E12. ' , ' 5 , " ' X, 2 I' , ' 2, 14' , ' ) , I ,























IFlIFELDlI)I.EQ.NU~AIMI) GO TO 90
89 CONTINUE




















IFI I0+1-NSZI13, 13, 14
14 15=IS+l







































































WR!TF I IMA,6) I IOATI I) ,1=1,31 ,1'11, IMI ,1"11








WR!TE IIMA,71 lMATll,KKI,KK=L, 11, HH, 1'11 ,KI
7 FORMAT16I12,212,I41
BI WR!TE INOlJT,71 lMATll,KKI,KK=L,II,IMI,I~I,KI
IFlK.EQ.1I GO TO 8
BO I=I+l
LO=M+!





WR I TE I NO UT , I F MTlI Mö, Tll ,KKI , KK=I , KI , I MI , IM I, LO
C
C SCHLEIFE UEBER OIE M4TERIALZAHL
C





WRITE I NIJUT , I F MT I MA T11, I I , MAT I 2, I I , I , I MI, I MI
J=MA Tl 2, I)
I F I MA Tl3, 11- I S 117,18, 17




































































IFI IO+I-NSlI22, 22,2 5
25 15=15+1









IFIM.EQ.Ol GO TO B2




83 WRlTE INOUT,71 IITVPll,KKI,KK=N,NKI,I,I"1I,KI






F"'TlS I =F "1+"1
WRlTEl IMA,IFMTI IITYPll,KKI,KK=NK,JI,I,IMI,LO
WRlTEINOUT, IFMT I I lTYPll,KK I,KK=NK,J I, 1,1'11 ,LO
C
C SCHLEIFE UE8ER DIE TYPENIAHL
C






27 WRITE IIMA,71 MATll,II,IITYPIKK,KI,KK=I,SI,I,K,I"'1
IFI I TYPI2,KI130,31, 30
C






35 IW= !TYP I 7, K1





































































1'11= ITYPI 2, KI
C


























WRITEl I'IA, IFMT) Nil/NI IN+l,IKI,I ,K,I MI
1"1=1"11+1
IFII"1I.EQ.I00001 IMI=O
ID=NWN II '11+2, IK 1
1101='11101'1111 '11+3, I KI
I F I 10- I 5 141, 42, 41
41 IS=IO
READ ILBN' ISI lFElIHKKI,KK=I,NSZI
42 IP=NWNIIN+I,IKI*IARFU
IFIIP-ITTTTI47,47,57
57 WRITE l'IOUT,581 MAlll,I I,MATl2,1 I
58 FORMATI' ZAHL DER ARGUMENTE + WERTE GROE5SER 40000 FUER',2IlOI
STOP5
47 00 54 '11= 1, I P







































































4', NDATl=(N'A'« [N+l, [K)+1)/2
NO 1=6
GO TrJ 88
95 NOATl=Ni<N1 INH ,IKI
N01=IARFU
88 12 =0





96 FME(2) =1" l+12-1 1+1
LO=72-112-ll+ll*12
ILI=LO/IJ*256+LO-LO/11*IJ


























61 WRITE lNOlJT,581 '1<\Tll,I),MATl2,I1
STOP5








11"1 !TYPl I,KI .NE.145101 GO T(l 123
NOl=IB





































































I 1=1 2+ 1
12= 12+Nfll
I I" 1KI-ND ATl 1118,119 ,119
119 12= [P






IFII'1I.NE.D) GO TO 134
FMAI51=ll
FI'AI61=IZ







IFI12-ll+1.LE.61 GO TO 136
KEZ= 1
10=12











KTI=K 11 + 1
FME 111 =1" X






































































C PROGRA'1M ZUR ERSTELLUNG DER KERNOATEN8IBLIOTHFK
C AUS CARO-I'1AGE - FOR'1AT IN OIRECT-ACCESS FORM
C
RFAL*8 FFLDII0 ),MATNA-I 200), TYPNI 1001 ,MAA
DIMENSION SATl(4000)), rSATZI400(0),I1ATI880),NOTYPI880),











OEFINE FILE 113950,880,U,K8 I
KLZ=O
I S=l




750 WRITE IIFILE'KI ISATZIJI,J=l,NSZI
C
C EINLESEN DER ERKLAERUNGSSAE TZE
C
FORMATl(112)



































































































































































































14 00 15 INK=I,NNKI
IF(NWNIl6, 16, 17
17 READ IIl,Z,ERR=3001 I)(NAMIII,I=I,NWNl
KlZ=Kll+ I
Z FORMAT (6ElZ.6)
16 READ (11 ,1,ERR=3001 NDAT
IF(No*NoAT.GT.ITTTTI GO TO 806
KlZ=KlZ+l












11= I 2+ 1
12=IZ+NOI
IFIIOAT-NoATI123,24,24
Z4 I 2=NO*ND AT

















B06 WRITEIWIUTP, 8071 MATN,NTYPN



























































C EINSPEICHERN DEr KNOT-DATEN




302 FORMAT (IH ,4HKV =13,2X,5HINK =13,2X,6HITYP =1~,2X,6HKMAT =11,
12X,4HJJ =13)
11"1 INK-1169, 69,73
69 11"1 ITYP-1I38 ,36,41
36 K='HK
ISATl(KI='1ATN

































122 I S=I S+1
K=I<-NS Z
GO Ta 1141,391,N




























































































































SCHREIBEN DES BLOCKES DER WEITEREN NAMEN
I =NS Z






















WR!TE I 1FILE' 1 RI I 1 SLJ 'I I I I ,I = 1 , KI , I I S AT Z I Il , 1=J , L ) , I I SIJ,'! I I I , I =M, NS Z I
WRITE INOUTP,800IIR,J,L
GO TO SI


















56 ISATZI IWNK+! I=ITR
ISATZIIWNK+2l=ITK




























































































FOR"IAT I IH ,4HKV =13)
ISATZIIKI=NTYPN












ITK= I -J* NS Z
ITN= !TR
46 ISATZIIK+5 l=!TR




















































































301 FORMAT IIHO,5HKLZ =lo,16H ERROR IN 011221
305 RETURN
END
































































































SATZ « ITK I= X« 1 I
lTK=ITK+I
L=ITK-I







I F 1 !To. - PIK II 26,90, I 26
IFI 18-1) 126,126, 121
WRITFIIFILE'ITRI (SATZIII,I=I,NSZI
GO Ta 91







wR IT F I I F I LE ' I "NR I ( I SU" ( I), I = I,J I , I I SA TZ ( I I, I = I h,:., SZ I
GO In 81




G[] TO 182,(2), N










IFIJ I 102, 102,101
I'JI WRlTFI IFILF' I <lIIIRI «ISUMIIJ, 1=1 ,J I, I ISHZI 1),1= ITW ,LI, I ISIJMI I),
lI=K,IIISU
GO TfJIR2





















3. Input preparation for the program system KEMA (REFORM)
3.1 The purpose of the program REFORM
The purpose of the program REFORM is to facilitate the preparation
of the input for the program system KEMA. For example if sets of
data for a material are to be cancelled on KEDAK it would be
cumbersome to specify each and every data point in the da ta
alteration block DROPS in the program 01750 or 01751 of KEMA
/see 2.3/. The program REFORM traces these energy points on
KEDAK within a specified energy interval and generates the data
alteration blocks as required by programs 01750 or 01751. REFORM
also generates if desired DROPA and ADD blocks. The data to be
inserted in KEDAK may be stored on cards or any external storage
unit and in any specified format.
REFORM is written in FORTRAN IV and uses the ASSEMBLER routine
DEFI and the FORTRAN IV routine LDFPAC /see 111. 2/.
3.2 The input for REFORM
The input for REFORM is divided into two parts. The first part
contains the information about the desired data alteration block
and is read from the standard input unit using a NAMELIST list.
Therefore it is not necessary to repeat input data which were
already specified in the previous NAMELIST group. The second part
of the input is only necessary if a data alteration block ADD is
to be produced. This part contains the arguments and respected
functional values which are to be inserted or changed on KEDAK.
These data pairs are read from unit IN with format FOR~IT as
explained below. Both the first and the second part of the input
must be ordered as the materials and data types appear on KEDAK,
in detail: the materials have the order as given on KEDAK, the
da ta types have an alphabetic order and the arguments in part
two of the input must be given with increasing arguments.
For each data alteration block to be produced aseparate NAMELIST
group is specified.
Description of the NAMELIST groups:
a) Production of the da ta alteration block DROPS
b&DROPb-options:
- II-117 -
NAMZ .. number of names, default: NAMZ .. 2









lower } limit of the energy region to be cancelled
upper on KEDAK in eV. EMIN< E < EMAX
Print output of the data alteration block
is desired.
F Print output of the data alteration block
is not desired.
Default: TST .. F.












external storage unit on which the sets of data
to be inserted or changed on KEDAK are stored.
'(format of the sets of data stored on unit IN)'
number of the sets of data to be inserted or
changed on KEDAK
the first record on unit IN is arecord containing
connnents
no connnent precedes the sets of data.
Default: COMT .. T















3.3 The output of REFORM
REFORM writes the desired data alteration blocks on the external
storage unit 2. They can be directly used by the program system
KEMA.
In cases TST is set equal to T the data alteration blocks are
also printed on paper.
The error messages are self explaining
3.4 Needed external storage units
5 Standard input unit.
6 Standard unit for the print output.
2 Storage unit on which the data alteration blocks
are written.
9 External storage unit which is used to take up
the NAMELIST groups from unit 5. This is done to
enable a BACKSPACE statement for this part of the
input.
Storage unit containing the KEDAK library which is
to be modified.
IN Storage unit (units) containing the data pairs used for
the data alteration block (blocks) ADD. Because it is
possible to read the data pairs of each material and
each data type from another storage unit, for all
specified units IN in the NAMELIST groups b&ADD a special
DD-card is necessary.
3.5 Input example
I 1 Ir'nF1 1 7 KE J 0 R () ") 17 , 1J i , ") 6 '.~ 1 ..~ ) , !C~, I r: G, MS Gl FV FL= ( 1 , 1 ) , C 1- i'; SS=i~





TNCLUD[- L H (RC:f<JkM,LDFOAC'
HHRY MAlf\:
/1~.FTCIFCGl 01 UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=GF~~~J,f)TSP=SHR,nSN=KE[AK3
/ / Ge • Fr Cq F Je 1 rn UN rT= SYsn ,\ , D T SP = ( Nr,.j , D t: L F TE) t sr ACF = ( 80 , 1 5 Ci J 0 ) ,
11 CC8=(RECCM=F,lLKSIZE=AJ,LRECl=8J)













". n QJ)O 1\: l\ '17 =;:>, ',j:\ ~ F \J ='u ? 3 q , , ' <;GG ' , pi I '\j ::: 1 • , E 11.1 J\ X::: 1 • 0 ~ 1 ,T ST=T , ,~ n,F')
x A!") [) Nf' 'q ::: 2 •• J !~ '4 I:"J = '!J 2 18 ' , I SG(;' , rN= 1S , ANZ f1 HI::: 3 , CDM T= T ,
FO P "1 T = I ( ? F 14. (-, I • , V' \jll
~ n F'(l P f\ A~'1 l := ( , 1\,) A'''1 r f'l= 'U ? '3 q , fiS G;,) , , E'~ p~ = ~ • '3 J:C ~ , ': M t )( = '3. S F "3, .R. l= \P)
j}, f\, eJl) I\J t.~ 7 =? , I\J.\ '><\ F. \i = 'LI 2 '3 'i' , I 5 c; Nt, I "1 = 1S , AN l AHL= 4 , C !l V T = T ,
FllHH=' (?E14.~ I', ,~PJD
3.6 The output for the example




).Ul'JYlF+02EV F'JR: NAMZ= 2
SGG
4 .209')91':'+00 4.29632E+JO 4.33681 +00 4.35852E+00 4.37184F+OO 4.38464E+OO 4.38939E+OO
4.41416F+OJ 4. 4274fJ E+JO 4.44919 +00 4.48967E+00 4.576 /tlE+OO 4.80199E+00 5.43892F+00
6.60386E+I)) 6.62941E+(JO 6.64509 +[11) 6.66016F+OO 6.66575F+OJ 6.67000E+00 6.67425E+OO









Tf=ST P'{INTClIT.'I'IRITTEN RECORD R;=AOS:





















TEST PRINTOUT.~RITTE~ RECORD RfADS:
15 AOD 2 U 238 SGG
1 1
2.50000E+OO 3.75000E+01 3.0JOOOE+00 4.125001=+02 1.0C000E+01 2.01500E+02
2EQ.Lß.E.Q!.!f'sIE2...
BEn/FF IIJ O.3801))E+04EV 4NO
,\jA'1E"J=U 238
0.390000E+04EV FOR: ~AMl= 2
SGIIJ
3. flO65QF+03 3.814301"+03 3.82297E+03 3.R2908E+03 3.830081::+03 3.83037E+03 3.83048E+03
3.83059[+03 3.83060E+03 3.83061E+03 3.83063E+03 3.83164E+03 3.83067E+03 3.83072E+03
3. '1322 3 E:+03 3.il3392E+03 3.84893E+03 3.85322E+03 3. 85486E+03 3.85563E+03 3.85605E+03
3. '156701"+ 03 3.856771"+03 3.856861"+03 3.8571 OE +03 3.85735E+03 3.85777E+03 3. 85854E +03
3.86842F+03 3.87039E+03 3.87115E+03 3.87151E+03 3.871 70E+03 3.87181 E+03 3.87193E+03
3.872071"+03 3.87219E+03 3.87230E+03 3.87249E+03 3.87285E+03 3.873611"+03 3.87553E+03
1.8946lE+'J3 3.8948RE+J3 3.8949SE+03 3.89503E+03 3.89506f+J3 3.995') 7E +03 3.89509E+03

















TEST PRINTOUT.WRTTTE~ RECORD RFADS:











~ 'J [L!~::Ql1[SIE.Q ...
'j!\'1Z= 2 NA'WN=lJ 23:J S';N
I '11=15 A;~L~HL= 4 Cf)"H = FI1R"1 T = (7E14.61
*Ul"1MENTCARf)'" U 238 SG'II
TEST PRTNTOUT.WPlrTF~ RECORf) RE~OS:
11 AOD 2 U 23~ SGN
1 1
A.J25JJE+01 2.J3JOJE+00 2.0JOOOE+0? 6.50000E+01 5.50000E+02 4.20000E+00 8.20000E+02 1.95000E+00
TFSTPRINTOUT: WRITTFN RFCURO RFAOS:
2ENDE





3.7 List of REFORM
- II-I22 -
C





P EAL* R NA '1E ~ 110 I ,\ f)XI ' ADD' I , f)RDD SI' DR OP S ' I , E~ DEI' ENrlE ' I, TYP, MA T,
1F XC , n ~ np XI ' 'l R0 PA' I
LOGICAL T5rIF/,C0'1T/rl
f)ATA A~/' \AD'I,DR/' ~D~/,nZ/'oPA 'I
DATA FJRMTlZO*' '1,I1LA\lK/' 'I,Nllll,NZ/Z/
OATA E'11N/).I,EMA~/l.E+l)I,ARG/'ARG 'I
NAMELIST/lRJP/NAMl,NAMEN,F'1IN,EMAX,TST,'1AT,TYP,FXC
EQUIVALENCE IANZAHL,A~Z,A), IFJR~Tlll,F'ITI 111,1 IN,KARFH) ,lNAMENli)


































bJ5 FORMAT 1 '~AMZ=',IZ,' NAMr:N=',ZIA8,2XI,lP5E13.5)
WRITEIKOUT,6061 IN, ANZAHl,COMT,FORMT
606 FORMATlI' III=',rZ,' ANZAHL=',IB,' CO'1T=',LZ,' FORMT=',20A41
IFINAMZ.NE.)) GOTD 12
WRITEIKClUT,600)

























































12 IFIANZ~HL.GT.Ol GJT'l 14
WRITE (KDUT,501 I
60l FORM~T(II' ***** [RR], IN "~RAMFTFR ANZAHL'III
NERR=l
14 IF( FOR'IT( 1l.Nf'.flL\NKl GOlD 16
WRITFIKOUT,60Z1
60Z FORM~T(//' **''''* ERROR IN FrJRMT' 111
NERR=l
16 IFINFRR.NE.JI ST1P
17 IEI.NDT.CJMTl GOTiJ 21
RFAOIIN,6171 TEXT
.. RITE 1KOUT, 61 B) TEXT
618 FORMATlI' *CO'l'lF~TCAqO*',20~4/1













lEI NAMZ. LT. 31 GOTD 25








705 WRITFINOUT) NWORO,AflX,NAMZ, INAMOATlI I, I=l,NMDI ,NARG,NWERT,
I llIIl,I=l,MI
706 IFlTSTl WRlTEIKOUT,6111 N~'lRO,A'JX,NAMZ,(NAMOATIII,I=I,NMDI
IFINARG.GT.,)l GO TO 1'17
IFlTSTI W'UTE I<JUT,7081 NARG,NWERT,ARG,IZIII ,I=l,M)
708 FORMATllX,21l0,A5/1 lX,lPlJF13.51)
GO TO 709







619 FORMATlI' TESTPRI~TOUT: W~ITTEN RECORO REAOS:'/1X,I5,A8/1
IFINNERR.NE.OI GOTO 5Z
WRITEIKOUT,603)
































































C CDINPT LIEST DIE KARTEN-EINGABE VON INPT UNO LEGT SIE NA:~ KIN
C
620 FORMAT(//' ~b,** ',13,' ERPOR,'1ESSAGES vJ"RE GE"JERATEO.'l
54 STOP
90 WRITFIKOUT,S041 I~
604 FORMATllI' _.**- END O~ DATA UN UNIT',T3,',RFFOPE SPECIFIEO "lUMBFR




\-IR' TE I KO IJT , "la)
WRITFIK1UT,6(8) E'1!'J,E"IAX,NAMZ,c NAME"JII) ,I=I,NAMZI
61 ,) FORM" TI I I I n OX,' Di<.o P i<.EO'J ES TEO.' I' +' ,19X, 15 ( '_ ' l/l
608 FORMATI' BFl'iIFFN ',EI4.6,'f:V ""JO ',E14.o,'EV FOR: NAMZ=',I21
1 20X,'''JAMEN=' ,2IA8,2Xl, IP5E13.51
NARGUlll =,'~A MZ




















611 FORMAT II , TEST RRINToUT.WPITTEN RECoRO READS:'I
1 lX,I10,lX,A8,IX,13,lllX,2A41,IP5EI3.5)
IFlTSTl WRITEIKOUT,61l1 "lARGX,IZII I ,I=I,MAXI















































































IFINAMZ.EJ.l1 GD TO 103
NMD=N'IO+Z
CALL STRIN;INAMOATI31,NAMENI2I,ß)







104 WRITE INOUTI NWoRD,OROP~NAMZ,INAMDATIII,I=I,NMf)1














601 FORMATlI' FEHLER BEIM LESEN OER',I5,'-TEN KARTE'I'
GOTO 5
99 WRITEIKOUT,6021 KI"l,N
602 FORMATl/' [>IE I(ART':NEINGABE WUROE AUF H' oll,' AßGFLF;T.ES WIJROEN'


































































IF( 'lER'-\. 0.:)) GOTl 30 130
K~NARr,12 I 141)
IFII( 11. LT. EMIN) ;J TU 2) 150
IF{Z(l).GT.F"1AX) GOTD 32 160
GDm 2 I 170
70 [ALL LDFNXT(NFRR,'lARG,NA"1,ll IRO
IFIN"RR.ECj.)1 GOT D 22 190
IF{llll.LT.EMINI;OTO 20 200
IFllIII.GT.FMAXl SOTD 24 210
21 I~Hl 220
IFII*K."T ."1AXNU"1) GO TC) 34 230







GOTO 21 310 H
C 320 HI






24 IF(I.LLll GOTO 25 390
NR=O 400
GOTO 20) 410
25 NR=6 420
GOTO 200 430
[ 440
30 NP=3 450
GOTO 200 460
[ 470
32 NR=4 480
GOTO 200 490
C 500
34 'lR=2 510
1=1-1 520
GOTO 200 530
200 'lUMX=1 540
RETURN 550
"NO 560
